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Christmas Party At

Courthouse Dec. 23
A Christmas party, with
Santa Claus to give treats,
will be held at 7 p. m. Friday,
December 23, inside the courthouse for all children of
Princeton and Caldwell county. There will be a tree, and
each child who comes will
receive a treat. The party is
being sponsored by county officials, other officers of the
courthouse and courthouse
employees.

James Wallace Is State
4-H Achievement Winner

WINNER OFTROPI 1Y

James It. (Jimmy) Wallace, 17-; invested in purebred Angus eatyear-old son of Mr. and Mrs.! tie. The champion now has 10
Harry Wallace, Eddyville road,' cows and a bull in his Angus heo.'
is State winner of the boys naAccording to the county agt '
tional 4-H Achievement contest, Wallace also has shown calves at
County Agent R. A. Mabry an- the 4-H Club fat cattle show so
nounces.
Louisville for the last two ye
A senior at Butler High School,
His other achievements inclu,,
Wallace was awarded a bronze the winning of the 1949 county
statue at a chapel program Wed- and district 4-H Club leadership
nesday morning at the school. titles and maintenance of •
The statue was awarded in the swine project.
name of the national committee
Wallace is president of the
on boys and girls club work.
Caldwell 4-H Club council and
Wallace's achievements upon community club and chairman of
which the award was based in- the Caldwell county 4-H coun
cluded a sheep project consisting He was selected as the outstal“.,
of A) ewes. The project won Wal- ing 4-H boy in this county 4
lace four consecutive county and 1947. He also will represent ICeI
district championships. Money tucky in the national achiev
earned from the sheep has been merit contest.

Churches Announce
Yuletide Programs
Cantatas, Pageants, Special Music, Parties Planned
By The Several Churches Of Princeton; Carols To Be

By Group From
_

Methodist Church Christmas Eve
Princeton churches are completing plans for programs, speco January 2
ial music and Christmas parties
Pre-Christmas Store
C,h,el: in Princeton and CaIdduring the Yuletide season. The
Hours Are Announced
way will close at noon
churches have announc21,
for
December
the
Princeton
'stores
will
re.day,
ed their programs in full or in
and
main
holidays
studies
open
until
8
p.
m.
1,,tinas
part:
Thursday and Friday nights,
not be resumed until MonFIRST
BAPTIST
Dec. 22 and 23, and will close
January 2, it is announced.
A cantata, "Noel", by Harry
at 6 p. m. Saturday, Christpils at St. Paul's Catholic
Wessel, will be presented Sunday
mas Eve, it is announced by
hool will be dismissed Decemat 7 p. m., by the adult choir, it is
Miss
Carwin
Cash,
secretary
resume
their
will
and
r 22
announced by the Rev. H. G. M.
of
the
Retail
Merchants'
As3.
January
dies
Hatler, pastor.
sociation.
Friday Is Last Day
Teachers at East Side Grade
Wednesday night, Dec. 21, there
1 will take their Pupils to For County Residents
will be a "White Gift Service",
picture show Tuesday, Deat which time members will bring
To Notify Jaycees
ber 20, as a present from the
gifts for the Christmas baskets to
Kiwanis Club's Annual
Local Students Named
County
Russell
to
According
residents
must have
ulty.
be distributed to the needy. The
have
Football
Committee
room
Banquet
To
TU.
K.
each
their
principal,
card
or letter in the
aker,
Youth, Junior and Cherub choirs
mail
not
later than Friday, De- Be Held Tonight
t
v'Twe Caldwell county studeni
have a Christmas tree, a prowill present the Christmas story
Miss Georgia Phelps and Willia
am and will exchange gifts the cember 18, if they wish to have
through scripture and song.
The
Kiwanis
Club's
annual
footSolemn Requiem High
ruing of December 21. No pro- their home Christmas decorations ball banquet will be held at 8:30 E. Sell, Jr., both of Princeto
Thursday night, Dec. 22, ChristIrn will be held in the auditor- judged in the county decorating p. m today at the East Side have been selected to serve oil
mas music will be presented by
Mass
Said
At
Catholic
till this year since part of the contest sponsored by the Jaycees, School's lunchroom with Ralph the University of Kentucky's
college students home for the
Church Here Monday
,e1 is being used as a class- Murray Sell, president, reminded McRight, coach of Tilghman High Committee of 240 for 1949-50, the
holidays. Jimmy Morrison, musk
citizens
this
week.
Solemn
added,
Departrequiem
high
mass
Public
Relations
was
m, Goodaker
director, will direct the group.
School, Paducah, scheduled to be U. K.
said
at
St.
Paul's
Catholic
ment announces.
Church
Prizes totalling about $150 will guest speaker, it is announced.
The Christmas message will ta
Only pupils of the seventh and
at 9 a. m. Monday for Mrs. Ethyle delivered Sunday, Dec. 25, by Rev
Members of the Committee of
,at Butler will ex- be awarded this year to a city
th grades
Besides the football team and
reachievement
champion,
R.
Wallace,
State
4-H
Club
James
M. Loftus, who died at 1:30 p. m. Hatter, with the Young people's
go gifts, Superintendent C. merchant, four city residents and the speaker, other guests will in- 240 serve as student representaceives a trophy in recognition of his work at a Butler High School Friday at Princeton Hospital. Choir presenting the
special
Pollard announced. However, a county resident who best dec- clude John Hackett, Cliff Cox tives of the University in their
by
The
trophy
is
presented
program
Wednesday
morning.
chapel
The Rev. George Boehmiche, for- music.
musical program is scheduled orate their store or residential and Paul Tillman, coaches at home , communities, supplying
County Agent R. A. Mabry.
mer pastor of St. Paul's was celechapel at 10:30 a. m. Wednes- places for Christmas. Merchants Butler High School; the four high school seniors, U. K. AlumCUMBERLAND
brant and the Rev. William Borny, December 21. Persons giv- and persons living in the city cheer leaders and their sponsor, ni, and others with information
PRESBYTERIAN
Dr.
Ralph
Cash
Named
traeger
was
regarding
the
deacon.
The
University
Rev.
of
Kenthe program will be former need not notify the Jaycees, Sell Mrs. Paul Tillman, the two footA pageant entitled, "The Voile
Richard Clements, assistant pastucky. The organization is comTo Princeton Board
i of Butler. The chapel said.
of Christmas", will be presented
ball managers, Ann Qaisenberry,
tor,
served
as
sub-deacon.
by 22 members of the church FriThe prizes, which are now on football queen, a n d Russell posed of two students from each
ent will be under the direction
Of Education
Mrs. Loftus, the former Ethyle day, Dec. 23, at 7 o'clock. Recita
Jimmy Morrison, music direc- display in the window of the Goodaker, principal of East Side of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Appointment of Dr. Ralph Cash B. Maxwell, died from a heart atPresident H. L. Donovan has
tions will be given by the chil
at the First Baptist Church.
Kentucky Utilities office here, School.
to the City Board of Education tack which she suffered about 10
called the group one of the most Donations To Be
dren and Christmas carols sung
Mrs. Vergil Nuckols, manager
Primary pupils at St. Paul's were donated by Princeton merwas announced Wednesday after days before her death. Born in
important on the U. K. Campue.
by all. Santa will be on hand to
ool will give a playlet at 10 chants. Among the stores and of the school lunchroom, will
a meeting of the board Tuesday Weakley County, Tennessee, she
Miss Phelps, daughter of Dir. Received At K. U.
distribute gifts to the entire confirms
have
charge
of
the
dinner.
"Perprizes
are
contributing
entitled
December
22
m.
night at Butler High School.
and Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Rottte
Office
Dec.
15,
16,
19
was
the
daughter
of
the late gregation.
t Gift." Pupils of the upper Winstead Jewelr y, Walker's
Dr. Cash, who has been official Martha Ellen Dinwiddie and
6, is a freshman in the U. K. CQWomen of Princeton and CaldCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
ades will sing carols, give reel- Drugs and Jewelry, Joiner Hardlege of Agriculture and Haiti well county are sponsoring a football and basketball physician Joseph H. Maxwell. She married
Sunday, Dec. 18th, there will be
dons and exchange gifts, it was ware Company, Western Auto
Economies, She is a graduate of Christmas food shower for Prince- for the last several years, sv,,s her husband, John F. Loftus, I. a white gift offering at the
reguAssociate Store, Hodge Motor
unexpired
appointed
to
fill
the
Fredonia High School.
C. Railway engineer, September lar Sunday School Hour. The sec
ton Hospital, it is announced.
resignMorgan,
who
term
of
John
Special vesper services will be Sales, Stevens Chevrolet ComSell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- Each woman is asked to con24, 1902, and they moved to mon will be brought by the Re(
pany, Dawson Drug Store and
Id at 4 p. m. Sunday, December
liam E. Sell, Route 2, is a junior tribute one jar of canned fruit, ed to assume the duties of county Princeton from Evansville, Lnd., Luperfido, of St. Louis, Mo.
Princeton
Hosiery
Mills,
Inc.
at the Butler High School
in the College of Engineering. He vegetables or juices of any kind. court clerk here.
in 1908.
The annual Christmas program
Parking Leniency Is
Others include A & P Food
Members of the board expressuditorium with the Butler Glee
is a graduate of Butler H ip Persons not having canned goods,
Besides her husband, she is will be presented Sunday night,
ed their appreciation to Mr. TAorCub giving the program. The Stores, J. C. Penney Company, Recommended During
School.
may bring eggs, butter, lard, cofsurvived by two daughters, Mary Dec. 23, at which time Santa will
his "outstanding" service
p-ogram, according to Miss Nancy Russell Jewelry Company, Goldfee, tea, sugar or non-perishable gan for
Maxwell, of the homestead, and be at the Christmas tree and
Pre-Xmas Period
as a member of the group, it was
Stowers, director, will include namer's Department Store, Genfood. Money is not being asked
Anna Louise, Nashville, Tenn.; there will be gifts. A playlet will
Princeton's new Board of Coun- New License Plates
said.
c/iigs by the Junior High School eral Auto Store, McConnell Elecfor.
three sons, John Francis, J., be given by the children, carols
cil re-elected R. G. McClelland to Go On Sale This Week
•arias, High School mixed chor- tric Company, Purdy's, Eldred
Joseph Frederick and James ,sung and Christmas stories told.
Kentucky Utilities personnel
the office of police judge and votHardware
Company,
Federated
i, and Girls' High School chorKentucky's green and white au- will
Feeney, all of Princeton. Another OGDEN METHODIST
receive donations at their
ed to retain Gordon Lisanby as
Brown
Franklin
Store,
Store,
Ben
The Christmas story will be
son, William Bernard, died in inOn Christmas Eve at 6 p. m.,
a two-year term tomobile license plates are to go office and the city truck will defor
attorney
city
Denham's
rrated by Mrs. Paul Tilghman. Furniture 'Company,
fancy. Three grandsons, John and continuing to 10 p. m. the
meeting Of on sale at the county clerk's of- liver same to the hospital. Reweekly
regular
at
the
Jewelry Compan y, Mitchell
fice here this week, it is anFrancis III, Jerome Rogers, and Youth Fellowship of Ogden Methceiving dates are December 15,
group Monday night at City
Brothers Plumbing Company, the
nounced.
Joseph Ruppet, all of Princeton, odist Church will depict the naocal Student On UK
16 and 19.
Hall.
Steger Lumber Company and McWith
the
issue
of
the
1950
tivity scene, it is announced by
Others elected at the meeting
Contributions from men will Lower Fire Insurance
• also survive.
ommittee To Raise
Gough Paint and Wallpaper
plates, the Kentucky registration
were T. H. Redd, cemetery superActive pallbearers were Gray- the. Rev. Joe Callendar, pastor.
also be gladly received.
Company.
system
becomes
one
of
the
most
Rates Expected To Go
000 For Band Trip
intendent; J. E. Tatum, night
son Harralson, Thomas Lacey, Setting for this will be a stable
Added information will be furMerchants who may not have
modern in the nation, it was
pumper at water plant; Gordon
Into Effect In Jan.
Marvin Pogrotsky, Princeton
Jerry and Johnny Loftus, Bill with a real animal, the Wise Men,
nished
by
calling
Mrs.
contribution
Frank
G.
for
a
solicited
said.
New
been
equipment in the DeGlenn, fire chief, and Reg Hobby,
dent at the University of KenBrown
and John Gwen McKin- Mary, Joseph and Child, with a
installed
this
week
alarm
A
fire
Wood,
2085.
of
member
partment of Revenue will promptare asked to contact a
ky, is a member of school
assistant fire chief.
ney;
honorary,
C. E. Gaddie, A. background of angelic music.
Harrison
and
at
the
corner
of
ly locate the record of any car
the Jaycees if they desire to make
Between 8 p. m., and 10 p. am.,
Firemen elected upon the recP. Day, Motier Quisenberry, R. A.
mmittee seeking $5,000 to fistreets
is
ready
for
use,
Fire
Main
licensed in Kentucky by either Lamb Named County
a donation, it was said
ommendation of the fire chief
• ce a trip forAthe University
Chief Gordon Glenn announces. Willard, M. L. Orange and D. E. a group of carolers will sing
name,
license
number
or
motor
throughout the city. Persons do
were C. F. Engelhardt, Conway
nd to the Kentucky-Santa
Installation of the alarm com- Sweeney.
number .Another historical file Agricultural Chairman
Lacey, Jesse Chambliss, Hampton
lara Football battle in the Visiting Minister To
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem- siring carolers to sing at their
Edwin Lamb, vice-president of pletes the last requirement of the
up-to-date
will
hold
an
record
of
house are aSked to places a burnNichols* R. M. Oliver, Delmar
'range Bowl, it is announced.
Preach Here Sunday
transfers showing present owner- the First National Bank, has State to permit the reduction of etery.
ing candle in their window and
Shortt, Curtis Sigler, Denny McAccording to Press reports, UK
fire insurance rates here and to ATTEND
been
appointed
county
ship.
agriculThese
files
are
Univerbeing
made
Loperfeido,
FUNERAL
Rev. Floyd
be prepared to serve refreshConnell, Luther Starnes, Charles
icials have given permission
reduce the city from eighth, to
Among out-of-town relatives ments.
,City, Mo., will conduct ser- McLin and Willie Pursley. Term available to the Kentucky State tural chairman for Caldwell counr the band to make the trip if sity
seventh class, he said.
ty,
Marvin
L.
Underwood,
ElizaPresbyterian
police.
and
friends attending the funeral
vices at Central
At 11 o'clock there will be a.
of office for those elected will becan 'raise the necessary funds.
The alarm box is to be used by of Mrs.
Revenue Department officials bethtown, president of the KenJohn F. Loftus, Sr., here candlelight
Church'Sunday, Dec. 18. Services gin Monday, January 2.
communion, closing at
anybody,
day
or
night,
who
wishe University of Miami has extucky
Bankers
suggest
that
Association,
anevery car owner
Monday morning were Mrs. Zu- mid-night,
will be held at 10:45 a. m., and
Leniency on overtime parking
which will conclude
es to report a fire, according to
nded free lodging and band
at 7 p. m. The nursery will be during the pre-Christmas shop- check his motor number against nounces. The appointment be- the chief. He explained that a lah Pair and Mr. and Mrs. Charles will be no preaching services on
embers will bear food costs and
open Sunday morning. All mem- ping period was'recommended by his license certificate and if it comes effective immediately for metal bar hangs beside the box Douglas Pair, Martin, Tenn.; Mr. Christmas Day, b u t Sunday
cidental expenses, it was said.
and Mrs. Roy Cocke, Ripley, the
bers and fmnds of the church the council and the police depart- does not .correspond, to get the the year 1950.
Christmas services. There
and can be used to break the glass
e $5,000 is necessary to cover
county clerk to correct the error.
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. John ShroeThe county agricultural chairare invited to attend.
requested to give courwas
ment
School will be held at the reguthe
alarm.
When
the
button
Is
in
und-trip train fare for 100
The
new
plates
cannot
be
used
man
der,
coordinates
Memphis,
agricultural
acTenn.;
Mrs.
George
•
lar hour, the Rev. Callendar
tesy reminders only to shoppers until
pushed, it automatically sets off
mbers of the band.
December 29.
tivities of the banks with farmers
Englert, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. and FIRST
instead of notices when time on
CHRISTIAN
the alarm at City Hall, he added.
Xmas Seals Sold
Mrs.
and
agricultural
Jerome
agencies
and
orHarris, Paducah;
the meters expired.
A cantata, "Yuletide Memories"
Chief Glenn said that any perP.
T.
A.
ice
MEETS
TODAY
Postoff
Local
Mrs.
ganizations serving the counties
George Brockman, Hopkins- will
At
otarians Hear Address
be given at 7 o'clock Friday
Open house will be held today to increase the effectiveness of son turning in an alarm at the ville; Miss Katherine Keen, Miss
Mrs. Billie T. Gresham, chair- FREDONIA VESPER SERVICE
night, Dec. 23, the Rev. George W.
is requested to remain at the
box
y Mary Wilson Eldred
at
held
by
the
will
be
Princeton
P.
T.
A.
at
the
Vesper services
agricultural programs, UnderJune Echols and Mrs. James
man of the 1949 Christmas Seal
Filer announced. This will insite until firemen arrive and ask
Rotarians heard Miss Mary Sale Drive announced Tuesday the Fredonia First Presbyterian East Side Grade School auditor- wood explained.
Bowden, Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
clude solos, three part women's
location
of
the
fire.
the
Ison Eldred speak on her re- that persons desiring extra seals Church at 5 p. m. Sunday, De- ium after a short business session
and Mrs. Mark Davis, Paducah;
choruses, two-part men's choruses
The fire chief also said he has
trip to Europe at their regu- may contact Mr. Gresham at cember 18, with the Rev. Charles which begins at 2:30 p. m., it is Butler Quintet Defeats
and D. E. Sweeney, Louisville.
and choral numbers. Singers will
been informed by state officials
dinner meeting Tuesday postoffice where he will have M. Bunce, pastor of Kentucky announced. Parents are urged to
be Mesdames Louard lEgbert,
that reduced fire insurance rates
ght. Guests were Bobbie Mc- stamps for sale. Mrs. Gresham Avenue Presbyterian Church, Pa- atterd the meeting and view the Mayfield Team 45-35
Princetonian
Promoted
George W. Filer, Frank Giannini,
should be in the hands of insuronnell, junior Rotarian for the will also have an ample supply, ducah, bringing the message, it Christmas decorations of the difButler's Tigers defeated May- ance agents here soon after Jan- fp U.
Jr., Clifton Pruett, H. A. Travis
K. Cadet Corps
ferent rooms, it was said.
field 45 to 35 Tuesday on May- uary 1.
nth, and his special guest,, C. she added.
Is announced. 1 Paul J. Cunningham, son of Mr. and Frederick Stallins; Misses
field's
home
floor after losing the
Horn. Rev. Harvey Tallent was
and Mrs. Pa ti 1 Cunningham, Jayne Hogan, Dorla Dean Stale guest of Howard Stone. Presopener last Thursday here with
Wilma Prince, Ann Darnell,
South Jefferson Street, and a stuCharles
Wood,
Native
Tolu by a score of 30 to 36.
ent Elwood Cook announced
le
Sue Cartwright; Messrs.
dent at the University of Kentucat the club had obtained nine
In both games Kenneth Barrett Of This County, May
ky, has been promoted to the Gordon Lisanby, Bill Presler,
.secutive 100 per cent attendled the scoring of the Butler
rank of cadet second lieutenant Ronnie Filer, Jerry Hogan, JimGet U. S. Court Job
ee meetings this year. The anquintet. In the Mayfield game he
in the University's ROTC cadet my Boren, and the Rev. Mr.
al Christmas program and exscored 30 points and in the game iCharles F. Wood, nephew of corps for the
1949-50 school year. Filer.
prank Wood and F. K. Wylie,
ange of gifts will feature next
with Tolu he chalked up eight.
The cantata will be directed by
Cunningham's promotion was
now
Princeton,
who
i
both
of
eek's meeting.- The next two games are schedK. V. Bryant and Mrs. Everett
Federal Court crier and law clerk announced recently by Col. G. T.
uled to be played here with the
Mackenzie, professor of military Cherry will be organist.
Tigers clashing With Smithiand to Federal Judge Roy M. Shel- science and tactics.
Christmas morning there will
• nd Boosters Elect
Louisville, is expected
bourne
at
Friday, December 16. The Mor- The local student, a senior in be a combined program of the
Assistant
U.
S.
Attorto
succeed
ew Officers Monday----ganfield game is set for Tuesday,
Sunday School and church serney John A. Fulton, who resigned the U. .K. College of Arts and
December 20.
Billie T. Gresham was elected
vice, at which time carols will be
Monday, according to word re- Science, has been assigned to
'resident of the Band Boosters
Squadron "C" in the school's Air sung and readings given by the
here.
ceived
into at the organization's reguchildren. White gift offerings also
Meeting Of Farm, Home
Wood, who was born in Prince- Force ROTC units. He is a memar meeting Monday night at Butwill be made during this service,
ton, lives at 937 Cherokee Road, ber of the Pryor Pre-Medical SoGroup
Set
For
Friday
to be distributed among the
ler High School. Other newly
obtained his law ciety, Alpha Phi Omega service
Louisville.
He
The Kentucky Farm and Home
needy.
lected officers were Thomas
degree at Alabama in 1942 and fraternity, the campus YMCA,
Development group of Caldwell
There will be no service Sunday
inters, vice-president; Mrs. C.
during the last war he served in and Pi Kappa Alpha social fratercounty will meet for discussion of
night.
Bishop, secretary; Mrs. Billie
the Secret Service. He resigned nity. He also is a graduate of
the livestock program, farm
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC
Gresham, reporter; and K. V.
in 1946 to practice law at Louis- Georgia Military Academy.
building and machinery and the
Altar Boys of St. Paul's Catho
ryant. treasurer. The group had
ville.
1 home and its equipment from 10
lie Church will sing Christmas
pot-luck supper which was folRed
Rockets
Win
Over
I a. m. to 3 p. m. Friday. December
carols at 5:15 a. m., Christmas
ed by a band concert.
LIBRARY TO CLOSE
16, at Ogden Memorial Methodist
National Guard Team
Day preceding high mass at 5:30
The George Coon Library will
Church, it is announced.
Princeton's VFW Red 'Rockets a. m., followed by low mass. AlU. K. Students To
be closrd from December 25
Families, including older chil- through January 2, it is announc- beat the Hopkinsville National ter boys will also sing carols a1
Spend Holidays Here
dren, who have made application ed. No fines will be levied on Guard in a close fought basket- the low mass. Rev. Richard Clen:
for the program, will attend this books falling due during this ball game played Thursday, De- ents. assistant pastor, will S.
Virginia Bowie Satterfield,
cember 8, at the Hopkinsville celebrant at both masses.
meeting,, according to Extension period.
Marvin Pogrotsky, Bill Maya, Bill
Armory. The score was 32 to 26.
Agents Wilma Vandiver and R.
Sparks, Nancy Dee Hearne, Has:According to VFW manager CONDITION IMPROVED
ney Linton, Dottie Deem, Cynthia
\INDERGOES OPERATION
A. Mabry.
S. Mrs. Jewell A. Traylor, of Fre- Freddie McConnell, this season
The condition of David St '
Ann Cunningham. Allan Watson
donia, is a patient at Riverside promises to be successful for the liAgs, of the Lewistown corium
and Paul Cunningham, students;
Fredonia.
Baker,
of
Talley
Patterson,
Alma
his
Mrs.
greets
wife,
as
he
shown
is
Sgt. John C. Patterson, of Princeton,
at the University of Kentucky,
Was hostess to the all day Christ- Hospital, Paducah, where she re- 1004 team which is said to have ty, who has been seriously ill,
Carol, Gerry, and Royce, when they arrived in Yokohama recently aboard
re expected to arrive this week- and children, (L to R)
cently had an appendectomy. Her the best talent available in the reported to be improved V(
will make their new home in Yokohama where Sergenat Patterson rhas party of the W. M S at her
Pattersons
The
Shanks.
surrounding area.
Condition Is reported as good.
isitesday.
end to'spend Christmas hal:days the USAT
hotne Thursday.
Battalion.
Service
Signal
72nd
he stationed with the
their torlaM4
xtend From Dec. 21

Deadline kiNear In
Christmas Contest

Sung

Burial Rites Held
For Mrs. Loftus

Women To Sponsor
Shower For Hospital,

Council Re-Elects
McClelland Judge

New Fire Alarm
Box Is Installed

LOCAL rAMILY ARRIVES IN YOKOHAMA

I

a

Par Two

t.

Little Chips

DOsierl'Hv ANN DAqii
J(1114N I. HUTCHICSON,
Advertising Manage.'
editor and Publisher
under the Act of Congress
RInteresd as beyond tibias matter at Princeton, ley.,
13y J. S. H.
of vixen 6, 167e.
$3: Cards of
State, 0.0; Out-Xaie,
Subscription prices: In Ceunty, $2; $Incents
cents
I
Poenia,
Unsolicited
word.
•
Thanks, $j. HesolUtions of Respect,
• word, Reading notices, 10 oents a line.
When the time twines for the a result of a contest sponsored by
exeitEsiS-The Associated Preen 1 entitled
ancuneen(W THN-ABSOCIATICI)
printed in this news- meek to inherit the earth, chances the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
news
local
the
all
of
republication
for
use
the
to
clusively
action
dispatches.
are taxes will be so high they We heartily endorse the
P00% IL/ well as all Al' news
taken by the Jaycees and can
—f.rinatcr Veteran ASSOCIATION
it.
liffelditER tft
want
won't
think of nothing which adds more
WOMB= NATIONAL RDITORIAL ABSOCIATKM
• • •
Soon after reading Press re- to the spirit of Christmas than
ports where many Federal income well-planned, carefully-designed
taxpayers in Kentucky will have decorations upon the doorways of
Christmas budgets upset by homes at the Yuletide season. In
Christmas. In windows their
The wreath is a traditional symbul of
tax duns, I found a fat letter in many Instances, evergreens and
and
red
bright
the
and on front doors of homes all over America,
The Leader's postoffice box from shrubbery lend themselves conof the holiday season.
green of holly will signify the joyous festivities
the U. S.'treasury which caused a veniently to strings of colored
happiness. Every family
•• • • pimples. Then, I re- lights, the glow of which warms
For Christmastime should be is time of
that the holiday period
celebration
agents mossly the hearts of the passers-by. Yss,
anTi
.e,.tax
joy
the
to
forwaru
looks
in our count,cis.,sesers ti
families
of
those
of the upper the approaching Christmas seathousands
year
every
But
should bring.
7
and tragedy because of needand I glanced at son is one of the most joyous persee Christmas joy turned into suffering
the lettel- again and noticed it iods which fall within the year.
leas and preventable accidents.
• • •
holiday—or the holiday of was for an employee of The Leadyour
taking
from
death
keep
To
nothing, takes no time er. That, I say, may not be as
costs
It
thing.
simple
lights which have
Christmas
a
ones—is
your loved
only means being aware of the it should be but it's the "way it been strung across the streets
and requires only a little effort. It
caution, common sense and is." However, that was one time throughout the business section.
extra holiday hazards and of the extra
I was glad Uncle Sam thought is something of which local resicourtesy needed to overcome them.
the light to change. too little of my income to bother dents can be proud. Not only are
for
Walt
driving.
are
you
if
drink
Refuse to
string of Christmas tree lights about it.
they attractive but they make the
• • •
Yield the right-of-way. Discard a
town inviting tO those living
gift wrappings as soon as presaway
with worn insulation. Throw
Kids this day and time have away from home who come back
ents are opened.
than those of for a visit during Christmas holiin happiness. These less to worry about
These are little things; but, they pay off big
in your a generation ago. I remember days. The two stars which have
on
lights
the
keeping
toward
way
little extras go a long
how I used to worry about San- been hung on the courthouse add
on your door.
home and the red and green holly wreath
ta Claus catching fire when he something of the final touch to
and
joy
the
ones
loved
your
and
They will preserve for you
came down the chimney of my the decorations.
delight that is America at Christmas.
home every year. Now chemists
• • •
come up with whiskers which
There is one Leader advertiser
melt but won't go up in smoke.
who knows that advertising pays.
• • •
Princeton and Caldwell county After the paper ran the merHemisphere nations residents, who decorate their res- chant's adVertisement on home
The 1950 census to be taken in all Western
addition to a mere count of noses idences for the Christmas season appliances without adding the
in
States,
United
the
in
as
well
as
facts on occupations and this year, have a chance of win- word "down" under the price of
will provide vital statistics and basic
in the United States ning a prize for their efforts as the item, he said buyers were
persons
150,000,000
the
of
living
of
standards
guesses are given
and
figures
These
plentiful.
Americans.
South
•
100,000,000
Americans and some
and the 50,000,000 other North and Central
bulletin.
by the National Geographic Society in a recent
many ways; one is
in
important
highly
be
will
census
This
by it. There is a
occasioned
be
will
redistricting
that congressional
not beCongress,
in
seat
one
lose
may
probability .that Kentucky
an increase in total
cause of lack of growth because there has been
with the increase
population but because this state has not kept up
of other states.
DICK OBERLIN
intermediate
The census is taken every ten years. There are
WHAS
Bepurposes.
many
for
used
• •
but these are not officially
revisions
been taken, the
NEWS DIRECTOR
cause a business and agricultural census has just
are probably
United States government and the census districts
before.
ago just about this grace of God, go I."
Three
better set up to do this work than they have ever been
Last year many people insisted
and
industrial,
economic
much
so
time a very strange thing hapIt is interesting to note that
on making cash contributions to
the forthstatistical and other information is to be obtained from
at Central State Hospital the Christmas-for-Lakeland fund,
pened
to know far
coming census to be taken in 1950. The country ought
for mental patients at Lakeland, and this money was used to purbetter swhat is s problems are.
chase a motion picture projector
Kentucky.
spots
difficult
real
the
where
better
Nothing, however, will show
We had snow on the ground which has been a God-send to
there
y
Unquestionabl
are to be found than will loss of population.
was in addition
The ten-year then. The Christmas lights ana the patients. This
have been decided changes that were due to the war.
each of the
for
gift
a
to
little
Every
blossomed.
had
decorations
primarily upon the settled trend as of the year in which the census radio program was breaking out two thousand.
be
based
will
census
this
But
changes.
of
variety
a
show
will
iseriod
This year Chaplain Joe
being in its annual rash of Christmas
is taken. There is cause for concern wherever population is
carols and the "pop" songs about Knowles, a very personable young
made.
be
should
causes
the
lost and a thorough inquiry into
fellow, hopes enough money will
—(The Lexington Herald) Christmas.
This was a time of year, the be raised for a public address systwo or three weeks before the tem which can be used to pipe
25th of December,- that doctors' music two or three times a day
attendants and the executive staff to very patient in the institution.
But, of course, Central State
of Central State Hospital had
until
wait
not
will
Members of the 1950 General Assembly
Hospital is only one of five menthe
year
is
time
of
It
fear.
to
come
January to get acquainted. Sessions at Cumberland Falls and Ken- when most people are gay and tal institutions in Kentucky. The
tucky Lake for members of the House and Senate were designed to happy, when the spirit of giving purpose of this column is to repermit members to get acquainted with each other, with department and living burn brighter than at mind you of the plight of mental
heads and with Governor Clements. All members were invited re- any other time.
patients. And to urge of you who
gardless of party affiliation and factional allignment. No pressure
the mental hospital it was live near one to see if your
In
had
head
department
was exerted and no pledges exacted. Every
just the reverse. It seemed to the church, your lodge, your lunchinstructions to answer all questions and to provide Assembly mem- hospital staff that the mood of eon club or PTA or whatever
bers with any desired information as to their particular branch of the patients became more des- can't do something to make
the state government.
pondent, gloomier, the welt of Christmas brighter there.
These pre-session meetings are an innovation in Kentucky darkness more deep and black,
These are the forgotten people
arthis
up
politics. It is rather amazing that someone did'not think
the brighter were the spirits of who suffer more because of the
forgetting than any others; the
rangement several years ago. Now members of the 1950 session the 'normal" people outside.
know each other before the legislature opens; they have established
'Then, one morning, at the sug- patients at Central Hospital at
contact and acquaintance with department heads and with Governor gestion of a very wonderful lady Lakeland; Western at HopkinsClements. They will not have to wait on the Governor's traditional who certainly, by this good deed ville; Eastern at Lexington; Kenmessage to the Assembly to know what legislation he will propose. alone, made sure of her place in tucky at Danville and the TrainThey already have the program in outline and will have a few
Heaven, I suggested to listeners ing Home (for feeble-minded) at
weeks to mull over the several proposals before the session actually that they send me a Christmas Frankfort.
gets underway. These pre-session meetings should greatly expedite card with their own name on it
If you live near any of these,
the work of the Assembly. More deliberation can be given import- —as the sender. The card was you might just ask the superinant legislation, and the period heretofore devoted to becoming ac- to be addressed to some patient in tendent what you can do to help
climated and "knowing each other" can now be utilized for business. the institution.
those who need help most; to
—(The Union County Advocate)
You see, this woman had learn- shed bright light where, othered that about 1,500 of the 2,000 wise on Christ's birthday, there
patients at Lakeland—three out will be bitter, turbulent darkness.
Kentucky On The March
•
of every four—wouldn't receive
as much as one Christmas card!
She thought that others, like
herself, would be concerned;
By Ewing Galloway
Farmers of Kentucky grossed 560 million dollars in 1948, ac- would not want that to happen.
Austria has 13 universities or
cording to the Committee for Kentucky's blueprint for progress. Of The response of'listeners was tre- institutions of university rank
than
mendous. We received more
course, 1949 will not be quite so good.
with a total enrollment of 35,000.
There are approximately 200,000 farms in the state, with 40 20,000 Christmas cards in just a
Austria has 4,884 elementary
few days.
per cent of the people on them.
But the most wonderful thing schools with a total enrollment of
In the last 20 years farm production in the state has increased
was the change in the mental at- about 800,000.
40 per cent.
titude of those patients. Dr. A. M.
Plywood is used extensively in
In 1940 only 15 per cent of the farm homes in Kentucky were Lyons, the superintendent, and
electrified. Increased 35 per cent in 9 years. We are about 40 per then-chaplain Aaron Rutledge the construction of motion picture sets.
cent behind Illinois.
told me it was like Christmas
Estimates based on gains in states in which surveys have been every morning in the wards with
The dolphin, a marine mammal,
made double the number of country homes with running water, radios as the patients listened to is closely related to the whale.
s
baths, flush toilets, since 1940. The R. E. A. is largely responsible see what sort of report would Ise.,
No animal of econotnic imports for this gain. Our own Henderson-Union electric co-op reaches 80 made about progress of the
per cent of the farms in the two counties.
Christmas - Cards-For - Lakeland ance h s been domediscat tisfOr
There are 250 vocational agriculture teachers training boys and drive. They were, literally, hap- the past'2 9Yars.
, girls in 235 high schools in scientific -agriehifiRessands the authors of pier than kids. The world, the
ent of AusMore ths
the Committee for Kentucky's chapter on farming and rural life — people outside, were remembertria is classified as mountainous.
Thomas P. Cooper, J. E. Stanford, J. W. Jone s, J. Allan Smith, ing.
Mental patients, of all people,
J. B. Kelley and Myrtle Weldon—say the state needs a total of 500
Austria's principal rivers are
of these vocational teachers to work in 325 high schools.
should not be forgotten at Christ- the Danube, Inn, Enns, Drau, Ill
About 3,500 adult farmers are enrolled in vocational agricul- mas. But they most often are. The and the Mur.
people who are confined to institure classes.
In the Supreme Court BuildSeventy thousand boys and girls are enrolled in projects fos- tutions are there because of etnotered by the Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics. Clonal upsets. And anything that ing in Washington, each of the
With public support and redoubled efforts of civic leaders the makes their emotional reactions justices is provided with a suite
progress noted in the foregoing paragraphs can be doubled in the worse, anything that deepens of three rooms—private office,
secretary's office, bath a n d
next ten years. The ways are already widely known. The means their despair, is very bad.
' Many of you reading this un- shower.
and the effort will do the rest.
The seeds of progress have sprouted in the minds of 90 per doubtedly have friends and relaJustices use a private basetives in mental institutions. Don't, ment entrance to the Supreme
cent of Kentucky's farm people in the last two decades.
whatever else you do, don't for- Court Building in Washington.
get them this Christmas. RememU. S. railroads had $125,000 inber, you'll he awfully lucky if
you get through life yourself vested in road and equipment per
mile of line in 1948.
Christmas shoppers are crowding stores throughout the coun- without being oommitted.
fact
may
the
come
that
sales
this
to
holiday
unpleasant
year
an
that
close
is
The world's longest mountain
our
It
indication
an
try,
record set in 1948. It is thus too late to give any advice about shop- increasingly, complex civiliza- range lies a mile deep under the
ping early to avoid the crowds. However, it surely is timely to tion has put a too-heavy burden Atlantic Ocean.
on our mental processes, and towarn that only 8 shopping days remain until Christmas.
The Hawaiian Islands have less
day, 15 people out of every 100
•
area than New York City, which
The race for atomic supremacy is now out in the open and living either have been, are now, is almost 365 square miles.
from the looks of things it kill have no bounda. Since it has been or will be sometime in the future
One fourth of the sugar prolearned that the Russians have perfected atomic power and have committed to a mental instituduced in American territory is
experimented with It there l a new determination manifesting the.
You may thankfully and truth- raised in Hawaii, says the.Nationitself in Washington not to let the Russians get out in front in Its
fully say, "There, but for the al Geographic Society.
development.
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EXTENSION TELEPHONE
"Sue was as thrilled as a kid when we had an Extension
Telephone put in our bedroom. It certainly is a big help to her
in running the house — makes the work go faster — saso
trips up and down stairs — is so handy when someone's ill or
when she's bathing the baby. I feel a lot safer about Sue when
I'm out of town now that she has a telephone close at hand,
for emergencies."
One or more Extension Telephones can now be installed in
your home at surprisingly low cost. Just call the Business
Office today.

Getting Acquainted

Closer Every Day
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Seeds Of Farm Progress
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Death Takes No Holiday
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SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPAS.1

.. so little cost
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so much value .lp
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Oldsmobile
Rockets Ahead!

Look ahead to a great new fleet of Futuramic Oldsmobile/I for 'SO. Evert the
surge of high-compreasion ”Rocket" Engine power, the whispering vine:4
"Rocketn pace. C,oant on an exciting new development in automatic driving
breath... a brilliant new partner of "Rocket" performance, Gat ma& for
ti
taking new Futurantic styling ... a unique look of fleet luxury. raid,for"
.
complete series of great ears ... the finest to bear the Oldsmobile name. 144
ahead to dome big advancements,then plan to Go Ahead and Own a•
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STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.
W. Market St.
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e much L.ilked-uf Ky. 31 fesgrass has many good points
a few bad ones, says Dr. E.
Fergus of the Kentucky Agrioral Experiment Station at
•
ington.
or hay and pasture, it is wideadapted and can be grown on
t any kind of soil except
y. It will grow on soils that
quite poor, although it is not

reconinic oiled for poor soils. It
will grow on either wet or dry
land. It is considered fairly
goOd
to prevent erosion.
, One bad point about Ky. 31
fescue is that cattle and other stuck
won't eat it well at certain stages
of growth. If allowed to get
too
big and old, it gets tough. When
the soil is well supplied with
nitrogen, Ky. 31 fescue is more attractive to stock. It then grows
rapidly and is tender, juicy and
sweet.
Clovers may be grown with
Ky. 31 fescue to furnish nitrogen,
or nitrogen fertilizer can be
spread, Dr. Fergus said.
So far, Ky. 31 fescue has been
grown principally for pasture and
for seed. However, there often is
surplus growth in early summer
which eventually may be used for
hay or silage.
Increase in growing Ky. 31 fescue has been amazing ,it w as
pointed out. From perhaps 50
acres 10 years ago, there now are
thousands of acres all over Kentucky. It 'is estimated that 250,000 to 309,000 acres were seeded
this fall.

Winterize Your Roses
To Keep Them Hardy

Kentucky Iambs wice agiRri
have won top prizes at the International Live Steck Exposition in
Chicago.
In the flock of the Agricultural
Experiment Station of the University of Kentucky were the
grand champion single lamb, a
Southdown an4 the grand champion pen, three Hampshires.
The University's flock of eight
Southdown and seven Hampshire
wether lambs also contained the
reserve grand champion lamb, a
Hampshire, and the reserve grand
champion pen, three Southdowns.
Winnings included first, third
and sixth on Southdown wether
lambs; first and eighth on pens
of Southdowns; first, third, seventh and eighth on single Hampshires, and first and fourth on
pens of Hampshires.
Lambi fitted by Harold Barber,
Experiment Station shepherd,
now have won at the InternationItsOitN 0 M
ER WITH N AYEAR: " hristni.is will lw (Id er- al Live Stock Exposition 10 grand
Run-down birds, lazy layers
An average freight car will car- ent this year," says Mrs. Thelma Gibbs (center) as she sits in her championships, seven reserve
perk up when you give'em Dr.
ry 52.26 tons.
home at Atlanta, Ga., surrounded by babies—none of whom were grand championships, 40 breed
Salsbury's Avi-Tab in the
here this time last year. Her advice to mothers is for plenty of championships and 27 reserve
mash. Try this tested tonic on
patience and a good washing machine, but the Gibbs' have no breed championships.
your flock for 10 days. See the
till Rs Far
I
NO WORR
machine. The twenty-seven-year-old mother identified the 11The Kentucky state champion
difference! Avi-Tab sharpens
Prompt, Sift
• month-old twins as Wayne and
NO REGRET
Jane (left to right), and the trip- 4-H club stock-judging team placappetites, promotes digestion.
; LIM DISTANCE MOVIN6 SERVICE ; lets as Lynda, Brenda and Glenda (left to right), a month old ed second in judging at the InAlso supplies needed trace
yesterday. The father works in a parking lot. (AP Wirephoto)
ternational show. It was made
minerals. When layers need a
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
up of Earl Bridges, Lowell Wil"lift,- ask for Avi-Tab.
ing
order.
liams and John William Powell
Contact
WOOD DRUG STORE
causSeveral
figured
factors
in
JAMES D. MASHBURN
of Henderson county, coached by
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 2016
ing heavy losses in the 1948 crop. County Agent A.
Princeton, Ky.
A. Williams.
The crop was heavy and hard to
A student poultry-judging team
cure, and the curing and market- of the College
of Agriculture and
ing season was unfavorable. Ex- Home
Economics placed seventh
tensive use of muriate of potash at the
International. Members
as fertilizer gave tobacco a large were
Virgil Blair, Leitchfield;
water-holding
Some
capacity.
Burley growers could increase
Shelby Brammer, Susie; Herbert
the value of their tobacco by farmers stripped tobacco before it I Brown, West Irvine, and Thomas
was well cured. These conditions Carter,
Hopkinsville. They were
making sure it does not contain
were combined with warm, humexcessive moisture when it is id weather. The result was large trained by Dr. W. T. Wightman
of the college's poultry departsold, says Dr. Dana G. Card in a quantities of leaf sent to market
ment.
new bulletin of the Agricultural in high order.
Concludes Dr. Card:
Experiment Station, University of
"Fortunately, proper care of the U. S. Scientists
Kentucky, called "Growers' Losses on Burley Tobacco Sold in crop can eliminate too high order Plead For Research
in tobacco, even in unfavorable
High Order."
State College, Pa. — (AP) —
Burley growers lost an esti- seasons, and on evidence of the The United States is materially
mated $2,400,000 on their 1948 1948-49 crop season it will pay rich, but is scientifically
bankcrop by selling 30 million pounds farmers well to avoid undue
rupt. This is one conclusion reachmoisture
in
their
tobacco
Burley
of tobacco of doubtful keeping
order, or unsound, slightly dam- when putting it on the market. It ed by 150 research men in a conaged leaf, according to Dr. Card. should be marketed with just ference at Pennsylvania State
Jordan's and see the wonderful selection of
Losses ranged up to $20 per 100 enough moisture content to avoid College. The bankruptcy is in basic research, which seeks truth for
pounds, and were largest in the breakage."
Conditions so far this season its own sake. From such knowLow (5th) qualities of Flyings,
Lugs and Tan Leaf. Losses in have been in marked contrast to ledge often comes great scientiprice of 15 to 30 per cent were those of a year ago, and Burley fic discoveries that can be usefuL
suffered in nearly all grades in tobacco started coming to mar- The etomic bomb could never
such condition as to be graded ket in good order. Warm, humid have been developed without
"W", meaning in doubtful keep- weather, however, might put to- years of research which learned
bacco in too high order, unless basic facts about atoms.
it is cared for properly, Dr. Card
The conference agreed that
said.
such research thrives best in a
quiet academic atmosphere, but
THE FAMOUS TOE HOLED
that universities don't have
Berwyn, Md. — (AP) — Earl enough money for such research.
L. Wells, 21, went hunting for
squirrels but shot a Piggy in- • Scientists have estimated' that
stead — the big one on his right in six months the progency of a
foot. He managed to hobble home single pair of houseflies could exand call a doctor.
ceed 100 quintillion.

Tobacco Sold In
High Order Means
Losses To Growers

GIVE A GIFT
FROM JORDAN'S
FOR THE HOME

Roses, strong and hardy as they
are, need winter protection In
climates where there is alternate
freezing and thawing. The idea
Is to keep the plant temperature
consistently above the danger
point.
In the case of hybrid tea and
florabunda roses, prune the
canes to 18 to 20 inches after the
leaves have dropped. Soak plants
and surrounding soil with a

fungicide, then mound soil about
eight inches high around the base
of each plant. After the ground
has frozen, protect the tops with
a blanket of leaves, straw, evergreen boughs or similar material.
Climbing roses should be securely anchored to supports to
prevent whipping by the wind If
they are located in sheltered
spots. Where temperatures are
below zero, climbers should be
removed from eupports, laid on
the ground and covered with soil

and layers of str.tw. Tree roses
must be protected in all but warm
climates—by trenching on isle
side of the tree, bending the long
cane carefully, pegging it to the
ground, and covering the entire
plant.

WALKER HAS IT
Warwick and Bavaria China
also
53 piece Dinner Sete

Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

coming into Princeton Mills for sale to customers who are particular
about the kind of baby chicks they buy and who want nothing but
the best.
These chicks are from one of the best hatcheries in Kentucky and
are approved by Purina Mills and National Baby Chick Association.
On all orders placed before March • 1, buyer will receive a 5:
discount. Orders may be placed now and chicks taken out when
wanted.
Baby Chicks are going to be scarce again this year. For best profits both from meat and eggs get your chicks in December or January. Buy the best baby chicks, feed Purina feeds, practice sanitation, exercise proper management, and we guarantee you will
make money from these chicks.
Don't wait until it is too late. Place your orders now with us and be
sure to get your chicks on time. 5'( off on all orders placed before March 1. Chicks arriving every week beginning January 2.

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

When a tree stops growing it
begins to decline in health and
vigor.
—

OUTPERFORMS

TABLE RADIO
Lasigine a compact table radio so advanced
many consoles! It's
It actually outperforms
Electric Model
General
the 'eery newest
beauty loaded
plastic
roiewood
sleek
1116, a
electronic features! lop
latest
the
.
6111rit?

proved G-E Dynapower speaker, improved
antenna, improved sensitivity. New,
ridwr bass. AC-DC.You've
never seen a better radio $3
value at only

Phone 2081

For Him --Her
Or The Home
SEE

Thursday, December
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°steal

Mr. and M
and sons, J
Owensboro, 41
with relatives lie re.

Letters To Sod
Claus.Departmo

t.'111 st
r,

orrivc Stan‘i,ty tk,
11.,11(i i. with ilf•t
I;!
It

15,1940

Richard Ratliff,
Routs
t. Garrett and Mrs.
Princeton, g
handling
to
expedite
phone..,
Saturday
in
Santa
answers
the
to
whoever
spent
Claus
page
hice
for
thie
item*
give
W.
and
2141
Pleas*
call
No
NOTE:
Of the new,.
North Pole, America
Evansville.
• • •
• • •
Dear Santa:
Judge and Mrs. G. G. Karralson
/ am a
Methodist ,Circle To
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M. Pedhave returned from a vacation in
little boy five
Gradatim Club To
0 Little Town Of
have a little sister years old,
ley left Wednesday for LouisNew Orleans, La .
Have Xmas Party
Have Annual Dinner
Bethlehem
old. We have tried tothree teat
ville. They will return today, ac• • •
Circle No 2 of the WSCS of
ke a poi
Members of the Gradatim Club Ogden Methodist Church will
little boy and girl. I
By Phillips Brooks
Mesdames Billy McElroy, Stan- companied by their ,sons, Cadets
will have their annual Christmas hold its December meeting and ley Sharp, Jim Shrewsbury and Jackie and Larry Pedley, students
for you to bring me wool git
U little town of Bethlehem,
an .:tetne
dinner at the Princeton Country annual Christmas party at the Richard Morgan spent last Thurs- at Kentucky Military Institute,
How still we see thee he,
train and a road
grader, Rnd too*
19.
Club
Monday
night,
Dec.
dreamless
and
Christdeep
spent
Above thy
Lyndon, who will
cowboy boots- Bring
home of Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Ed- day in Nashville.
Lou An:
Members, their husbands and in- dyville Road, December 19, at
sleep
mas holidays here.
doll and doll bed.
• • •
Please
••
•
•
vited guests will attend.
The silent stars go by;
me some nuts and
7:30 p.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis will
rand.
Yet in thy dark streets shineth
Mr. and Mrs. hey McGough
fruit. Don't forget us.
Theme of the month is "Chris- visit friends at her former 'home
The everlasting light,
Spent
Tuesday
in
Owensboro.
Jeff
tians In Our School Around The in Duncan, Miss., during the
Mrs. Brasher Hostess
Rodman
The hopes and fears of all the
World." Mr. Homer Mitchell will Ch);Ktmas holidays.
• • •
To Baptist Group
years,
Rode.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
have chaige of the program, and
TIGHT TIDE
• • •
The Faithful Workers Sunday
Are met in thee tonight.
there will be an exchange of /Mrs. George Hunt and little Nashville, spent Friday and SatTuscaloosa, Ala. — (pp) _ The
School Class of White Sulphur
gifts.
nieces, Ann and Helen Hunt, of urday with Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
University of Alabama's
Baptist Church met with Mrs.
1938 foot.
tor Christ is born of Mary,
Members and their guests are Mayfield, spent Monday and Sparks, Eddyville Road.
ball team holds the
• • •
Alma Brasher November 29.
And gathered all above,
Southeastorp
cordially invited.
relatives here.
Tuesday
with
Conference
given
by
defensive
The devotional wai
While mortals sleep, the angels
Mr, and Mrs. R. L. Putman, Atnine games that season record is
• • •
Mrs. Charlie McCarthy, reading
keep
the Cr.
will arrive next Thurs- GOVERNOR'S WIFE GETS DIVORCE: Mrs. Ellen Borden Steven- son Tide allowed
Howard
E.
Day
anta,
ta.,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
from the sixth chapter of Gala- Tea To Be Given
its opponents
Stevenson, waits in the county
Their watch of wond'ring love.
spent last week in St. Louis, Mo., day to spend Christmas' holidays son, wife of Illinois Governor Adlai E.
total
of only 701 yards
tians.
0 morning stars, together
r.
after obtaining her divorce
At Teen-Age Club
on business. They also visited with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. clerk's office at Las Vagas, Nev., Monday
and passing or aniaveragp
Mrs. James Son had charge of
Proclaim the holy birth,
Former members of the Y-Teen friends while there.
Taylor, Highland Avenue. from the Governor, while her Attorney John Sinai files the final 77.9 yards per
R.
R.
gime.
And praises sing to God the King. the Bible quiz, and Mrs. Robert and Girl Reserve Clubs of Butler
Mrs. Putman is the former Faye divorce pipers. (AP Wirephoto)
• • •
Fralick had charge of the Bible
And peace to men on earth.
High School are invited to a tea
Dr. and Mrs. F. M. Masters left Taylor.
birth of a son, December 5. He THIEF FALLS IN
drill.
• • •
LOVE
Leader Congratulates
Tuesday, Dec. 20, from 4 until Monday for Dallas, Tex., to visit
has been named Bruce Wayne.
The business session was in
Moline, Ill. — (AP)
How silently, how silently,
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Columbia,
6 p. m., at the Teen-Age Club, it his brother and two sisters. They
F.
AdWilliam
Mrs.
r.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Olwyn Carlton pollee figure the
charge of the president, Mrs. EdThe wondrous gift is given;
backyard
was announced Wednesday. Y- will meet their daughter, Mrs. Mo., is visiting friends and rela- ams, Owensboro, on the birth of Smiley, Dawson Springs, Route 3,
who raided R. W. Jamison's,,,,
So God imparts to human hearts ward Young.
Teen members are hosts.
Roy Rosser, in Dallas. Mrs. Ros- tives here.
DecemWilliam
Michael,
a
son,
daughter,
Sarah
birth
of
a
the
on
Refreshments
were
served
to
line
was
heaven.
The blessings of His
mighty selective.
ser has been residing with her
• • •
ber 3. Mrs. Adams is the former Jo, December 9.
Mesdames James Son, Rawlin
No ear may hear His scorning,
Jamison reported $12
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker
daughter, Mrs. James E. Hampworta
Mr.
and
daughter
of
Nancy
Sims,
Watson,
Charlie
McCarthy,
CarMr. and Mrs. Eugene Cooper, his wife's underclothes
But in this world of sin,
B & PW Club Holds
ton, since her husband's death. were visitors in Hopkinsville Mrs. L. B. Sims, Route 3. Paterwent MiWest
Main
street,
on
Where meek souls will receive los McWorthy, Robert Fralick,
the
birth
of
en
from
a
clothealine. But es
Dr. and Mrs. Masters will return Tuesday afternoon.
Xmas Party
nal grandparents are Mr. and a son, Clarence, December 3.
Frank Young, Edward Young,
Him still,
• • •
thief passed up a number of-.
Members and guests OXIthe to Princeton in the car with Mrs.
Mrs. F. N. Adams, Cadiz Road.
William Rogers, Jesse Chandler,
The dear Christ enters in.
dren's
articles
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cordell
hanging tr
Princeton Business and Pro es- Rosser via Shreveport, La., to vis- s. Bob Taylor, student at VanderAlma Brasher and Miss Pauline
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Donahue, Boaz, Route 3, on the birth of a same line.
sional Women's Club held their it their son. Mrs. Rosser plans to bilt University, Nashville, will
Paris.
0 holy Child of Bethlehem,
annual Christmas dinner party make her home with her parents, arrive this week-end to spend Route 5, on the birth of a daugh- son, Eddie Bruce, December 5.
The class adjourned to meet
Descend to us, we pray,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Hale Glass,
When making tea, if a silyefpot
Christmas holidays with his par- ter, Ruth Ann, December 5.
at the Princeton Country Club, at 403 West Market street.
with Mrs. Elwood Rogers DecemCast out our sins, and enter in,
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilson Fredonia, Route 3, on the birth of is used, make sure it is cloned
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Rtunsey TayMonday
night,
December
12.
•
•
•
ber 20, with the devotional to be
Be born in us today.
Francis, Jr., Hopkinsville, on the a son, Garry Dale, December 8. I thoroughly.
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay, Elkton, will lor, Locust street.
Mrs. Mae Blades was chairman
given by Mrs. Edward Young.
We hear the Christmas angels
of arrangements and her com4; _4,
J. 4,
4,
a.
The great glad tidings tell:
mittee was composed of Audie
JUST WAIT TILL 1999
0 come to us, abide with us,
Green, Virginia Hodge Virgie
Washington — (AP) — An
Our Lord Emmanuel.
Barnett, Mrs. Sudie Cash Grifarchitect forecasts that by 1699
fith, Mary Wilson Eldred, VirWashington "will be a choice
TO OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY
gini Morgan and Mrs. Elliott
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Goodaker, place to live, with everything to
Route 5, Princeton, will observe recommend it except its summer Brown.
Mrs. Otho Towery portrayed
their 50th wedding anniversary temperature,"
It will be a city of 5,000,000, Santa, giving each person a gift
Christmas Day with an open
house to be held from 1 p. m. to Frederick Vernon Murphy be- from Santa's pack. Many games
5 p. m., it is announced. Friends lieves, with virtually no slums, in keeping with the Christmas
and neighbors are invited to at- few private residences, an opera spirit were played.
Visitors included Mrs. Willis
tend.
house and a large gallery of modSIss
ern art. Murphy formerly was Threlkeld, La Habra, Calif., Mrs.
head of the department of archi- Clifton Pruett, Jr., Kuttawa;
RETURNS FROM TOUR
Mrs. Charles Geiger returned tecture at Catholic University Mrs. Hillery Barnett, Mrs. B, G.
Moore, Mrs. George Eldred, Mrs.
Tuesday from a several weeks' here.
Jewell Creasey, Miss Maggie
tour of the South and SouthwestDunbar, Miss Wanda Wadlington
ern states. Conducted tours of SISTER ATHANASIUS ILL
surrounding territory were made
Sister Athanasius, of St. Paul's and Miss Mattie Martin, of
at Reno, San Francisco, Los An- Catholic School, has been confin- Princeton.
Turkey, with all its trimmings,
geles and Phoenix, Ariz., sever- ed to her bed this week because
RAYON or
al frontier Texas towns along the of illness. Her condition was re- was served to the group with a
The Perfect Gift
BROADCLOTH
beautiful
Mexican border and New Orleans. ported to be improved Wednessetting of Christmas
And they're All Nylon
decorations.
day. •
Body, Lace and Straps
Layer a casserole alternately
Here is a gifts that will
If you have trouble with lipwith cooked bread noodles and
"Lacing" is entering the picalways please and
cooked flaked fish; moisten with ture again in Hollywood, replac- stick "running" into tiny pore
diluted condensed tomato soup, ing slide fasteners, hooks and lines around your mouth, smooth
WE'LL
$3
top with buttered crumbs, and eyes and snaps, a movie company powder base around the contours
GIFT
SFLE THESE AND YOU'LL
bake in a moderate oven until the says. One black velvet evening of your mouth when you are apWRAP
BUY. BEAUTIFUL MEtopping is lightly browned.
dress has side lacings of pale plying it to your face. Blot with
FREE
.TALLIC TRIMMED PIEa tissue. Then pat face'powder on
pink velvet.
CES.
(NYLON GOWNS $5.90)
Every man likes pajamas
with a handy cotton square. LipA child should not be encourthat don't creep up and bind
aged to read before the age of
The U. S. uses 88 million pounds stick applied over this foundation
`11111111111111111111111111111111111MI
will be at Penneys all
s. hen he turns in bed. So
should stay set for houls
six because his eyes are not ready of tea a year.
give them Penney's Townwith Free
craft pajamas in coat or
Just
rec'd
slipover style. A-D.
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Sho Pt

WHEN

NYLON
SLIPS

Pajamas
$298

98

DRESSER
SETS

NOW...when the kids no
NOW.•• when Pop needs

d shoes
ocks; M

S A NT

1" $498

Red Front Offers

CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
No. I can
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
1 lb. pkg.
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 oz. can
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar

15
19(
25(
31(

DOG FOOD, Pard
16 oz. can

121f

FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole, fancy

35(

No. 2/
1
2 can
PEAS, Green Giant, fancy
17 oz. can

9(

ASPARAGUS, Monarch, whole green
spears, fancy 101
/
2 can

45(

CHERRY CHOCOLATES, Brach
1 lb. box

49(

PEAS, Le Sueur, fancy

28(

17 oz. can
CRABAPPLES, Monarch, whole

39(

PECANS, large, fancy
bulk, lb.

35(

MUSHROOMS, Yacht Club, stems &
pieces 4 oz. can

211(

SALMON, Derby
No. 1 can

31(

PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
19(

KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine

25

1 lb. pkg.

25 lb. bag
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
101
/
2 oz. can,

3 for

35(
$1"
25( g

DOG FOOD, King Karlo
3 for
16 oz. can 9c,
CHOCOLATE DROPS,
1 lb. cello bag
ORANGE SLICES
1 lb. cello bag
CHOCOLATES, delicious, asst. box
5 lb. box
COFFEE, Monarch, Parker House or
Breakfast Cup, 1 lb. can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, asst.
1
2 02. can
strained, 3/
CORN, Teenie Weenie, white whole
kernel, 20 oz. can
No. 303 can
BLENDED JUICE, Heart of Florida
No. 2 can
ORANGE JUICE, Heart of Florida
46 oz. can
CHEESE, Fisher's American
2 lb. loaf
carton (tax inc.) Ky. only
HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.

2:
5
23(
$1
15
81(
20(
32(
12k
25(
89(
$1"
110

Eatmore

25

COCOANUTS
each

1

APPLES,,Goiden Delicious or Red
fancy

Meat Specials
SMOKED SKINNED HAMS, 1044 lb.
average (whole or half)
lb.

43(

Red Front Stores

ss‘.p/.11

SHORTIE
COATS
NEW
SPRING
SHADES
ALL WOOL

$590

SHIRTS
DELUXE TOWNCRAFT
Solids
Fancies
Whites
14-17

$2.98

Also 1000
NEW SHINEY
TOWNCRAFT

TIES

GIFT
TOWELS

OUR FINAL
REDUCTION

ALL BETTER
DRESSES
(over 1 mo. old)
NOW WHILE THEY LAST
Values
to
$14.75

$588

JUST RECEIVED

54 Gauge 15 Denier

10(

NYLONS
A most practical t
and welcome gift
with Free
Gift Folders

Big 5-Lb. Box
MARY ESTHER

Real fur felts at low Penney
price! This Sport Febo model has a medium band and
brim. It's lined for proteeDon and he'll like the rakish lines ... smart new colors. 6% to 71
/
2.

CHOCOLATES
A gift for the whole family! Nugatt, cremes, caramels and a host of other
delicious centeis.

FREE GIFT WRAPPING AT PENNEY'S
tetievitistmEttwouctictmetemc

A supc
truck
wheel,
hand rat
ers an
44" long
to own!

Here's ti
Christmas fgt
le OK A
bassinet lkslt
just like
loot moo( anY

COWBOY SUIT
AND HOLSTER

See Princeton's largest
selection of quality
luggage including
Cowhide, Venyl Plastic, and Pyroxyln Covered Aeroplane Types.

C Pen.
front
bear.
riding.

All he needs to he a
real cowboy! 10-gallon
hat, vest, pants, plaid
shirt, neckerchief, lariat, holster and clicker gun . . . a terrific
buy! 4-12.

BLACK
WITH

STATION
WAGON

DE
CH

$19.75
So COY II,
little "pla)buYs"
gr. to
this wagon is tops.
fun uth
(You can buy on La*
blackcd
Away!) Sturdy steel
ing reel d
is
i sitountbaguhiraicr
shic
eats od
!pylaia
/
2
h1
dndu
irta

For

You may select now and
give with the after X'mas
exchange privilege here or
at any of our other 1600
stores throughout the entire
48 states.

•

S..

$4.98

We will gift wrap

$2.59

BELLFIRE

$29

35

MEDIUM BANDS

litre's a tine kid leather
opera slipper any man
would love to own . . . to
slip into and relax. Smooth
lining, hard sole . . . made
like a fine shoe. Brown,
men's sizes.

29

DROP
BASS

4

maaumpmommmmmr

Slippers
$398

•R GIRLS

GIFT PACKAGED

LUGGAGE

HATS

20' to 26"

Beautiful Deep Tones and
Pretty Patterns

MEN'S KID
MARATHON

BICY
• COASTER BRAKE
• BALLOON TIRES
BUY
• KICK BACK
CAMS tAy
* LUGGAGE
• HEAD-TAIL LIGHTS

For Her or Him
TOWNCRAFT

10(

.BUYS

Si GAUGE 15 DENIER
$1.15

98c

19(

TODA

NATIONALLY KNO

144 x 76 Count
220 THREADS PER INCH

$4.98

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV1S 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

NEW TOYS ARE AILY!

LADIES

Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables
(itAlifiERRIES,
69( bulk, lb.

standards. pint
SWEET POTATOES, Porto Rican
2 lbs.
stalk

FLOUR, Leg Cabin, plain

CIGARETTES, Popular Brands

29 oz. can

( ELERY

1 lb.

BEANS, Libby, green, fancy

spiced, fancy No. 2½ jar

OYSTERS,

MIXED NUTS, bulk, fancy

urday

Fennel

Children!

•••PENNtY

tctoztettetvc11

astib
uriltake

$
sVi
'
c0
h00
ndieer

turdy
ha
r I P. chalk ti
o
Vp
s
ld
store.
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urley Sales Close At

Donovan Says State
Is Slow On Education
Lexington (Al') — Dr. H. L.

d Of Day December 21
rleY sales will continue
ugh Dec. 21 on the Hopkinsas well as the other auction
of the state, the Kentucky
tment of Agriculture reStrong bidding prevailed
ally fur most grades. Rainy
her will aid in getting more
ey in condition for handling.
e average was steady on the
kinsville markets last week
was continuing at about the
e level today, reports this
tang stated.
Associated Press dispatch
Louisville stated that at
ngton leaf grades showed unstrength. In a few cases low
oh leaf brought $52 a hunor $27 over the support
I. Good price ranges were evt on other grades,
e auction at Lexington ap:hed the 26,000,000 pound
k.
entucky's burley tobacco marled all the rest in sales
ughout the eight state belt
week as the price average
ed $1.79 per 100 pounds over
preceding week.
e U. S. Department of Agrire reported the average as
71 for the belt, adding that
er daily selling hours helped
t volume about two million
ds. The preceding week's aye was $44.92.
the 419,020,230 pounds hanlast week. Kentucky marsold 61,735,174 pounds for
964,002 and an average price

of $46.92. The first .week's average was $45.94, according to
the
marketing division of the State
Department of Agricultine.
The season's total turnover of
burley in the belt has reached
178,032,238 pounds, with an average price of $45.83.
Kentucky's- season, sales total
116,488,324 pounds for which
growers received $54,147,385.30,
or an average price of $46.48.
A t Henderson, Madisonville
and Owensboro last week, sales
of Green River leaf totaled 1,171,610 pounds. For this, growers received $334,311.68, and the average was $28.53 a hundredweight.
Madisonville mov ed 3,470
pounds of northern fire cured tobacco for $917.75, an average of
$26.45.
Cynthiana is leading all Kentucky burley market for the season with an average of $50.56.
Last week it was $51.35.
Other high markets last week
were Danville, $51.04; Lexington,
$50.84, and Richmond, $49.40.

,..-.
ROCK KILLS
KERS: Rescuers work with huge jacks and railroad timbers to remove bodies
of four picnickers from underneath a 70-ton rock slab which broke off from Dead Man's point near
Victorville, Calif., Sunday and crashed into a picnic party of 18 people. Two others were injured
seriously. One victim is visible at left. (AP Wirephoto)

NEW
ARRIVAL
it•

Dawson Springs Hotel
Is Sold To Floridian
Sale of the New Century Hotel
at Dawson Springs to Dave Seymour, Tampa, Fla., is announced
Arneberg was a member of the
Norwegian Automobile C or pa
during the war. Last winter he
won the Bradley Plate trophy as
the four-event skier at Sun Valley.

by John W Welch, owner-manager of Gray Moss Inn at Clear
Water. Welch said the hotel was
being transferred to Seymour in
connection with a purchase by
Welch of a new tourist court at
Tampa.
Seymour said the New Century
would be in the charge of John
Molen of Tampa and Chicago,
who would take charge of the
Dawson Springs property about
January 1.

ectectemeguitectvg-tet“
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_
A XMAS BUY
OF ALL BUYS

THIS WEEK!

ALL WOOL
COVERT

SNAPPY SHYLISH

MATERNITY
DRESSES
590

COATS

STREET FROCKS

Can you imagine this?

needs

58" 92"

cks; Mom hose and und;e0

SAE
Penneys
with Free

bought an

entire

CARNA VIAL AT SMITH'S
Paul Smiths, N. Y. — (AP) —
Twelve colleges will compete in
the four intercollegiate skiing
events which will feature the annual , winter carnival at Paul
Smith's College here, Jan. 12-14.
Jenkins Mountain, with a 3,000foot downhill run and a vertical
drop of 700 feet, will be the scene
of intercollegiate downhill and
slalom races and ski jumping. A
seven-mile cross-country race also
will be held.
The 12 visiting colleges will be
Harvard, Cornell, Syracuse, Penn
State, Colgate, Champlain, Resselear Poly, Cortland Teachers,
Queens, Clarkson, Hamilton and
Union.
Other activities scheduled during the carnival include a softball
game on ice, snowshoe races, an
ice statue contest and a basketball game.

Census Bureau Says
Income Reports May
Be Mailed In
Washington — (AP) — The
Census Bureau is sticking by its
decision to question Americans
about their income, although
congressmen have denounced the
plan as an unwarranted invasion
of privacy.
However, anybody who doesn't
want to disclose directly to the
census enumerator how much
money he makes will have the
privilege of mailing the information to the Census Bureau on a
special form.
The income question will be
posed to every fifth household

WERE ON THE FENCE ABOUT WHAT
HEATING SYSTEM -TO INSTALL

'15

New X'mas Type

shoes and nighties!

Schedule
Dec. 14, 1:30 p. m., Dawson
Road, Mrs. Ray Ward, hostess
Dec. 16, Bethany Club, Mrs.
Lewis Jenkins, hostess.
Dec. 17, WHOP, 9:15, Hopkinsville, Fredonia club.
Dec. 20, 10:00 a. m., Eddy
Creek, Mrs. Charles Lester, hostess.
' Dec. 20, 1:00 p. m., Cobb, Mrs.
J. M. Taylor, hotaite—
Dec. 20, 6:30 p. m., Farmersville, Mrs. Luke Ray, hostess.
Dec. 21, 10:00 a. m., Crider,
Mrs. Leslie Bright, hostess.

The University of Kentucky
president said Kentuckians have
boasted too long of many things.
'I would like to see us able to
boast of our schools," he declared. ,
Dr.. Donovan was the principal
speaker at the meeting, attended
by a number of legislators. The
state's educational needs and ac
complishments were discussed at
the session.

teVIMALNEWWWWWW5tfivitIMILIVOCIVOCItrrittg gterfit,
.

kids

Homemakers News

Donovan last night told a meeting of the Central Kentucky Education Association that KentucWy has not acted in "vulgar
haste" in solving its educational
problems.

GREEN IMPORTS
Hanover, N. H. — (AP) —
FINE FROSH
Newark, D.— (AP) — Marty Dartmouth's ski team includes
Pierson's University of Delaware two athletes from Europe. Team
freshman football team racked up' captain Tor Arneberg comes from
an undefeated 1949 season, and Oslo, Norway and David J. Lawonly two touchdowns were scored rence resides in Chantilly, France.
Arneberg, a 21-year-old senior
against them — both by Lehigh.
The Delaware fledglings have lost majoring in sociology, is a fouronly one game in two years, that event skier while Lawrence, a 19to the Navy Plebes, 7-6, in 1948. year-old sophomore, competes in
the downhill and slalom.

D

Par Five

BE SMART AND GET
A
MOD ERN
LENNOX-MADE
BY THE WORLD'S
LEADERS
IN HOME
HEATING

manu-

facturer's stock. These will

ly for yours.

B. N. LUSBY CO.
ALL LAY-AYAY SALES
MUST BE FINAL

OYS

Lakewood
-

• 4 ,,

*.)

•

Margaret Jackson (a b o v e),
pretty 20-year-old State University of Iowa coed, was found slain
in an Iowa City rooming house
early Sunday morning. Police are
holding Robert Bednasek, 24, another university student in connection with the slaying. A coroner's verdict was "death by
strangulation." The couple had attended a fraternity formal dance
earlier Saturday night (AP Wirephoto)

Lexington Man Made
Director Of New
Kentucky Unit
Frankfort — (AP) — John A.
Bitterman, Lexington, connected
with the Kentucky Highway Department for 27 years, will become director of the newly created Division of Materials and
testing.
State Highway Engineer Dwight
H. Bray, in announcing this, said
the new division will continue to
operate in its laboratory here. He
added:
"Every piece of steel for
bridges, all road materials, and
other specification items used by
the department are subject to
rigid tests.
"The rapid expansion of our
road-building and maintenance
operations has necessitated the
separation of the laboratory from
the Division of Construction tinder which it has been operating."
The laboratory, which employs more than 50 persons, will
begin operation as a separate division January 1.
when the census takers make
their rounds next year. Those
whose incomes are more than
-10,000 may simply answer "over
$10,000." More specific information will be required from those
with less than $10,000.
Acting Census Director Philip
M. Hauser emphasized in a statement today that the income data
will be kept confidential. He said
he believes the people in general
will give the infromation freely.
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sell out fast so be here ear-
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PHONE 3141

Western states now have about
21,120,000 acres under irrigation
in federal and private projects.

Lakewood Homemakers held
their December meeting at the
home of Mrs. R. V. Hopper,
Thursday night, Dec. 8. Seventeen
members and visitors were pres
ent. The meeting was opened with
the scripture reading of the birth
of Christ, read by Mrs. Bob Morris. Mrs. Charles Parrent acted
as secretary. Mrs. Cook Oliver led
the -lesson on picture framing and
hanging. Miss Maxine Garrigan
followed with the showing of a
good selection of samples of
frames. Christmas gifts were exchanged from a beautifully decorated tree. Christmas carols
were sung, and music rendered
were sung; Margaret Ann Hopper
as accompanist. Refreshments
were served to the following:
Assistant home agent, Maxine
Garrigan; Misses Jean Harrod,
lye, and Chloe Sharp, Margo**
Ann.Hopper; and Mesdames as/Arles Parrent, Charles Hopper, W.
B. Francis, G. H. Sharp, Bob
Morris, I. J. Harris, Fred, Stewart, Cook Oliver, Laverne Russell.
Homer Russell, Fred Watson and
R. V. Hopper.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, Jan. 12, at the home ef
Mrs. Homer McCaslin.

Three Top Candidates
For U. K. Board
Are Announced
Lexington — (AP) — A. B.
Chandler, Versailles; Mrs. T. Jere
Beam, Louisville, and Herndon
Evans, Pineville, were the three
candidates receiving the highest
number of votes for alumni
member of the University of Kentucky board of trustees.
Names of the three top candidates for the position will be
submitted to Governor Earle C.
Clements, who will appoint the
new member to succeed T. H.
Cutler, Frankfort, whose term
expires December 31. Balloting
was conducted by mail among
approximately 17,000 graduates
and former students of the university.
Other candidates nominated by
the executive committee of the
U. K. Alumni Asssnciation are
Circuit Judge Sidney B. Neal,
Owensboro; Arthur Nutting, Louisville, and Gracean M. Pedley,
Princeton.
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TOP QUALITY
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FOR HER:

Sleek, Svelte Lines!

BELL-RINGIt•1
-G
FIRE TRUCKS
super all-red fire
truck with steering
wheel, bumpers, 2
hand rails, 2 wood laders and ringing bell.
44" long. Lots of fun
to own!

AT
CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS?
FRINGED
(2790 Tufts)

PENNEY'S

full Wonderful for preslur - schoolers!
Made of
take sturdy hardwood . .
ing! top has 2 paper racks,
C Ip. chalk trough. Legs and
rri- 4:i fold flat--easy to
Itore

Old Spite
Lucien Lelong
Lentheric

Large 90 x 105 size
PASTELS
ALL COLORS
WHITE & DEEP TONES
$277
We predict
a fast
SELLOUT!
‘1111MIROMIIMINEMIIIMMIWP

CHILDREN'S
OVERALLS

200 Pairs Of Our Better Shoes
FOR FINAL
ICLEAR,A1.02E

We can't inventory them and if you will see them
our worries will be over.

$10.90

Sizes 1-5
Don't
miss
This
Great
Value

Just Like Dad's

Only 29 of these 100% Virgin Wool High Priced Suits
left to sell at this unbelievably low price. Included are
the season's newest and best
fabrics. Yes, they may be
purchased on Lay-Away.
FREE

LOOK! 9 x 12
LINOLEUM RUGS
Just In Time For X'mas

Yardley
Old Spice
Lentheric
Town
Williams
Colgate
Palmolive

FOR THE CHILDREN:

V

Toys (large selection)
Rubber, Mechanical, etc.
Animal Soaps
Musk Boxes, etc.

GIFTS FOR BOTH
Pen and Pencil Sets (Sheaffer,
Parker and Eversharp
Bill Folds
Stationery by Eaton)
Box Soaps
Cameras (both Still and Movie)
Lighters (by Ronson, etc.)
(Large Selection)

BOX CANDIES
FAMOUS "MANITEX" RUGS
BY MANNINGTON MILLS.
FELT BACKS IN ASSORTED
KITCHEN FLORAL AND
JUVENILE DESIGNS

FREE GIFT FOLDERS TO OUR CUSTOMERS
4witectitiViralitivitliiktemecteeverectectetteavvvorctitawctovecteir
-7
vitiiiverititatiM
NT AT WAY, WAY DOWN vit.

FOR HIM:

Cigars
Tobaccos
Pipes
Electric Shavers

Broken Sizes But Look At This Price

OOTS, GALOSHES

Perfumes (large selection)

Shaving Sets By

RUBBER FOOT WEAR
ONLY

Evening In Paris

ALTERATIONS

Women's &
Boys

BOYS, GIRLS, WOMEN'S

Dorothy Gray

WHITE OR PINK

EDUCED

DESK AND
CHAIR SET

Elizabeth Arden

SLIPS

HOBNAIL
SPREADS

children's

Rubinstein

TOWNCLAD
SUITS

JERSEY KNIT

Carried Over From Last Season

Pen
front
ear
ing

Cosmetic Sets By

39c to $7.50
By Whitman, Russell Stover, Belle Camp and King

MAAJ

IDILAY

y
DIADt141004700100141001007001011000001740001000,
9th & Virginia Sts.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Po.e Sx
pajamas and even sports jackets
So why not matching toiletries?
If father and mother's diaposi
tions grow more alike as ths
would have us believe, the:
Even in cosmetics this is the years roll on, as psychologist:.
"her" and "him" era.
their tastes must grow pretts
Mom and Pop have twin bath much alike also.
In many homes today father
ensembles, matching robes and
and mother use the same toiletries. Mom uses father's aftershave lotion when she is out of
cologne. Pop snares mother's favorite lavender cologne on occasions to pat on his freshly shaved
face. For that reason you'll find
that many manufacturers package
toiletries for father in scents that
are much like mother's, but a little more subdued in fragrance.
Youngsters who have been saving their pennies for Christmas
gifts will find fragrant bargains
at cosmetics counters. Smart and
colorful holiday packaging is a
17 1..1
big gimmick even for shaving
447.50
soap which can be found in little English-type wooden bowls
that cost little and look big. Or
you can find sets that include also
shaving lotion and talc in an
aluminum shaker which will be
appreciated by any fastidious Dad.
'After all, whiskers still grow and
Dads must shave, so how can you
go wrong with a set of his favor._ _

Good Scents For
Mother And Dad

' NO Bei,

TIME

FOR GIVING

CALVERT
WATCHES

STOMACH SUFFERERS

I7 jerel

133.75

CALVERT
0.44
WATCHES

WALKER'S
Drugs & Jewelry
Princeton, Ky.

GET AMAZING RELIEF
STOMACH
The HARVEY
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belehy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

Dial 3211
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GIVE A GIFT
FROM JORDAN'S
FOR THE HOME
This year give a practical gift for the home.
When you're in Hopkinsville - stop in at
Jordan's and see the wonderful selection of
gifts for the home!

BUY ON EASY TERMS

JORDAN'S

It's Time To stop
Monkeying With
Santa Claus

Sell Cook Books To
Further 4-H Clubs

a
dad
ay., ads of the
cook book w-L7
sewing
Mrs. Phillip Harrison,
machine
electric
portable
for the use of the young people, izenship chairman, und
10 els'.
and each of seven clubs was giv- sentativ_es.Lf clubs.
en a pair of pinking shears. First
South Dakota's bad Load, .,
and second prize awards were
bowl full of jelly" but what's also given the 4-Hers !!_ri rally 5,200 square mile., trt
area
iss Cynthia Lowry
more important he teaches them -------—
• —
There are more people around how to counterfeit Santa's laugh.
I undertoday doing bad imitations of The proper guffaw, as
stand it, is "Ho-ho-ho-ha-ha."
peoare
there
than
Claus
Santa
Seerna untrained Santas are apt
ple doing bad imitations of Hil- to go just "Ha-ha-ha-ha."
degarde, Al Jolson and Bettis
I'm against this trend. But I'm
Davis.
more opposed to the way certain
This is a very serious situation, enterprises are implying that
as can easily be seen, which is Santa Claus has changed his
making it difficult even for adults traditional methods of operation.
to believe in Santa Claus.
Santa Claus has made no changes
Personally, through long prac- these many years except that in
phony
a
spot
tice, I am able to
cities he will enter apartment
3anta Claus from a distance of dwellings without fireplaces by
two blocks or the length of a de- coming in a handy door or winpartment store. But even before dow. I also understand he had a
I was an expert in the field, I bad time recently by landing in
was never taken in by skinny the middle of an oil burner, and
characters in dirty cotton beards Ls being a bit more careful about
and outside suits soliciting all types of chimneys these days.
Christmas alms on street corners.
Any time you see a purported
The tip-off, of course, is that picture of Santa riding in an airthey stand on pieces of board or plane or automobile of any type,
wear regulation galoshes. Santa it is an unauthorized portrait and
Claus wears boots and his feet the central figure probably is one
cold. I have known of the Santa imitators.
17-HOUR-OLD BABY: Thomas Richard Russell, Jr., who underwent never get
who believed
however,
people,
ia
at
Philadelph
is
examined
his
after
birth,
Santa Claus is an ageless,
17
hours
just
an operation
a red snit trimmed good-humored man who wears an
by Nurse Claire Shottin in Jefferson Hospital, where doctors said the anyone in
no matter unusal costume, lives at the North
baby was "doing well." The operation was decided upon after it with fur was Santa,
Pole, travels by sled and reinwas discovered the child's large and small intestibes were malformed. what he was doing.
Of course, I have met the good der through the skies and brings
Thomas Richard is being fed both from a bottle and intravenously.
stores many times, toys on Christmas eve to good
in
Nick
Saint
(AP Wirephoto)
but I have also encountered son.e children.
bad
actors pretending they were
Frozen Foods Serve
Santa. Imposters usually can be
911,NC
,
4
COP
‘
y
Unexpected Compan
detected by a bored attitude and
O w e is county homemakers a certain lack of interest in the
Unexpected company isn't a
problem when the home freezer bought a stenciling machine to whole subject of toys.
Replacement costs of
Some people are even making a
is filled with a variety of home cut stencils for their rural mail
homes and furnishprofitable business out of imitatings are high today.
produced food, says Ann Mason of boxes.
ing
Santa, which is pretty repDoes your insurance
farmwhere
county,
In
Mercer
4-H
Hancock county, 17-year-old
cover current valare reported as rehensible when you realize that
club winner in a national frozen ers and millers
ues. Let us check
liking Vigo wheat, James Cox has this is his busy season and he
food contest.
can't take time out to protect
your existing polseeded 75 acres.
J
1.111 OF
Take, for example, this menu of
icies now. Our recThree Fleming county farmers himself.
frozen foods which, she pointed in the five-acre class of the Corn
One man has opened a school
inommendations
out, needs only a fresh combinavolve no obligations.
Derby contest had yields per acre to train people to become better
He
has
tion salad to make it a well-bal- of 103.4, 12.4, and 100.5 bushels.
imitation Santa Clauses.
ifsk for it either way ... both
anced meal: pork chops, green
Browning Correll of Logan classes on how to paste a beard
trade-markt mean Me tame Ming.
beans, creamed corn, hot rolls, county produced an average of on properly, and how to stroke it
fresh peaches and angel food cake. 37 bushels of Vigo wheat per acre thOroughly without its becoming
5011150 UNDER AU11105ITY Of 1115 COCA-COLA COMPANY 19
Freezing baked foods, such as on 65 acres.
loose. He warns them not to
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
Pike county's 43 4-H clubs have smoke anything but a hookah beCOMPLETE INSURANCE SElivV:r
ite toiletries?
0 1949, 76 Co. Cola Co..
cause of the fire hazard. He
and
of
girls
an
1,125
enrollment
scent,
In pretty much the same
III W,it Masittsr ,r •
teaches them how to laugh so
937
boys.
you can find a box of toiletries
1 11•111.1111.1161.11111011111111110MOINPINII
1 •
11.
Several Pendleton county farm- their abdomens "shake like a .
that Mom will adore. Dusting
powder, face powder and lipstick ers reported yields of 100 to 130
bushels of corn to the acre.
Plus toilet water, Perfume and a
The Liberty and Skylight-Goshhandsome compact of reci and
en Homemakers Clubs in Oldham j
white enamel with gold scroll Is cotn.,;• are
cooperating in land- 1
handsomely packaged for ene Shiloh church
h
scaplrg
on
tree
the
chantms,nt under
grounds.
morn.
Christmas
•
Approxithately 10,000 acres of
Every child should give somein Livingston county were
pasture
is
it
if
even
thing to his parents
reseeded or had new seedings esa tiny gift. If Mother and Dad
tablished in 1949,
start them early in the role of
In Lawrence county, more than
being generous they will not have
were seeda "gimmie" youngster on their 50,000 pounds of vetch
pounds of
2,000
and
fall,
this
ed
to
taught
be
should
hands. They
save and whenever possible al- crimson clover.
About 1,200 acres of Vigo Wheat
lowed to pick the gift for mother
were sowed this fall in Todd
and dad.
county.
The sheep industry in Warren
county is said to be dwindling
away because of the dog menace.
The increased number of 30by-50 foot puoltry houses being
for
built in Boyd county indicate the
growth of the poultry industry
• GOOD QUALITY
there.
Four-H and homemakerS club
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
members in Rowan county are
cooperating in stenciling rural
*GOOD VALUE
mail boxes.
• IN GOOD TASTY
Tiltough the sale oi 1,000 cook
books made up of favorite recipes
of members of the Harrison County Federation of Homemakers,

He Travels Best Who
Travels Refreshed

Ky. Farm News

r

„
Coke

Prialseles, Ky.

24DaililtlaaMI*M2114-

Garland Willis, ship's serviceman, third class, USN, of Princeton, recently played host to seven members of the House Public
Lands Subcommittee aboard the
seaplane tender USS Salisbury
Sound, of which he is a crew
member.
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pies, cakes and rolls, frequently done in the Mason household to
supplement vegetables, fruits and
meats. Peas, green beans, lima
beans, corn on and off the cob,
carrots, berries, peaches, beef,
pork, fish and chicken are found
in their well-stocked freezer. For
greatest satisfaction, Miss Mason
recommends freezing a number of
different foods, rather than a
quantity of one. She estimated the
value of foods frozen at home
at $601.63.
As state winner in the national
contest, Miss Mason was awarded
a $50 bond from the International Harvester Company.
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Motoring's "next ride" is here! Come in and go for a drive!

NEW 1950 STUDEBAKER'S

`MaeleR/We"

The American Indians used petroleum as a medicine.

,

In

HOPKINSVILLE
shop

for

Women's Wear
"Not Mire, But Better Merchandise"

Phone 2053
STUDEBAKER LEADS A(,A IN WITH THE NEXT Leesx'

lovely "Mi
17 jewels.
Rich design.

Here's the refrigerator that gives you three great values in one
price that saves you real money!

cABS

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

a

Maker
SO% MORE REFRIGERATED FOOD SPACE —The NF-6 Space
storage
foodd
refrigerate
as
much
times
-a-half
one-and
gives you
for
space as older models occupying the same floor space! Wonderful
small homes and small kitchens.
L7
.

PRACTICAL, USABLE FEATURES —Ample frozen-food storage, fast ice
freezing, plenty of room for even tall bottles! Meat drawer and vegetable bin. They're everyday features with everyday uses!
GENERAL ELECTRIC DEPENDABILITY —For day-after-day, year afteryear dependable service. More than 2,000,000 CI-E Refrigerators have
been in continuous use so years or longer!

wicarsoni

The Studebaker "next look" and the
Studebaker"next ride" are selling the
1950 Studebaker faster than any car
Studebaker ever introduced before.
Come in now and let this aerodynamic new 1950 Studebaker work its
magic on you. You won't ever want
to go back to ordinary motoring.

ROBINSON IMPLEMENT
Hopkinsville Rd.

the
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Local Seaman Host
To Subcommittee

Henry & Henry
Phone UM

— I,AKERS REALLY ROLLING

bbit Season
reases Dang
Tularemid

MEMORIALS

see

r•OME in and go for a drive in
America's most talked about new
car—the &emetically different 1950
Studebaker.
Come in and treat yourself to the
unforgettable experience of the 1950
Studebaker's "Miracle Ride"—the
grandest new thrill in all motoring.
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ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

TODAY!

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
S. Seminary St.

Phone 2081
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Pa e Severs

ularemia
opening of the rabbit
season in Kentucky was
poled by increased danger
tularemia," reminds Dr.
Underwood, State Commisof Health. Although the
causing tularemia. nore
one/ known as rabbit feybeen found in other small
• wild rabbits are the
anon source of human

dot body M one of two ways;
cooked infected meat is eaten, or
through the mouth, if poorly
through cuts and scratches on the
hands when rabbits are cleaned
and prepared for cooking.
Thorough cooking and enough
heat will destroy any germs in
the meat. Rabbit should be cooled long enough so that no blood
or red meat remains.
Rubber gloves should always be
worn when dressing a rabbit, and,
if the internal organs show small
white spots, the animal should be
burned or buried. The fur of diseased rabbits may also be infectious, so hunters should not handle rabbits they shoot without
gloves. Hunters and members of
their families are those most fre-

Bend Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
your dead stock promptly, free of charge
d on sanitary trucks which are disinfeded
ily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
We pay all phone charges.
Princeton, Ky.
•ne 3698

both the plaintiff and the deCOMIWISSIONEWS SALE
-OMMIQvioNrit's SALM
KENTUCH V. CALD- STATE or' KENTUCKY, CALD- fendants ;t p.--t and except and
STATE f
WELL t IltiUIT COURT
WELL Clio 1' yr coma:
they are in ;0!,y granted an apJ. F. to alonn, Plaintali Vs. S. L. Mildred ;;..1;;11 Plaintiff, Vs. peal to tht- , .lart of appeds.
Crooa Corporation, Defendant
Cast,
Ola Casteel, CALDWri .1 t 'I OCUIT COURT
James M
In EQUITY
Defendants
MILL/Oki , t a a aial..1., PLFF.,
By virtue of a judgment of the
IN EQUITY
nixing to spend Christmas at
Vs. SCOI'l P.1\1E-VI:alto ,illtai-.
Caldwell Circuit Court rend,-, a .1
liv virtue of a judgment of the
hoo.- this year?
the abuve entitled cause at ti -e Caldwell Circuit Court rendered MENT A N '
1 "`i' '' "' '';A4.1°-:
Oct, Perth,
the undersicao d the above entitled cause dt the i• M. CASTEEL. ta a t Ja.:, Ei. Vi„
'1' .ii watch your driving to be
will on 3rd al oNDAY, the It October Term, 1949, the under- DEFTS.
sit o
don't spend it in the
Day of Di
100, 1949, b.
This cause having 'a: n submitsigned will on 3rd MONDAY, the
il instead, State highway
County Coo:
at the C.q..1 19th Day of December, 1949, be- ted to the court to, anal at the h
1', •
house door
r..,, Ky., ingt County Court day, between June 1949 term of it a, court and olio Otis warn.
MS 893
j•
proceed to
Dangerous driving condition
sale the hours of 10 a.m., and 3 p.m., a judgment having !--en renderto the higliesi biddei the follow- at the Courthouse door in Prince- ed therein by Or, . ,',. I and it brought about by a combination
ing property:
. a • .-, ent at of winter weather and pre-Christton, Ky., proceed to expose to appearing that
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT public sale to the highest bidder that time specila,-o .
• - ,ed an
J. F. GRAHAM, ADMINISTRA- the following property:
ants J. W. Casteel -- ' . • . ('as- mas activity increase the possiTOR OF THE ESTATE OF M. J.
defend- bility of accidents, it was said.
order of sale giving
Caldwell Circuit Court
BYRD, DECEASED, PLAINTIFF Mildred Goodall, Plff. vs. Judg- tee an opportunity to pay off Sleet, ice, snow and fog all preVS.
and comply with the terms of sent extra hazards when driving
ment
JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF James M. Casteel, Ola Casteel, said judgment and it now ap- and we should take extra precauSALE
peering
that they have not cornDefts.
S. L. CROOK CORPORATION, This cause having been submit- Plied with the terms of said judg- tions to avoid costly accidents and
DEFENDANT
ted for trial and the court after mint and on motion at thc plain- injuries.
The court having heard the careful consideration of the plead_ tiff herein the court orders that
Special studies by the National
testimony of the plaintiff and ings and the proof offered herein the land willed by J. W. Casteel Safety Council's Committee
the plaintiff's witnesses herein, and being sufficiently advised to J. M. Casteel and Ola Casteel Winter Driving Hazards show that
by agreement the defendant be- does order and adjudge that the consisting of about 325 acres, and
ing permitted to present their plaintiff Mildred Goodall have recorded in Will Book "D" Page two out of three winter accidents
evidence at a later date and this and recover of the defendants 4
415 Caldwell County Court Of- occur on snow and ice. Snow and
day the case coining on for trial James M. Casteel and Ola Casteel fice be sold by Mrs. Amy Frances ice result in reduced traction.
upon the pleading and the proof a judgment for the sum of Two Littlepage Master Commissioner The report also showed that the
heretofore submitted by the Hundred and fifty dollars to this for the purpose of satisfying said
plaintiff and the defendant re- date payable one half on Aug. 1, judgment. The Master Commis-- second major factor in the 24 to
fuses to produce any proof what- 1949 and the balance on Jan. 1, siener wi.1 after auly advertising 53 per cent increase in accident
soever in coming forward by its 1950, and her costs herein expend- said lands as required by law of- death rates over the summer rates
attorney, Hon. john C. King, by ed and it is further adjudged and fer same for saM at public sue- in snowbelt states is reduced visits president, S. L. Crook, and its ordered that the plaintiff Mil- tion at the court house door in
secretary-treasurer, Mrs. R. E. dred Goodall reecover the awn of Princeton, Ky., on a credit of six ibility.
The answer:
Crook and the S. Io Crook Cormonths the purchaser to make
.
poration by and through its of- fifty dollars each and every *old with
good surety or pur- Drive according to conditions and
month
hereafter
for
her
support
ficers, attorneys, and agents of
coaxer may pay casii if they so have winter safety equipment
the corporation does not appear to be paid in advance and to be- deure. The master commission- ready. Anti-skid chains are needin open court and confess judg- gin on the first of the month sue- ersnail report her actions under ed at times to counteract severe
ment in the amount of $1750., the ceeding the entry of this judg- this
Is o:dor to the next term of
snow and ice conditions. Use
amount sued for before plaintiff ment and a lien is hereby grant- this court.
herein. It is therefore ordered and ed and adjudged against the
of satisfyingjudgment your tire chains when needed and
James
M.
lands
of
Casteel
and
adjudged by the court that the
ofPurpose
Caldwell Circuit Court.
avoid an accidental missing link
plaintiff, J. F. Graham, admin- Ola Casteel consisting of about
The purchaser will be required in your family circle on Christistrator of the estate of M. J. 325 acres of land and which was to give bond with good personal
Byrd, deceased, have and recover willed to the said defendants by security for the payment of the mas.
And to insure good visibility, be
of the defendant, S. L. Crook J. W. Casteel. Will of record in purchase money, payable to fam
Added Enjoyment!
Corporation, the sum of $1750, WILL BOOK "D" page 415 Cald- Maste .crnim"7:
i 'loner bearing 0 sure your windshield wiper COLOR CARTOON
MOV1ETONE NEWS
r .nte...,st
s
' date until blades, defroster and headlights
with interest at the rate of 6% well County Court Clerks Office percent
from
and described as paid, having the effect of a Judofrom the 18th day of June, 1945 and is bounded
are in good condition.
.
ment or Oe)m an bond, on whirh
and his costs herein expended. It follows:
But despite these helpful aids,
On the North by the Jess Cas- execution may issue at matuiaty,
appearing to the court that a
tee!
and Harve Howton tract of with a lien reserved for the pay- the only one who can definitely
General Order of Attachment
land;
On
the
East
by
the
Dawson
ment thereof. Said sale will be prevent accidents is the driver.
against the S. L. Crook Corporation has been levied and that Al- Springs and Princeton Road made on a credit of six months.
s
bert Melham was garnishee. commonly known as the White Amy Frances Littlepage, Master Law Of Astonishing
WESTERN -7-7-.
The attachment and the grounds Mill road; On the South and
Commissioner C. C. C.
West
by
land
owned
by
the
state
therefore are hereby sustained
Returns Turns Up
THRILLS...
Attorney Charles McGough
—that peid efl is.
and the Master Commissioner of commonly known as the "Game Princeton, Ky., De. 19. 1949
as Monte
Chicago— (AP) —A partner in
this county is hereby ordered Reserve".
,22-3tc
MURDER!
Crocks Outlaw
north side automobile agency
An order of sale of the above
and directed to sell the followanswered the telephone. The
Mob!
ing described property which was described lands is expressly with
sacred
or
There
was
nothing
held at this time, to this juoigment
caller said he had a used car to
the
American
Inreligious
about
quently exposed to' the disease,
attached herein for the purpose dian totem pole. It simply repre- sell for $50. The car, it turned
since domestic rabbits have not of satisfying this judgment.
The
out, was a 1919 model. The agenbeen shown to be a source of in- said Master Commissioner will sented his claim to wealth and cy man was astonished. But so,
after duly advertising said prop- fame.
fection.
probably, was the owner. Because
as required by statutes or
People are urged to be very erty
The Supreme Court Chamber the agency man, who knew a
offer the same for sale at public
careful in handling wild rabbits, auction on some third Monday at in Washington contains only 315 showpiece when he saw one,
as tularemia is a serious disease, the Court House door in Caldwell seeats.
bought it.
.
resulting occasionally in death. County, Kentucky, on a credit of
90
days
the
purchaser
to
make
If there is any reason to suppose
bond or may pay cash if they so
you or a member of your family desire. The
said attached property
may have been infected, call to be sold is as follows:
your physician at once.
(One) office and scale building, (One) sot of scales, (One)
roll top desk, About 300 tons of
spar, not milled, About 100 tons
PLUS! CHAPTER
of spar, milled, About 9 tons of
lead, About 10 tons of zinc.
All the above described property now being located on the
S.
L. Crook Corporation's mill
Creomulsion relieves promptly because yard at Crider, Kentucky. The
it goes right to the seat of the trouble Master Commissioner shall sell
to help loosen and expel germ laden so much of the above property
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and as is necessary to satisfy this
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial judgment, interest, and costs and
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist shall report her actions under this
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion order of sale at the next term of
with the understanding you must like bond with good personal securthe way it quickly allays the cough the Caldwell Circuit Court.
or you are to have your money back.
Above styled sale is being made
for the purpose of satisfying „ Putting the famil7 car in tip-top ;hope for winter drivjudgment in the amount of $1750
ing is a gift the whole family can enjoy and benefit from
for Coughs,ChestColds,Bronchitis plus accrued interest. The purchaser will be required to give
in added safety.
ity for the payment of the purIf you lock the cash to get your car in A-1 shape,
chase money, payable to the Masuse our speedy AUTO LOAN Plan for the money you
ter Commissioner, bearing 6%
percent interest from date until
need. You'll like our friendly confidential service.
paid, having the effect of a Judgment or Replevin bond, on which
execution may issue at maturity,
with a lien reserved for the payment thereof. Said sale will be
made on a credit of six months.
PHONE 2881
Amy Frances Littlepage, Master
W. MARKET ST.
JAMES T. HOLT, MGR.
Princeton, Ky.
Commissioner C. C. C.
Attorney Charles McGough
Princeton, Ky., December 19,
1949,
22-3tc

SATURDAY,DEC. 17 —

2 GREAT FEAT RES!

Coke
A COMPANY SY
.

r LING

CO.

449, the Ceeetala Cersow

CITY LICENSE
NOTICE

ODEOF
LCOTLA D

All City Licenses are due Jan.1st,
1950. There will be a 30% Discount on all car licenses purchased before Feb. 1st, 1950. The
Licenses are ready for sale now.

GARLAND QU1SENBERRY
City Clerk

t

FIX UP THE CAR.
AND OVERHAUL—
NO BETTER ,.GIFT
FOR ONE AND ALL

Beware Coughs

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

m>

13a Dacca, SUN. & MON., DEC.18 - 19 —
The Wh

Ii

westFlamed

•

CREOMULSION

iiiitirimcwatiatilivvvvccm:tvemoccvmc(tccuvvcckfi
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Yvonne DeCarlo
Howard Duff
;Ns ,
Lovely "Miss Liberty"
17 jewels. tra975
Rich design.

'Q?

It's not only I
• America's most WANTED
Watch—It's also America's
Greatest Watch

VALUE! 1

Exquisite "Beverly17 jewels.
Expansion
S5°bracelt.

"His Excellency" 21
jewels. New
style exponsion band.

Let's make it a Personal Christmas by giving her a gift from
our store. Inspiration will come like magic,for we have a complete
line to show you.

See Our:
• Cosmetics
• Lingerie
• Sweaters
• House Coats
• Hose
• Gowns
• Costume Jewelry

Dorothy Sart • Willard Padua
AimiDenia • Mari Lawreassi
•
Urfd Bridges • laillaine Steen
ese Short Units!
Plus
LAWRENCE WELK and his ORCHESTRA
PARAMOUNT NEWS
COLOR CARTOON

TUES. & WED.
- 21
DEC. 20Comedy,

New Songs, New
New ROMANCE and FUN

THUR. & FRI.
DEC. 22 - 23
V,reart4-7(14141
homy AN
EXCITEMENT/

$5950

"Standish". Handsome
design. Precise 17 jewel
movement.

HAND MADE HANDKERCHIEFS
• Hager and Roseville Pottery
• Also many other items that
will make attractive gifts
• We have a complete line of
Hallmark Cards, as well as
Christmas wrapping.

$4250

MOND FUMING

Take a
YEAR
to Pay

Winstead Jewelers

Str Cednt NARDWICIa
""*....°1
0
rarrlog
11111.'"

Lay Away Now For Chrititnaim

TECII,NRLOR
•

Mark steveris • Cu Gray
by Can • asiN lora

h.
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Deaths & Funerals

December 15,190
WHITE ELEPHAN
T RDA,'"
Dose your clab
charitable organ'
money after ci,
In many
pointed gift-r..pi
,
wired "White
Elephol..
at which all their
ail 'mkt
tide presents are
broashe
vi-.
"
and sold at
bargain pri

Livestock Market
Cattle at the livestock market
here sold 50 cents higher than
for the previous week with hogs
selling considerably lower
TOTAL HEAD
790
Long Fed Steers ....$24.00 27.00
Short Fed Steers .
23.00 2500
Good Quality Fat
Steers
24.00 26.00
Medium Quality Butcher
19.00 21.00
mle
Baby Beeves
20.00 25.00
Fat Cows
15.00 17.00
and. Cutters 12.00 15.00
Bulls
15.75 17.50
Stock Cattle
19.00 23.00
Feeder Cattle
18.00 22.00

Harold T. Rowland
Funeral services for !fervid
Thomas Rowland, six-year-old
son of Louard Rowland, Detroit,
Mich., and Mrs. Robert LeMpke,
Chicago, were conducted at Morgan's Funeral Home Friday afternoon, Dec. 9, by the Rev. Rudolph Lane. The child died from
injuries received when hit by a
bus in Chicago.
Other survivors a r e three
brothers, two half-sisters and
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Rowland, near Crider.
Burial was in White Sulphur
Cemetery.

Business Firms Sponsor
Safety Campaign Here
Merchants an, individuals of
the Safety Drivers League of
America is waging a safety campaign here to reduce deaths caused by careless and reckless driving, it is announced.
Posters are being displayed in
the business houses throughout
the city as reminders of the cost
of reckless driving. One person,
it was said, is killed about every
fifteen minutes in the United
States with over 32,500 killed last
year.
The names of those co-operating
in sponsoring the campaign in the
interest of preventing injuries and
aceidential deaths are listed in an
advertisethant in today's issue of
The Leader.

New Soils Laboratory
Tests Over 50 Samples
More than 50 samples of soil
have been tested since Princeton's new soils testing laboratory
began operating last September,
R. A. Mabry, county agent, announces.
Through the use of these soil
tests, farmers of the county will
be able to make a more economical use of money, which they put
into line and fertilizers, by using
fertilizers where they are needed
most, he said.
Samples should be taken from
12 to 15 different places, six
inches deep in each field, mixed
together, air dried sad put Into
a half-pint or pint container fill4
brought in for testing at least a
week before the results of the
test ere needed, the county agent
explained.

THOUSANDS OF BALES OF COTTON: Scenes such as this are common in the yards of cotton
gins
of Texas' South Plains, near Lubbock, Tex., where thousands of bales of cotton are being stored in
the
open. An all-time record crop of over one million bales were produced in the Texas South
Plains
this year. There are 16,000 bales in the open here at the West Texas Compress & Warehouse Co.
(AP
Wirephoto)

Classified Ads
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
and trucks, lee Randolph
Motors. Ford Sales and Service.
s
5-Itc

Do You Know?

or truck seats, and Ken-Mar
Ven..tian blinds. United Furniture Manufacturing Co., Dawson Springs, Ky. Phone 5433 or
Charles Hopper, Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2420.
24-2tc

FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallin.s and Kennedy Electric WANTED: Refined widow lady
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
will keep house in mother-less
home, assist with house work,
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
baby sitting, companion. Mrs.
tic
Eger, Phone 2315.
24- ltp
WATCH MAKING: All snakes
FOR
SALE:
Two
sows
with
pigs;
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
one Poland China male hog.
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Logan Traylor farm.
24-1tp
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
FOR
SALE:
There
is
still
time
to
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
buy Christmas cards from Mrs.
Prop.
He
C. E. McCollum, 205 Garrett
street. Phone 3172.
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
24-1tp
glass cut and installed in all
BARGAINS: Ladies and Gents
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Watches, Ladies and Gents ExStation, Corner Plum & main.
pansion Watch Bands. Link
Phone 557.
tic
Bands. Lockets and Crosses
FOR expert paint and body reand Bracelets, all at Reduced
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
Prices. Expert Watch RepairFord Sales and Service.
ltc
ing. D. I. Hensley, Jeweler, 602
East Market, Princeton. 24-Hp
FOR SALE: Used refrigerators.
McConnell Electric Co.
16-tic IDEAL - BARBER
- SHOP:- The
place of service, 7 a. m. to 8 p.
Outboard Motors for
m. 411 Hawthorne avenue,
Cruiser control, shift to Scottphone 3990, J. W. Ray. 24-3tc
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
WALKER HAS IT
shift. Williams Texaco Service
Parker 51 Fountain Pens
StationPlura end Main St.
and
Phone 2445.
tic
51 Pen and Pencil Sets
PIANOS: Both new and use & Princeton, Ky.
Dial 2211
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
531p

Fish can fast for long periods
and should not be fed on journeys
taking less than four or five days.
More than 39,000 wells are
drilled in a year by the U. S. oil
industry.
NEWS FILLERS
The ancient Norman Capital of
Rouen was France's first seaport.
"Stripping" was begun at the
Hibbing, Minn., open-pit iron
mine in 1895.
The rose is the favorite flower
of the western world; the chrysanthemum, of the Orient.
Shamrock, national floral emblem of Ireland, is a species of
hop clover.
Most of the Indian Totem Poles
still standing in the northwest

FOR SALE: Coal heating stove in
SANTA'S PANTS
excellent condition. 303 Maple
LONDON -(AP)- Christmas
Avenue or phone 3681. 24-1tp
fashion note: Flame-red corduroy
FOR SALE Fro your holiday
trousers for the British male.
needs, get your fresh dressed
Men's wear manufacturers say
poultry at CERRY'S PROthe traditionally-reserved Briton
DUCE.10-minute service. Also
is asking for them, especially In
fresh country eggs. Phone your
southern England. On the midorders. Dial 3656.
24- I tc
lands and Wales, clothes in bottle
green, light navy and rust are FOR RENT: Furnishe
d apartment
catching on.
with modern conveniences. 417
The S- et? He akes many colorEast Main street. Phone 2457.
ed kilts - but sober shades and
23-1tc
conventional cuts in his other
clothes.
FOR SALE: Small cash register
and a gas cook stove; cheap.
321 Cadiz St. Phone 2384. 24-1tp
SACHET GIFTS
Some of the simplest daintiest
LOST: Ladies' pocketbook with a
and least expensive Christmas
man's !Mold containing a $31
gifts are those which are made
check
and hunting license. Rewith sachet. You can make little
ward for finder. Lynn Forsythe,
satin hearts filled with sachet,
Route 2, Eddyville, Ky. 24-1tc
hankerchief cases that are sachet
scented, srnall satchet pillows
REPAIRS
: We do all kinds of refor
lingerie drawers, and
upholstering: furniture, car and
quilted Sachet gifts keep in mind
truck seats, door panels and
that the
sachet should be sandwiched
head liners; also theater seats.
in
between cotton batting, cut to
Also we sell upholstery supthe
exact shape of the article.
plies, air foam cushions for car
HOME FOR HOLIDAYS
Donald Brasher, Fredonia student at Denver University, Denver, Colo., is expected home this
week te spend the Christmas holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
CONDITION IMPROVED
The condition of Mrs. Amelia
Engelhardt, mother of Dr. C. F.
Engelhardt, is improved, it is reported,, Mrs. Engelhardt has been
seriously ill at her home in Baldwin, Ill. •.-°•`4
Alt',P4,11110$
,s'ilt
,

Fancy Veals
No. 1 Veals
No. 2 V
Throwouts
HOGS
200-230
235-280
285-350
355 & up
120-155
160-195
Roughs, 350 lbs. &
under
Roughs, 355-450
Roughs, 455 & up

Instead uelregeutlln
ni
regoad
i
t t it
Out
ed
ceilPntt'ut
ige, theoosuf
those useless
gadgets Du
in your closets,
get
dao
uuctbiloen puthrpeomscoty your L oalevoi,
have to look at
there vie
good causes are
furthered,'

00
30
0:00

HA
jo
SieMph
AJO
(R
job
OyP)EltA
ilo
u mN
24.75eals
17.75

13.50
14.10
14.25
13.50
12.50
12.00

are less than 100 years old.
Papyrus, from which ancient
Egyptians obtained paper, is a
strong, reedlike sedge found
growing in the Nile valley.
The pear tree is a member of
the rose family and is closely related to the apple.
Beam transmission is a directional system for the sending of
short wave signals that results in
higher efficiency.
Indians gave the Bad Lands of
South Dakota their name-Mako
Sica in their language - says the
National Geographic Society.
About 81 per cent of the soft
coal mined in the U. S. is moved
by railroad.
Generators on the latest sleeping
cars deliver enough current for
10 homes.

w

mail carrier,
underwent
Operation at St.
Ants,.
pital, Louisville, S
'
ing. His conditioi:

15.25
5
14
3..2
75

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS

FOR-BALE;

TRIG 40, FREDONIA 30
Fredanift - The Trigg county
high school basketball team lad
all the way tO defeat the Fredonia
Yellowjackets 40-30 here Friday.
Birdsong, Trigg county guard,
piled in 16 points to pace the
winners. Akridge, with 12 points,
led the Fredonia attack.
BARGAIN, NEW SPINET PIAScore by quarters:
NO: Why buy an unknown
Trigg County
14 18 24 40
make, second hand piano from
Fredonia
3 11 19 30
an unknown party, when KenLineups:
tucky's greatest music store ofTrigg County (40)
fers you a new, standard brand
Forwards: Stallions 14, Melees
piano ,free service, and Shackelton's guarantee all for the
Center: Bush 1.
same price? SPECIAL, from
Guards: Audas 2, Birdsong 16,
now until Christmas, or as long
Turner.
as they last, we are offering to
readers of this advertisement
COZY GIFT
the reliable Standard Brand
You might make some pretty
New Cable Spinet Piano, for
warm mittens from an old sweonly $595.00 on terms less than
ater. In bright, gay colors, the
rent, $4.00 weekly. Phone (rechildren should love them. Take
versing charges for full inforthat old beat-up sweater and if it
mation) or write us for illusis faded dye it a pretty color
trated catalog at once. The
with some all-purpose dye in caae
quantity of pianos is limited.
sythetic fibers are mixt d in with
SHACKELTON PIANO COMthe wool. Make a paper pattern
PANY,621 South Fourth Street,
for the aize you want and cut it
Louisville 2, Kentucky. 17-8tc
out double on the sweater. MachCOAL
AND WOOD ORDERS:
me stitca each piers separately
phone your orders to W. A.
around ...the outside to prevent
(Bill) Brown for good coal
raveling. Tern and whipstitch or
and wood; customer's choice.
buttonhole stitch the two sides
Prompt service. D i a 1 3036,
togther in •c...trastina colored
Princeton, Ky.
yarn.
23-1tp

MAKE CHRISTMAS CANDLES
Christmas candles of attractive
forms can be made from shaving
of eld candle butts.
Left over candles are saved
throughout the year The wax is
▪ saved from the wick, melted and
poured into molds, with a piece
of thick cotton twine, of the tpye
used by butchers, for a wick. The
wick is placed in the center of the
wax as it is ready to set
Such candles can be made in
sup-cake pans and other recep-

*undo

ATTENDS HEALTH
beSaatiitsaiDarS
i
Sanitarian
Hobe
ALTrili
t
'MEEK LITTLE MAN': Walter Peden (above), 59, sits quietly in a the Caldwell County I:
of
Health,
police car after his capture at Snoqualmie, Wash. State police said
attended a
Sanitarians of the
(1-•
Peden shot four persons, one fatally, in a three-hour gun orgy.
District, held at
Neighbors said he had been a "meek little man." (AP Wirephoto)
Tuesday, it is ann

IS A GIFT FOR A YEAR

2q#3

*101-21-2012124/41-2424212427410114,441kilatZWAVivaeakYitzobvatamanvoiza

am ablankadiatikablatZati-Dblarat242allaall-Mblal

Santa Claus

TOY SALE
Since we do not sell toys except at Christmas Time - our
entire stock of toys must be sold now - so we are offering
them to you (while they last) at Great Reductions.
Ron METAL
WAGONS

PAINT SETS

Rubber Tires. Ideal for
small children.

OIL PAINTS
and
WATER COLORS

Sale Price $1.43

MOLDING CLAY
SETS
Santa's Sale Price

Beautiful Colored

TEA SETS
Santa's Sale Price

Santa's Sale Price

?;" Men - are you puzzled over what telIt
r9
?:
ogive HER for Christmas?? If so - let usi
??* help you decide. Remember - we shallv
?° be glad to exchange after Christmas -1
if it doesn't fit. 4)6
?•

g

Se Our Line of Beautiful

DRESSES

ELECTRIC IRONS
Santa's Sale Price

88c & $1.88

IRONING
BOARDS

WASHABLE
DOLLS
Santa's Sale Price

Santa's Sale Price

SEWING
MACHINES

$1.52 & $1.88

Santa's Sale Price

WASHING
MACHINES

TOOL

COATS

PAJAMA & ROBE SETS

TOWEL SETS

SETS

NYLON

Santa's Sale Price

88c & $1.88

GOWNS

NYLON SLIPS
NYLON PANTIES

SEWING KITS
Santa's Salo Price

LOVELY ROBES

LL WOOL BLANKETS
Pastel Shades

26c and 53c

44c - 88c & $1.88

NYLON

Santa's Sale Price

BLOUSES

Santa's Sale Price

BED SPREADS

BASKET BALL
and

BAG KIT
Santa's Sale Price

FOOT

BALL

Santa's Sale Price

BALL & BAT
HILL BILLY
EXPRESS
Only 68c
STEAM

ROLLER

Santa's Sale Price

COLORED SHEETS
ALL DOLLS
HOSE

$2.98 to $8.98

ERECTOR SETS

Santa's Sale Price

Santa's Sale Price

71c

1.34 & $3.58

PURSES

Sale
Prices

GLOVES
$2.68 to $5.98
HATS
Give Her a Dress

SEALS & TAGS
Pkg. of 90

9c

MANY

MORE

GIFT PAPER
9c

TOYS at SANTA'S

GIFT RIBBON
9c

SALE PRICES SHOP TODAY
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Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, December 15, 1949

Steps Listed For
Protecting 1950
Farm Profits

rsalutitfl
WHEREAS God in His infinite wisdom has removed
from her familiar walk of life, the gentle spirit of Mrs. Orace
McGoodwin Brown, and whereas, she was a charter member
of the Princeton Woman's Club; one of its organizers, and for
many years a member of its official personnel—

A survey of wildlife supervkiin eight of the nine Kentuts
districts, after the first ten
of the hunting season, indi.
definitely a larger quail and
it supply and also a greater
ber of hunters in the field,
Division of Game and Fish
for the past several years
lounces.
To be sure, the Division points
the quail and rabbit increase
,tt noticed in all districts, but
•:.e there is no increase the
,•Iy has been termed about the
surely no less, than for last
.n. Five districts report in„led hunting pressure, the Di..,a claims.
The report by districts, coverthe first ten days of the seafollows:
•,rst—No report.
tcond—More and larger coyof quail. Rabbit crop greater
practically all counties. The
her of hunters a b ou-t the
e as for last season.
Third—Quail good in all counexcept Jefferson. Rabbit
trig better. More hunters than
year.
Fourth—Some counties more
il. Definite increase in rabbit
ulation. More hunters than at
y time in the past.

As a protection against falling
livestock prices, farmers can
take a few simple steps now, on
their own farms, which will help
srotect their profits for 1950.
This suggestion, issued recently by the American Foundation
for Animal Health, said that the
'aulti-million dollar toll extracted
sy animal diseases and parasites
tar exceeds what farmers are
likely to lose due to market de-

THEREFORE be it resolved—that the organizatium iii
her passing to Elysian fields, has lost a valued member, one
whose intelligent interest and willingness to serve, is well
worthy of emulation.
Following her decline of health, "Miss Grace”, notified
club officers of her deep desire of remaining a member of
the club, even though her active participation had been concluded. In recognition of her years of service she was unanimously voted an honorary membership, at the last club meeting of 1948-49. A gentle woman by birth, by training and by
tradition, her parents were inspired when they christened her
"Grace", for her graciousness of personality will be remembered by those of all walks of like, within the radius of her
association.

NEW HA
. Mrs. Charles E.
year-old mother of three, with the 305-pound wild boar she killed
with one shot of her 30-30 rifle at a distance of 75 yards while deer
hunting near her farm home at South Alexandria, N. H. Wild boar
have been shot in several sections of western New Hampshire since
the 1938 hurricane damaged fences around a private game preserve
Fifth—Twenty per cent more and allowed them to escape.
di and rabbits than last year.
LIGHTS FOR HORSES
more hunters than ever be- A & P Employees Given
Denver — (AP) — Headlights
ll is estimated that 2,500 to $2,250,000 Xmas Bonus
and tail lights for horses have
rabbits were killed the first
A Christmas bonus totaling $2,been devised by John Noack, foreof season.
250,000 will be distributed among
Sixth—Quail hunting only fair.
man of the Hermann H. Heiser
i.grass countie soffer no coy- employees of The Great Atlantic Saddlery company. He thinks
Rabbits on increase over last & Pacific Tea Company Friday, these will cut down the number
Hunting pressure about the December 16, it was announced by of horse-automobile collisions afLargest population of John A. Hartford,
chairman of ter dark.
in number of years.
The reflector parts are made of
the board.
Seventh—Quail hunting fair,
All A & P employees through- fluorescent cloth backed with
e not too many coveys found. out the country
with six months leather. These are fastened in
wever, birds are believed in
or more service will participate cross-shape over the front part of
vy growth. Rabbits better in
tl-e pre-holiday cash distribu- the headstall and in crescent
th a record number of hunters. tion. Last
year the company vot- shape over the back of the cantle.
Eighth — Quail better as a
ed employee bonuses totaling $2,- Noack said the reflectors can be
e with rabbit increase also
picked up by an automobile head100,000.
ted. Hunters number about
light beam a half mile away.
e as last year.
rabbit hunting. Number of huntNinth — Quail crop much im- ers about the same as for last
The Italian port of Leghorn is
ved and the same is true of season.
called Livorno in Italian.

Pointing out a few examples,
lie Foundation said:
"Recent estimates indicate that
poultry diseases alone cost the
nation's farmers and poultrymen
about $100,000,000 a year.
"Brucellosis in cattle Ls responsible for losses of another $100,000,000 annually, while the cost
of brucellosiss in swine and goats
TIIEREFORE be it resolved that a copy of these resouaccounts for many millions more.
Mons be spread upon the Club's minutes; a copy sent to her
"The annual loss from grubs
local
published
in
the
papers.
immediate relatives and
and shipping bruises alone has
been set at $150,000,000 by livestock health authorities.
Resolutions Committee
"With stakes running this high,
it is more apparent now than
ever before that farmers are takMARCH OF DIMES GIRL: Wanda Wiley, eight-year-old daughter ing far greater losses from disof Mr. and Mrs. Earl N. Wiley of Austin, Tex., is 1950's March of eases and parasites than they are
Dimes poster girl. Her picture will spearhead the annual drive of likely to take from market dethe National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. Here she walks with clines."
To cut down disease losses in
her pet dog, though 18 months age she was completely paralyzed.
CROSSED GOAL LINES
the coming year the Foundation
(AP Wirephoto)
Even Old Houses Have
New York — Gone are the
stressed: better farm sanitation,
Hardening Of Arteries
celations are for failure to pass early examination of ailing aniunscored on football teams of the State Revokes 2,406
a
test
and
other
less-serious
Minneapolis — (AP) — Old
mals by a veterinarian, proper
past. Of the major college elev- Drivers' Licenses
causes. Canceled licenses may be vaccination of susceptible anihouses can be said to be subject
ens Kentucky's Wildcats turned
as
necessary
conFrankfort — (AP) — About 1 reissued as soon
mals when vaccination is requirto hardening of the arteries.
in the best goal line record. Coach per cent of Kentucky's drivers' li- ditions are met.
ed, more prompt reporting of disThat's the conclusion drawn
Paul (Bear) Bryant's team al- censes were revoked, suspended,
Suspensions arc ordered when ease outbreaks and increased
from a study of home obsolesor canceled during the first 11 a driver fails to show financial "disease awareness" by livestock
cence conducted by Tom McDon- lowed only eight touchdowns in months of this year.
ability to pay for damages af- owners.
ald, vice-president of the Minne- 11 games.
Paul Boyd, supervisor of the ter an accident and for convicapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Their major test comes Jan. 2 Revenue Department's Safety Re- tions of violating motor laws in CHEERING ON
His sampling indicates that 51 in Miami's Orange Bowl when sponsibility Division, disclosed
New York — (AP) — Spectator
other states. Of the 4,472 suspenper cent of the 43,000,000 homes the
Wildcats play Santa Clara. these figures in data compiled for sions, 606 were for convictions in cheering at football games is an
in the U. S. are more than 30
a coming safety meeting in Louis- other states.
80-year-old American practice,
years old. In most cases they are Only team to sense more than ville.
notes the National Geographic
one touchdown against Kentucstill equipped with lighting and
Boyd said about 800,000 licenResidents of Rodanthe, N, C., a Society. On Nov. 13, 1869, when
plumbing fixtures, heating plants ky was Southern Methodist. The ses have been issued since JanuHatteras Island, cele- Rutgers and Princeton Univers4and other accessories that be- Mustangs beat Kentucky, 20-7. ary 1. He said that 2,406 have village on
ties met for the second intercolKentucky's
other
setback
was
by
brate
Christmas
on Jan. 6, the
longed to a past generation.
been revoked, 1,294 canceled, and
legiate grid contest in U. S. his6-0 against Tennessee.
ancient "twelfth night."
"This brings about a kind of
4 572 suspended.
tOry, Princeton supporters invokhardsning of the arteries through terested in finding that only
He said revocations are for sered lungpower, shouting an old
Leghorn hats take their name Confederate battle cry to urge
increasing maintenance costs and about 8,000,000 homes have auto- ious offenses, including drunkdecreasing property values," says matically conrolled heating sys- en driving and unlawfully leav- from that of the Italian port their team on to victory. PrinceMcDonald, who was primarily in- tems.
ing the scene of an accident. Can- through which they are shipped. ton won, 8-0.

WOMAN'S CLUB

=a;liettr,
over what to
If so - let us
er - we shall
r Christmas -

"Fuse Elgins for Christmas
...they're beautiful, beautiful"
Lady Elgin. 19 jewels.
14K natural gold filled
CU!.

COATS

$67.50

Met. Mandel of Chicago,
"there'd at "brit-1,411rd
woman in the Init.matmnal Set'
. b the Foible" Academy

Lord Elgin. 21 jewels.
I4K natural gold filled
case. Black dial. Flexible
lug.
$71.50

exclaimed MRS. LEON MANDEL
when she saw the

SUITS

Lady Elgin. 19 jewels.
14K natural gold case
with a high curved
crystal.
$71.50

Lord Elgin. 21 jewels.
14K lapped natural gold
case. High curved
crystal.
$115.00

Lady Elgin. 19 jewels.
14K natural gold case.
14K natural gold snake
chain bracelet. $150.00

Lord Elgin. 21 jewels.
14K natural gold case.
Applied 18K gold figures.
Alligator strap. $185.00

"tat mainsprit rates a'best performanclawal

new ELGINS... winners
Says Oscar-winner

of the Fashion Academy

/
1 3 OFF

Gold Medal Award

JAMES STEWART
starring in

"BROKEN ARROW", a
opatnipsealai. Made el
.
g/sDare risteL

20th Century-Fox
MAINSPRING
FAILURES!

Production

15-jewel Fslgin. 10K natural rolled gold plate
bezel, stainless steel back
case.
$33.75

Ito
the rime to 814

Elgin Deluxe. 17 jewels
50K natural gold filled
case. High curved crystal.
$50.00

.a1k.
Elgin Deluxe. 17 jewels.
101( natural gold filled
Case.

$50.00

15-jewel Elgin. 10K natural rolled gold plate bezel,
stainless steel back case.
$33.75
Elgin DeLuxe.

17

jewels.

eodo
olldd$f5i5Illie
nlaftausraal ggo
cbSe.let

Elgin Deluxe. 17 jewels.
10K natural gold filled
lapped case. Gold filled
basket weave bead.$67.50

Elgin Detuxe. 17 jewels.
10K natural gold filled
case. Gold filled bracelet.
$60.00

13-jewel Elgin. 10K natural rolled gold plate
bezel, • ,,less steel back
I Wed itapuscase.
sin! bra,eler.
$42.50

Priors inchnie Federal Tax

These Prices
Elgin Watches.:: applauded by America's best-dressed
men and women : : signally honored 5y the Gold
Medal Award of the Fashion Academy of New York!
the
Yet beauty is only half the glory of Elgin Watches. Inside there's
elspesdabk
such
&sr
weridf
he
the
watch
other
Dureower Mainspring. No
from our beautiful, star-timed
MAW' for accurate thsehnping! Select now
be baptisr with an Filgins
surely
will
love
you
one
The
Watches.
Elgin
:MID TO THI STARS

Lady Elgin. 19 jewels.
14K white gold case set
with six diamonds.
$200.00

DENHAM'S JEWELRY STORE
Phone 2142

Thursday. December
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Holy Year History Goes
Back To Year Of 1300

'
By Frank, Brutto
Lateran basilica fell and the Basdamaged.
Paul
was
Saint
Inca
of
Vatican City — War, chaos left
—.by Was, threat of war, plague and Ludwig the Bavarian descended
disorder were backgroUnd, and upon Rome and put it to fire and
sometimes foreground, for nearly sword. The winter was unusualall 24 past Jubilees of the Catho- ly bitter. But even so more pilgrims came than in 1300.
lic Church.
The fourth Jubilee was anBut in the past, as for the 1950
Holy Year declared by Pope nounced by Pope Boniface IX for
Pius XII, the hope for peace and 1400. Trouble continued to tear
the uplifting of men's hearts to Rome, which was divided by the
spiritual life were primary mo- anti?papal schism. The plague
killed 700 to 800 daily and bittertives for calling jubilees.
Countless thousands came, des- ness ruse against the Pope but
large numbers made the perilous
- pite the hardships of long jourpilgrimage.
neys, perils of war and the threats
Pestilence that
h a d been
ef bandits. From France in the
Middle Ages many devout Chris- spreading in Italy entered Rome
Year, set
tians made 50-day barefoot walk- during the sixth Holy
by Nicholas V in 1450. Hospitals,
NE
EA Lila
CE E: A towering mass oi Dame lights the scene at Panhandle Easting pilgrimages.
churches and houses were full of
For the first Catholic Jubilee the dead and dying. Paolo dello ern Pipeline's compressor plant at Centralia, Mo., after natural gas line blew out and caught fire.
of which there is definite record Mastro, a writer of that day, re- Flow of natural gas was interrupted to cities in Illinois, Indiana and Michigan. Nine workmen in
— that declared by Pope Boniface ported that people "fell dead in plant escaped injury in blast and fire, which caused damage estimated near $100,000. (AP Wirephoto)
VIII in 1300 — pilgrims came to the streets like dogs." But pilNo opening ceremony marked PLANES SPOT POACHERS
Electricity
Rome in such great numbers that grims, nonetheless, continued to the 21st Holy Year called by Pope
Washington — (AP) — Federal
they filled the streets "like an come to Rome.
Pius IX in 1875, a year when the game officials are using aerial Many Improvements
army, that grows day by day."
Approximately two out of evOpening of the seventh Jubilee Vatican was beleagured and its photographs as evidence against
-Mantcame on foot, the very old
— that of Sixtus IV in 1475 — relations with many states had commercial fishermen operating ery three farm and rural homes in
borne on the shoulders of the
illegally in certain waters.
Kentucky, of 65 per cent, are now
found comparatively good tinv-s deteriorated.
young. They came singing hymns.
The idea is showing special wired for electricity, according
The world was still suffering
in Italy.
When the second Jubilee was
promise in Alaska, where rough to Miss Ida C. Hagman, home
Infamy was widespread and in from the shock of World War I
called in 1350 by Pope Clement
waters sometimes make it im- management specialist at the Colhigh places when Alexander VI, when Pope Pius XI — in 1925 —
VI the papacy was established at
possible for a patrol plane to lege of Agriculture and Home
who was Rodrigo Borgia, member called the 23rd Hely Year.
Avignon. Clement never came to
Economics, University of KentucEight years later, Pius XI call- land.
of the then powerful family, deRome, where anarchy and disorAlbert M. Day, director of the ky. In 1936, only three per cent
clared the eighth Holy Year for ed an extraordinary "Jubilee of
der were then rampant. and there
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, had this convenience.
1500. It was this year that the the Redemption" to commemorate
was plague — the plague dessays the plane has replaced the
After lights are installed, rain
1933
the
19th
centenary
of
the
ceremony of the holy door was
cribed by Boccaccio in his Decadog sled in Alaskan patrols to dios, irons, washing machines and
death of Christ.
established.
the extent that only 13 miles refrigerators are bought, she said.
meron. The earthquake of 1349
The humble millions and the
The ninth Holy Year — called
were covered by sled last year,
had wrought havoc in France and
Other home improvements
great
who
come
to
Rome
in
the
by
Clement
VII in 1525 — found
against 134,329 by plane, 300 by
Germany. In Rome the roof of the
soon follow, such as new wall
1950
Holy
Year
will
walk
on
helicopter and about 100,000 by
_ the Catholic church in the midst
- and floor finishes, furniture, glass
of a bitter fight with Martin stones trod by princes, kings and other means.
curtains and draperies.
emperors.
Luther,
apostate
monk.
Later
it
FEDERAL LAND BANK
was embroiled with Henry VIII
Dante, poet of heaven and hell, INFLUENCE OF SODA
New York — (AP) — This FUGITIVE IS TREED
LOANS
of England.
came from Florence for the first
country has 50,000 drug stores,
Huntington, W. Va. (AP) —
Offer
The tenth Holy Year, that of recorded holy year in 1300.
Julius III in 1550, found CatholicThe poet Francis. Petrarch la- and Americans visit them five Police finally got their mits on a
CHEAP MONEY TO
ism renascent. But when Gregory mented the state of the church billion times each year. The fig- long-sought fugitive who escaped
XIII called the 11th Holy Year in during the 1350 Holy Year. Lu- ures are cited by Robert P. Fis- with 12 others last summer.
FARMERS Through
chelis, secretary of the American
His mates had all been recapTHREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM 1575, pestilence — from which crezia Borgia, of poison fame, Pharmaceutical Co. The frequentured shortly after their break
strangely Rome itself appeared to then wife of Don Alfonso of
LOAN ASSN.
be sparey—was rampant in Italy. Aragon, gave much attention dur- cy of visits makes pharmacies a for freedom from a railway exgood place to use in health educa- press car on their way from FlorLoans made on good farms
Clement XIV, who called the ing the eighth Jubilee in 1500.
tion programs, he told the Public ida.
trots 10 to 33 years at 4% In- 19th Jubilee in 1775, died, and
The tenth Jubilee in 1550 found
terest on amortized payments the Holy Year was celebrated by Saint Ignatius Loyola, founder of Health Cancer Association.
Six cops, four cruisers, and a
his successor), (Pius VI, whose the Society of Jesus, helping the ilee just 300 years ago — in 1650 passerby converged on Number
SEE
reign was troubled and compli- poor who came for the Holy — and died here.
13, after he was spotted in a
cated by the French revolution. Year. Michaelangelo, then an
Pilgrims of the past frequently tree five blocks from the downJ. D. ALEXANDER
Assailed by the Kingdom of old man, participated.
town business district. Now Numhad to run a gantlet of bandits.
Secretary - Treasurer
and Joseph II of Austria, Pius
ber 13, too, faces a gloomy future.
Queen Catherine of Sweden
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky. VI was taken to France. where gave up Lutheranism
and reThe largest open-pit iron mine The raccoon resumed his interhe died in exile at Valence.
rupted journey to a coon hunt,. turned to Rome for the 14th Jub- is at Hibbing, Minn.
ers' club at St. Alban's, W. Va.

PIPE

Means

STRINGING CHILDREN ALONG
Chicago — (AP) — Mrs. Ruth
Bollnow had 40 tiny boys and
girls from the Riverside Nursery
School—and a problem—on her
hands. She wanted to take the
kids on a tour of the huge Union
Railroad station but she didn't
want to lose any of them. So she
got a long rope. The tots grasped
it sand, strung out like snake
dancers, they stayed in place as
Mrs. Bollnow led them through
the terminal.

Oily Nose Drops And
Laxatives May Cause
Fatal Lung Disease

15 190

HE'S NO DUB

Cleveland — (AP)

Dub

Jones of the aget4
;
Browns got his
nickname
triguing — and it has 00044I.
to
do with his ability
or lam g
same. His :nether
always to
him "W. A." his two Ms t
bro.
cause a violent tissue reaction in era figured it
By Frank Carey
took tO0 101Ig
Long- the lungs.
Washington — (AP)
say, so they
shortened t.,
time users of oily nose drops and
"When the oil is repeatedly in- ble-u" to "Dub." He's
sprays and mineral oil laxatives troduced into the lungs death as a real pro now-001
i
are running the risk of some- usually results."
old and in his fourth
disease,
the
lung
times fatal
American Medical Association
was told recently.
Dr. Theodore Winship of Washington said the oily medicines are
not poisonous in themselves but
they can get into the windilpe
and be passed into the lungs.
This, he said, can result in the
formation of a hardened, sinewy
tissue in the lungs — a condition
SERVE DELICIOUS
known medically as "lipid jneumonia."
In severe cases, he said, death
results from asphyxiation.
Winship reported on studies he
and associates have made at
OR
Washington's Garfield Hospital.
"Lipid pneumonia has been
found most commonly in those
who have used nose drops or
At Your Holiday Parties and Dinners . . . Ready to use
spray over a long period of time
and also in those who have taken
No Fuss or Bother—(non-alcoholic)
mineral oil for constipation repeatedly," he said. "The third
most common cause of this disease is forced feeding of infants."
PLACE YOUR ORDERS IN ADVANt't
He said forced-feeding may
cause the infant to vomit, thus
pushing certain material in the
food into the lungs.
'The most dangerous element
in this material," he said, "is
either one of the fish oils or butter fat from milk. Even small
amounts of either of these oils

For A
RARE HOLIDAY TREAT

EGG NOG

EGG NOG ICE CREAM

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 2063

24-21147A-01301104141,174-kaatilkaraftWidableXIMMINMat,

Cutts For lEveronel
Beautiful Gifts At Moderate Prices
A

LUGGAGE

PARKER 21
SHEAFFER

CHINA

HAttMARK
CHRISTMAS CARDS

CRYSTAL

STATIONER't

LAMPS

HOLGATE

TOYS

A
A
DRESSER SETS

A
A

GAMES

A
A

CORNETTEN,GIFTS

A

k

Hopkinsville
Open Saturday Nights Until Christmas
rOVVVVelattietellitetCWOMCIMMICICKtMCW,Vf..VCC-444
A

:
f4

Flowers and Plants, the
ideal Christmas Gift. We
have something for every
taste--every price.

•

c5
01,

CUT FLOWERS — Roses,
Carnations, Glad', Poin.set.}tias, Porn Pools and MIMI!
—•••••....„.........AL—Bouquets from $2.00

ow

*e

New.
the shirt with
the soft collar that

Elf

14/0/-47f;70

won't
wrinkle
ever!

"144 "'WM

•

a.
k'

CORSAGES —
Roses, Carnations, Gardenias,
Orchids, Corsages $2.00 up. Orchids from $3.00.
B LOOM IN
PLANTS— Poinsettias, cyciernak.
Primrose, Begun'a, Hyacinths
and others. Smog)
kinds from $1.00.

-Jumñilq
NYLONS

1.35

CA pair is poetic license—two pairs, half a dozen pairs
make the perfect Christmas gift. And at this low price you can afford to splurge
on a boxful of the luxurious 51 gauge, 15 denier beauties. Choose from a
Wonderful Holiday scope of colors: . . . Fall
Taupe, Fashion Beige and Mist
Please send me flit. following HUMMING 11.1RD 51
NYLONS at 1.33 pair.
Color

Nemo
5;)

City
Stets_ _

Number

GIFT FOLDER AND CHRISTMAS WRAPPING FREE

Pairs

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

PLANTERS — Brass, Copper, Pottery,
Glass, Stands, Lamps (filled with growing plants) from 50c.

Van Heussn,
Century
The big news in white shirts!—
the new Van Ileusen Century!
Its comfortable collar stays
wrinkle-free all day without
starch or stays! The points
can't curl up. It's one woven
piece of special collar fabric
with no fused or stitched
lavers to work apart or fray.
Wide-spread or regular models

$3.95
BOYD'S
"For Men's And Boys' Wear"
HOPKINSVILLE

DECORATIVE — Holly, Balsam, Rope,
Wreaths, Candles. Trees and Novelties.
(Have you seen our novelty Door Knockers?)
MEMORIAL WREATHS—Fresh and Prepared. (select yours from our assortment
—Scores of patterns—the prettiest that
You have seen)

assure
We invite you to visit our shop. If you can't come, call 2556.
We
you that your order will be selected from the finest the house.
in
•
2656
Leave Your Order

)0/041t, Row:),
2656
Princeton, Ky.
We Do The Rest - - - By Wire Too!
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cEr A GOAT'S COAT
ng Bull's
Sal asota, Fla. -- (AP) —
Goats
stup4d? No such thing,
say Don
and Grace Ragsdale.
Otis
They started out with one
animal for milk to help Mrs.
Ragsdale's arthritis and wound up
with
not only a goat dairy but a
rather
complete dossier on goat
By ituNsell 111 101.
habits
and philosophy.
Newsfeatures
Mr.
and Mrs. Ragsdale say
Okinawa -- The bull's lot is
goats have a strong sense of
what
it a happy one. In Spain, men is right and wrong
in the way
them. On this oriental is- they should be
handled, and if
ad, the bulls fight each other. one thinks he has been slighted,
he sulks or pouts or butts.
They
'3 has been going on for cenalso have very long memories
.
ies and no •doubt the bulls are
Some
practical
ly demand to be
of the sport.
addresse
d by name. And they
The annual Yakena village
nament was run off the oth- don't eat rags or tin cans.
day. This is big stuff on this it over the
fence to safety, or if
mer Japanese island. Some- too tired flops down
then and
g like the World Series or an there.
y-Navy football game. EleWhereupon, the rooters of the
a pairs of bulls were selected. champion bull dance about
the
e east villagers had 11 and the ring. No doubt they would pull
up
t villagers had 11. The rivals' goal posts if there were
any goal
painted
on
were
the
bulls'
ors
posts.
ns.
The owners of the winning
bulls
The bulls are led into a fenced get prizes—cloth, farm tools,
mon, two at a time. They even ey and a fancy market
price for
ature decorated the tanker Traverse
ye organized cheering sections. their animals.
City Socony with festoona of ice weighing
many tons during a stormy
as get into the ring too. They
So you see why the bull in Oki- passage on Lake Michigan in near-zero temperat
ures. Deck hands
ow horns, beat drums and ring nawa tires of this sport.
hacked through the walls of ice before
the ship could discharge her
Even
•ngs. The bulls meet horn to when he wins, he loses.
He winds cargo at Muskegon, Mich. (AP Wirephotorn and butt each other around up as a locker full of roasts,
ribs LEADERS RETURN
r from 10 to 30 minutes. By that an sirloins.
George D. Widener and E. K.
Miami—(AP)—The 5 top mone one of the bulls has shown
Bryson
— are back for another
ey-w
inning
,stables of last windecided lack of interest in the
The first cathode
wati ter's Hialeah meeting — Calumet, try this campaign, all have exdings. •He either hot foots built in 1897.
F. W. Hooper, Gustave Ring, tensive strings at the track.

Just Lots
More Bull

. THE CHRISTMAS STORE
Wide Range
Patterns and

of Colors,
Fabrics.

Choose from our complete
selection of rayon - lined
styles . . Terrific values.
Come in and see them today!

Applications Now
Being Received
For State Jobs

Star Of Bethlehem
Explanation Given
New York — (AP) -- A planetarium curator said tonight that
the planets Mars and Saturn are
moving apart again after recently appearing close to a "merger."
Curator Gordon A. Atwater f
Hayden planetariumliM041
'
18
Deal illusion occurs at intervals
of many years.
Actually, he explained, the
planets remain millions of miles
apart. But their travels arousal
their orbits occasionally bring
them almost in the same line of
sight from the earth.
This makes them appear very
close together.
Atwater said they appeared
closely Dec. 6 but now are rapidly
seeming to pull apart.
The curator said astronomers
theorize that such a "merger" of
Mars, Saturn and Jupiter may
have- accounted for the Star of
Bethlehem, said to have shone
brilliantly when Christ was born.
Every 805 years, Atwater said,
the three planets seem almost in
line and give the impression of a
single brilliant star. Such a phenomenon occurred about the time
of Christ's birth, he added. It 16
scheduled again in the year 2408.
The apparent merger of Mars
and Saturn is predictable in ailvance, Atwater said, and occiw
more frequently than the merger
of the three planets.

Positions with the state, under
the merit system in the division
of child Welfare, Employment ,
Service, Public Assistance, and i
Unemployment Insurance, are
now open and applications win
taken until December 23, it is ,
announced. The positions offer 1
permanent tenure, annual leave ,
with pay, and sick leave with p
Examinations will be held J..
uary 21, 1950, for clerks, typists,
stenographers, secretaries, accoim
tants, interviewer - examin.
storekeepers, telephone operati,
investigators, attorneys, and other professional positions. Salaries
range from $1560 to $4740 according to the job.
i'VE BEEN A GOOD BOY: Jimmy Pochon, 5, (above) clasps the
Applications and information paw of "fluffy", his prematur
e Christmas gift, as his parents preare available at Department of pare for an early visit
from Santa Claus, at Tarentum, Pa. Jimmy
Economic Security offices, Child has cancer and doctors
say he will probably not live another two
Welfare and Public Assistance of- Weeks. Jimmy explains
it this way: "I've been a good boy." (AP
personnel examination supervis- Wirephoto)'
fices, School Superintendents' offices, or from James W. Jewell, STRANGERS IN CHICAGO
LOSING TOUCHDOWN
or, 107 New State Office Building, Chicago — (AP) — Strangers are
East Lansing. Mich. — (AP)
Frankfort, Kentucky, No applica- showing Chicagoa
ns how to get Guard J. C. Williams' touchdown
tions will be accepted •kfter Deacross a street in one piece. Of the run with an intercepted pass
cember 23, 1949.
against Arizona in Michigan
The examinations will be he:3 204 pedestrians killed in traffic State's closing game cost line
in the following centers: Ashland. here in the first nine months of coach Hugh (Duffy) Daugherty
Bowling Green, Covington, 1949, only nine were from out of an expensive leather jacket. He
Frankfort, Hazard, Harlan, Camp- town. Which
caused Capt. Mich- had promised the bright yellow
bellsville, Louisville, Mayfield, ael Ahern
to the traffic force to affair to the first lineman to
Hopkinsville, Middlesboro, More- conclude
score a touchdown.
:
head, Pikeville, Owensboro, Som- "Visitors
, being unaccustomed observe greater caution
Austria has only 35 daily new,
erset, and Richmond.
to our traffic habits, apparently crossing our streets."
I
papers and 17 radio stations.

FOR MEN
AND BOYS

Sheer Comfort During
His Hours of Leisure!

Beautifully tailored in wool
flannel pattern. Smart piping on shawl collar, pockets and cuffs. Choose wine
or Navy. Medium or large.
Come in today and see them
and buy

Styled with 2 flap pockets
and loop neck closure; vatdyed for washfast colors.
Men's sizes sm. med. lge.

Mercerized—for Luster . . .
Cotton Broadcloth

Rubber elastic with cotton
and rayon webbing. Choice
of clip or leather ends. Get
Well tailored for perfect some today!
appearance ... and wearing
pleasure. Sanforized white
broadcloth. Sizes 14-17.

Sanforized broadcloth in
vat-dyed colors; designed
to be worn in or outside.
Sizes 6-16. See them today!

Combed lawn with French
hem; colored woven borders; 171
/
2-in. Hankies for
boys, 3 in box, 59c.

2-ounce tube lather type
shave cream, three oz.
talcum powder and 5
ounce bottle aqua velva.
Now you, too, can wash all dishes, pots, pans, glasses,
silver—by electricity! The amazing New G-E Portable
Dishwasher does all the hard work for you.
It's portable! No installation—no extra cost of any
kind. And—priced so low you'll be thrilled! Let us
show you all it will do for you. Come in, today, for free
demonstration.

Leather
GLOVES

$2.49
Pig-grain capeskin . . rolled
euffs. Sizes 81,04i; cork color.

III

RAYON SOX
For Men

39c

Elastic top; reinforced toe and
heel. Sizes 10-12.

Leather sole,
c o r du r y
trim; cushion
heel. Wine or
blue.

Smart, woolen
scarf in maroon, corn or
camel color.

Phone 2081

Thursday, December
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°Gleba 111WITIe
Down $2 Billion

Feud Divides Caldwell County
Town Then Starts It Growing
By Bill Powell
Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
Fredonia — Because of a railroad and a feud Fredonia is one
of the few small towns in the
country with two Ousiness districts and the town probably is
larger than it would have been if
the trouble had never started.
Here is the way Fredonia history unfolded and the reason the
town is a thriving T-shaped business center with shops and stores
along both the top and the low
er shank of the letter:
"Old Fredonia" was established in 1832. It was named after
Fredonia Bingham, a pretty girl,
at least in legend, whose father
donated land for the settlement.
It became perhaps the principal
of what is now Caldwell county
and progressed along a smooth
course until 1885.
Then a railroad snaked its way
past Fredonia, missing the town
by about a half-mile. That started
one of the bitterest and longest
lasting town feuds in the history
of western Kentucky, for near
the tracks there blossomed another business section. The growth
was all right, but the upstart section named itself Kelsey and began fighting for the Fredonia
post office. It won.
Then Fredonia went to work
and got the post office returned
to it, causing more than one exasperated country man to declare:
"That blasted office should be
on wheels, then it could be moved back and forth every week
or so."
The row grew and town leaders
must have caused Washington officials and politicians a lot of
trouble, for the government finally threw up its hands and put
post offices in both Fredonia and
Kelsey.
The trouble, so the story goes,
finally was ironed out without
bloodshed, and about 1910 the entire town became Fredonia. The

one. post office attiv th.it was
in Kelsey territory, however, and
it has not been moved since.
Many people believe the division and feud caused Fredonia to
grow faster than it. would have
normally, as each section fought
to out-du the other,
Before the railroad came, Floyd
Ordway, one of the pioneers of
Fredonia, drove a mail hack from
Princeton to Salem six days a
wee% over territle roads. He
carried mail, passengers, groceries and other things, and his service was very popular.
His contract was cancelled by
the railroad, for the line took all
of his business away.
Fredonia has about 6,00 residents and is growing steadily. V.
E. Coieman, president of the Fredonia Bank, is mayor and E. F.
(Dugan) Ordway, T. R. Akridge,
W. M. Young and M. F. Rice are
members of the town board.
Fredonia is located in the edge
of, Fredonia Valley—huge chunk
of Caldwell regarded us one of
the finest farming sections in the
country. Highway 91, Marion to
Princeton, forms the top of the
town's T pattern and the highway to Kuttawa forms the rest
of the figure. The street from
Highway 91 to the railroad (part
of the Kuttawa road) will be redone soon and will include new
sidewalks and drainage facilities.
The contract for the work has
been let.
The town has the only county
school in Caldwell. Until two
years ago the school was operated by the city. It has 375 pupils
and 13 teachers. G. G. Nichols is
principal and Neil Hunley is basketball coach. Four school buses
transport the student body. Fredonia is proud of its fine school
and makes it the center of community life.
The business directory includes
six grocery or general stores, a
large dry goods establishment,
two garages, four service stations,
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TO NIGHT
7 O'Clock - Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
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'yeses dairy farmers in
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booklet on "Your Federal County have
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Income Tax" may be obtained marketable figs to feedirp
their
from the U. S. Department df cOws like the sweet
,erce Commerce office, 631 Federal farm
taste, Int
hington — The Cornrft
advisor W. II.
Alison.
D..; trnent reported that person- Building, Louisville.
Figs have almost as macs IN
Prepared by the Bureau of In- value as barley, he
al income dropped $2 billion dursays, but,
ternal Revenue, the publication that they have to be
ing October to the lowest level of
provides a ready answer to fre- other feed. More than mixed ma
25 per cent
the year. The report attributed quently asked questions on fig
content has a laxative erred
the decline directly to the coal whether the taxpayer is taking
Dandelion and bacon all the exemptions and deducand steel strikes.
salad .
1
a favorite in the
M.
Prentiss
law,
by
allowed
tions
October
total
that
estimated
province of
It
Terry, manager of the commerce Champagne, Franc*.
income ran at the yearly rate of
office, explained. The booklets
$208.4 billion, compared to $210.5
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tiros
billion in September. The figures cost 25
cent allowed on orders finer than a human hair may be
per
25
of
personal
what
are a projection of
stronger
than
steel.
100 copies or more.
incomes ..vould total for a full I for
—
year if continued at the monthly ported that claims for jobless inPhiladelphia was foundo
rate.
surance rose "substantially" dur- 1682 by William Penn.
Despite the decline, the depart- ing the week ended December 3,
--- ment said, income for the first 10 but Director Robert C. Goodwin
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$211.8
totaled
year
months of this
said most were normal claims for
A complete line of Jewelry
billion, just a shade below last seasonal layoffs.
for Christmas Gino
year's peak of $211.9 billion.
The harpoon gun for catching Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
/ The Labor Department's Bureau of Employment Security re- whales was invented about 1860. Princeton, KY.
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milk handling plant, two barbershops, two restaurants, and other
places. Four white churches —
Presbyterian (USA), Cumberland
Presbyterian, Baptist and Holiness—and two colored churches
serve the populace. The Cumberland congregation has just built
a fine new building.
Motorists eyes pop as they peas
one store on Highway 91. It is a
real supermarket just like those
they see in Paducah or other
cities.
Two miles from Fredonia is a
large rock quarry producing road
rock and agricultural lime. The
nearest large spar mine is at
Mexico in Crittenden but many
residents of Fredonia work there
or at other mines and mining
ventures in the vicinity.
Another quarry near Fredonia
produces sandstone used in building homes. It is operated by Leon- DEMOTE. /, was
6 FOR COMPLAINING: Mrs. Helen Varner,
ard Roer and Claude P'Pool.
demoted from principal to first grade teacher at the Gregg Street
Fredonia has a small city hall school at Pittsburgh because she complained to state officials about
and a seldom-used jail. Drunks fire hazards at her school. Board members insisted she didn't tell
occasionally get in the little clink them first. The demotion cost her $300 a year in salary. (AP Wirebut prisoners charged with maj- photo)
or crimes are taken directly to •
BLACK TO BLACK
Princeton. The American Legion
has a neat home adjacent to the
State College, Miss. — (AP) —
city hall. Fredonians point with
Blondy Black, star halfback for
pride to the Borden Company
Mississippi State's 1941 team,
milk plant, next door to the vethis own pass for an 18caught
erans' place. Town leaders said
Production and Marketing Ad- yard loss against Alabama that
the company may spend $60,000
or $70,000 before it completes the ministration officers recently season. Holt Rast, Alabama end,
elected for 1950 by county farm- tackled Black just as the ball was
milk handling plant.
Fredonia is a mile from old ers and those chosen as conven- thrown, the pigskin going almost
straight up in the air. Blondy
Centertown, the first town es- %Von delegates are anrounced.
to catch the
tablished in what was then CritRe-elected were Willis S. Tray- recovered in time
ball but for a loss.
tenden, Caldwell and Livingston
B. Creasey,
counties. Centertown had the first lor, chairman; Everett
jail in this section of the country vice-chairman; E. W. Lamb, reg- Denver Campbell, A. S. Croft, Z.
D. Orange, Woodrow Ashby, Noel
— a dungeon. Traces of it still can ular member; Lillian Pruett, secbe seen on the overgrown town retary; Mary Lee Berkley, treas- Smiley and Claude Storms.
Others were Aaron Rogers, Earl
urer; Frank Burchett, first altersite.
Wood, Hewlett Hall, Merl Keller,
Fredonia, although not destin- nate, and Noble Paris, second alGarland Hart, Eura Vinson, Howed to become a city anytime soon, ternate.
Delegates named for the county ard Harper, C. W. Baker, R. P.
is spreading out and adding conR a y, Floyd Dunber, Vernon
veniences. A cafeteria near the convention and their alternates
Burchett, J. W. Hazzard, Clifton
school is one of the newest addi- are:
District 1, Ray Spurlock and Cartwright, W. L. Byrd, R. L.
tions. Homes are being built, too,
McCregor, Porter Tayloe, Joel
and several business places have hoberf Young; District 2, W. M.
Boitnott, A. E. Young, Claud
rebuilt or spruced up in the last Ebbert and Eldon Campbell; District 3, J. L. Hayes and C. B. Jackson and F. H. Cullen.
few years.
Fredonia always has been Meadows; District 4, Homer
known as a proud and progressive Mitchell and W. G. McConnell;
town capable of handling its own District 5, R. P. Ray and Eura
business well. Its fine-looking Vinson; District 6, M. P. Brown
school, pretty churches, modern and Earl B. Williamson, and Disbank and general appearance I trict 7, J. D. Morse and Claud
proves that the troubles of many Jackson.
Those chosen to serve on the
small towns, robbed of growth
and activity tby larger plaices S even community committees
were Lawrence Rogers, Lewis
nearby, are unknown here.
Jenkins, James Jordan, Byron
Glass fiber is drawn out from Carter, J. W. Creasey, Lillard Watbig glass balls.
son, Ted MeNeely, . D. Asher,

1950 Committee
Chosen By Farmers
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Barnes' Lovely Feminine Gift Items - -.
Moderately Priced, Too!
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SLIPS
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White
Blue
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$2.95 to $8.50
Think of it! Brilliant prints of professional quality are
yours automatically as you advance the film for the next
picture ... only.one minute after you snap the shutter.
With a Polaroid Land* Camera you need never worry how
those pictures are going to come out. You can be sure
of just the picture you want.

speed.
lens and shutter
shutter.
sets both
the
dial
Snap
single
work.
•
SNAP to A
calculations, no memorypull a paper tab and . •
No
a button,
Then just press

Think of those once-in-a-lifetime vacation shots ... the
children's parties... the camping trip ... the fun at the
beach ...all those wonderful times when a quick picture
can be enjoyed on the spot by all concerned and cherished
as a memento for years to come. The Polaroid Land
Camera brings a new doubly rewarding type of photography
to your fingertips.
. ...............

,,,,,
• •
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•

S ' V

We Have An Unusually
Nice Selection of

GOWNS
and

ROBES

‘III

' V•

lifetime guarantee

piccamera. There's the
deckled
of the
Open the back
the crisp white
the
to
..
•
even
dry
complete,
the film Is the fun is
ture . . .
camera is dry ...
... while
once
border. The
at
to enjoy
picture is ready
still going on.

The Polaroid Land Camera is a
precision instrument, guaranteed
to give you years of pleasurable
picture•taking. Any defects in
workmanship or material will be
remedied free during the life of
the camera (except for transpor•
tattoo charges).
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Bedroom Suites
Studio Couches
Crosley Refrigerators
Pictures - Mirrors
Platform Rockers
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THE FAMILY CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Living Room Suites
Dinnette Suites
Lamps - Radios
Kneehole Desk
Mattresses - Springs
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Farmers National Bank
First National Bank
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
G. Homer Brown, Furniture
& Funeral Director
Finkel's Fair Store
Dawson's Drug Store
J. C .Penney Co., Inc.
Williamson Drug Co.
Smith's Furniture Store
Dot's Cafe
Busch Cummins Ins. Agency
General Auto Supply Ce.
Burton's Cafe
Tandy's Grocery
Russell Jewelers
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Sears Roebuck & Co.
Roy Herron Gulf Service
Station
Morgan's Furniture &
Funeral Directors
Kentucky Utilities Co., Inc.
H. A. McElroy Co.
McCaslin's Shoes & Hosiery
The Corner Drug Store
Princeton Shoe Co.

Dunn & Oliver Service
Station
Russell's Grocery
MeGough Paint Store
Wadlington Service Station
Bill's Auto Associate Store
A. Koltinsky Wholesale
Grocer
Rothrock's Cafe & Rooms
Stevens Insurance Agency
Farmer's Dry Cleaners
Mitchell Bros. Plumbing &
Heating Contractors
Mark Cunningham Ins. Agt.
0. W. Leftwich, Auto Parts
Shortt Electric Co.
Princess Shoppe
Cummins Service Station
Denham's Jewelry Store
McConnell Electric Co.
Beesley's Grocery
The Little Cupboard Cafe
Wamorcham Dry Cleaning
& Laundry
The Corner Grill
John E. Young Ins. Agency

Townsend Elected
To UK Alumni Body

lulane Five May Capture
Kentucky's Southeast Crown

on her. She'll adore a gift certificate to a beauty salon, a vitalator machine for beauty miciages,
a home permanent wave, perfume in special bottles, cologne,
special beauty kits containing favorite cosincties or a compact with
jewel trim—perfect for evenings
out with Pa.
For big Sis . . . Sachet pillows
for lingerie and sachet hangers
for special dresses will make a
big hit with Sis. A box-office
beauty kit is a compact carry-all
for make-up at home, office or
on the campus, a wallet containing a lipstick, a Christmas stocking containing everything for the
bath from dusting powder to flufFIRE TAKES Licari: LIVES: Eight ettildi en, ages 1 to ld, bullied to death us a lire moult destroyed
fy milk bath petal wafers are usethe home of Bert Edkin late Saturday night at Bodines, Pa. All the dead were members of Edkin's family. There were three survivors. The scene of the fire is shown as it appeared the next morning. (AP
Wirephoto)

The Following Merchants and Individuals of
rinceton are Co-Operating With the Safe Drivrs League of America in Waging a Safety
ampaign.
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NO SUNDAYS
New Delhi — (AP) — A Christian member of the Indian cinstituent assembly characterized as
"the tyranny of the tyranny of
the majority" a proposal to hold
the session on a Sunday. Mrs.
Annie Mascarene of Travancore
said Sundays were meant for going to church.
Asssembly President Rajendra
Prasad fixed the time of the session to suit The convenience of
church-goers.

ful and practical. Budget priced
are liquids which are painted
over the lips to keep lipstick from
smearing, lipstick with mirror attached, a pink tinted heart of
soap with a bottle of perfume
nestled atop it, manicure cutlery
set containing cuticle scissors,
nail file, tweezers and cuticle
pusher — in a zippered case.
For Teen-Sis . . . Start her off
right with delicate colognes, perfumes and sachets, a debutantetype kit of makeup essentials, a
set of various nail polishes and
manicure essentials (a budget
nail polish and lipstick combination comes with a round plastic
base and a built-in finger rest.) A
fun compact is available with a
horseshoe, wishbone or four-leaf
clover motif, solid perfume in a
bracelet compact to dangle from
her wrist, a comb and brush set
for her vanity table.
Douglas Fir spreads over 70 per
cent of the northwestern U. S.
coast.
"Leghorn" hats actually are
made in Fiesole, a suburb of
Florence, Italy.

County Agent's
Column
By R. A. Mabry
H. C. McConnell, Otter Pond
community, won this year's five
acre division of the county corn
derby, making a yield of 122
bushels per acre with no cultivation.
The corn was planted in 30
inch rows with a stand averaging
almost 12 inches apart in the row.
The five acres were fertilized
with 900 pounds of 6-8-6 fertiliser per acre drilled in the row
when the corn was planted.
The second highest yield in the
five acre division of the derby
was 99.8 bushels per acre made
by W. P. Oldham, Cadiz Road.
One hundred pounds of muriate
of potash and 200 pounds of 46%
phosphate per acre were plowed
under and 150 pounds of 4-12-4
fertilizer was drilled in the row.
Donnie Mitchell, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell, Otter

TRAPPED BY ESCAPE
Los Angeles — (AP) — When
a crowd of pedestrians loomed
ahead of him in a cross-walk, cab
driver W. P. Dearborn made a
quick decision. He swerved into a
service station and plowed
through a plate glass window
into two autos.
His two passengers stepped out
of the wreckage unhurt. But despite their narrow escape, they
registered a loud complaint.
Cried one:
"We were out doing the town.
now our wives are liable to find
out about it."
Pond, won the cne acre division
of the contest after producing 92
bushels on his acre of Ky. 203
white corn. Donnie applied 500
pounds of 0-14-7 fertilizor before
plowing and drilled 300 pounds
of 6-8-6 fertilizer in the row. The
corn was cultivated twice during
the growing season.
The local Tr -county Artificial
Breeding association now has 161
members with 1,384 cows signed
with the association. About 736
cows have been artificially bred
since March 21st.

4 BOW PRICED GIFTS

• Robes and Negligee Sets
• Costume Jewelry
• Beautiful All-Wool Blankets
• Bed Spreads
• A Beautiful Assortment of Dresses, Coats,
Raincoats (all famous brand)

William H. Townsend, Lexington attorney-historian, has been
By Sterling Slappey
will use the fast break if we can
Atlanta — Southeastern Con- get it. We don't have too much elected to the executive commitference basketball — never the height so we'll try to offset this tee of the University of Kentucnation's best and never the worst with speed."
ky Alumni Association, succeed— likely will see a sharp decline
Coach Paul Gregory doesn't ing L. K. Frankel, also of Lexingin Kentucky's dominance this sea- look for too much at Mississippi ton, who died recently. The new
son.
State but he does expect im- committee member holds two deThe heart of Kentucky's cham- provement over last winter's grees from the University, the
pionship machine has gone pro- team which won only three bachelor of laws degree which he
received in 1912, and an honorary
fessional, leaving the Wildcats games.
doctor of laws degree awarded
with what appears to be a good,
but not great team, Departed stars
Spfigs of holly were exchang- him in 1930. A noted authority
Coach Adolph Rupp misses most ed as good wish tokens at the on the life of Abraham Lincoln,
Townsend is owner of one of the
are Aelx Gorza, Wah Wah Jones, Roman
festival of Saturnalia.
largest collections of Lincelniana
Cliff Barker and Little Ralph
in the United States.
Beard.
European monks perfected
It's hard to imagine the SouthThe first U. S. lighthouse was
eastern without Kentucky perch- stained glass craft in the 14th and
built in 1791 on Cape Henry, Va.
ed securely atop the sandings.. 15th centuries.
And its equally difficult to see
Kentucky as only the third best
in the deep south, but that's
where the Wildcats are pegged.
Tulane generally is picked as
best with Tennessee a close second. Then comes the depleted but
dangerous Wildcats, followed by
Vanderbilt, Alabama, Georgia,
Georgia Tech, LSU, Florida, Mississippi, Auburn and Mississippi
State.
Tulane expects a high rank nationally. Last season the Green
Wave lost only four games and
won 23.
High scoring Jim Riffey and
Virgil Risner are back along with
eight other Indianians and Pennsylvanians. Only two southerners
are on the 12-man squad.
Four seniors and three juniors
provide depth and experience.
Unlike Tulane, the Tennessee
Vols depend mostly on home
growns. Tennessee won 19 and
lost six last winter but the new
team is smaller and without the
services of Paul Walther who has
graduated.
Coach Emmett Lowery's main
problem is finding starting forwards who can score, rebound
and play defense.
Kentucky which hasn't lost a
If you're puzzled about your Christmas list,
conference game since 1945, has
pause for a moment.
three experienced men returning — Dale Barnstable, Walter
For the real joy of Christmas giving lives, not
Hirsch and Jim Line. Center is
in gifts, themselves, but in the fact that with
sophomoree Bill Spivey of Warner
Robins, Ga., seven feet tall and
each gift we give something of ourselves.
weighing about 220 pounds. Spivey went to Kentur•ky weighing a
For at Christmas time the money we've worked
piddling 165 pounds and Coach
all year to earn pays us rich dividends in the
Rupp's first job was putting
pleasure it gives to those near and dean to us.
on that gangling frame. A virus
infection hurt Spivey last sumTry to find another nation where such oppormer and he's now getting his
tunity to work, to earn and to spend is enjoyed
wind and strength back.
by so many with so much.
Coach Floyd Burdette has the
best bunch of sophomores AlaAlong the Main Line of Mid-America are
bama has seen since the war. Six
37,500
Illinois Central people with a fair share
lettermen are back and Burdette
of some $133,000,000 in yearly wages to spend
expects one of the Tide's better
seasons, though not necessarily a
as they choose this Christmas. They have
championship one.
earned this money, not only by working for
All of Georgia's first stringers
this railroad, but because they have served
are back and along with several
mu in many ways throughout the year.
good sophomores, the Bulldogs
should have two strong teams.
;peaking for them, we give you our best
After the loss of Captain Jim
Christmas wishes and our gratitude for the
Nolan, a six-eight center, Georprivilege of earning your friendship and good
gia Tech can't afford to be too
ambitious. Tech won't win any
will.
championship but some chamW. A. JOHNSTM,
pions likely will get a good scare.
President
LSU Coach Harry Rabenhorst
expects to field a much improved
team. Six members of an undefeated freshman -team are given
credit for Rabenhorst's optimism.
Florida is another team expecting to be stronger and again
sophomores are the reason.
Mississippi plays a 24-game
schedule. Only eight are at home
so that means Ole Miss will travel
and likely lost a lot.
Auburn has a new coach — Joel
Eaves—and eight returnees, one
non-letterman and four fine looking sophomores. Eaves says, "we

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD

MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA

• Sweaters and Blouses
• Luncheon Cloths, Napkins, Towel Sets
Beautiful example of
why you love the flowing
grace of nylon tricot
... here, nylon ribbon
and nylon lace add
total perfection, add
luxury and remove any
need for ironing.
TO blue sapphire, row
Tiara. Sizes 32 to 40.

• Bed Spreads

SANTA SAYS: "Win her heart and hold
her heart. . ." Send flowers at Christmas time!
Hardy year 'round plants and exquisite fresh cut
flowers . . . a wide and beautiful selection.

4tCvitVCWCtfEtfftfEtEtffteCtfPVCtCtCtVVCtCKKt4ZtCtVVV4EX;;AZtatZrr2N-I)
ra ataNZrrNkadttkt

Lingerie
(Barbizon, Rhythm and Artemis)
•Jewelry
• Accessories
(including Gloves, Purses, Hats, Blouses)
• Novelties

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
AVOID

DISAPPOINTMENT

A. A.
Phone 3855

Eddyville Road

Thursda ,December
15,1949
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Home Fires Most
Dangerous During
Winter Months

Diplomatic Recognition
And What It Means Now
By c lax ke Beach
Washington - The United
States is wielding a small stick
against the Communist Chinese
government by failing to recognise it. But a high diplomatic
authority says non-recognition
can't last forever.
In the long run, he says, the
withholding of recognition is not
a powerful lever. U. S. recognition gives prestige and strength
to a new government, but once
other governments have accorded
recognition, a nod from the U. S.
would not mean so much as it
would now.
By withholding recognition at
this time, the U. S. hopes to make
it clear to the Chinese Reds that
it doesn't intend to accept on an
equal diplomatic footing any nation which doesn't fulfill its international obligation. The Reds'
Mistreatment of Angus Ward and
other American citizens was
enough in itself to disgust American diplomats.
To obtain American recogni-

lion, Secretary of State Acheson
has said, the Chinese Communists must not only live up to their
international obligations. They
also must control their whole
country, and the Chinese people
must at least acquiesce in their
rule.
For generations the American
government has _required that
new government meet those tests
before they are recognized. Thomas Jefferson first formulated the
viewpoint that recognition doesn't
mean approval-only that the U.
S. acknowledges existence of the
regime.
"It is recognition of a set of
facts, nothing more," says Secretary of State Acheson. "We may
have the gravest reservations as
to the matter in which it has
come into power. We may deplore
its attitude toward civil liberties.
Yet our long-range objectives in
the promotion of democratic institutions may, in fact, be best
served by recognizing it and thus
maintaining a channel of cornmasilaatipn with the country in-

News From The Past

(beams and amoitions of those
News representing lives, hopes,
county almost
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
of Twicefiles
yellowed
the
in
but
nowhere
recorded
40 years ago
a regular Leader
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as
the Princeton refeature. The articles are reproduced just as
porters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
evening.
April 9, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. Gip ed at the close of the
• • •
Watkins, Judge and Ms-s. Kenna
Wood and family, Messrs. Dana
May 9, 1929. Miss Lucille Butand Walter Wood, of Hopkinsvilla, attended the funeral and
interment of little Edward Wood
which occurred here yesterday.
• • •
April 9, 1929. William (Billy)
McCaslin is now employed in the
drycleaning establishment
Thomas Amoss.

The next tints ItilltICIL; are the
most dangerous of the year for
home fires, Fire Chief Gordon
Glenn warns.
According to figures of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, more fires, occur in December, January and February than
at any other season, chiefly because of heating furnaces. During
these cold months furnaces, heaters and stoves are likely to be
overworked and may not be adequately cleaned and repaired.
•• •
April 18, 1949. Mrs. Stegar DolNow is the time to protect your
home against winter fires, Chief lar and little daughter, Evelyn,
Glenn pointed out, before any real are visiting relatives in Nashville,
trouble has a chance to start. In- Tenn.
spect your chimneys and flues
• • •
April 19, 1929. Dr. J. A. Akin,
where many of the home fires
break out. They should be cleaned of Paducah, Is here for a visit
and all cracks and holes where through the week-end. His many
heat or sparks may escape re- friends are delighted to see him,
•••••••••04
and he says there's no place like
THE CROWN SLIPPED: Philip Burrows, 20 months Old, wails at paired.
The chief said he especially Princeton to him.
Hollywood, Calif., receiving hospital as he waits for help. It seems
• • •
Philip wanted to be king for a day and he put a junior toilet seat on wanted to warn householders nevheatand
furnaces
"force"
his head. Before his mother, Mrs. Robert B. Burrows, could stop er to
April 19, 1929. Mrs. William
him, the seat slipped over his head and wouldn't come off. Fire- ers if they aren't giving enough Pickering and little daughter,
2. (AP heat. There may be something Miss Pattie Pickering, were guests
/
men had to saw it apart. With Philip is his sister, Cherie, 41
volved."
EXPERTS AGREE
mechanically wrong with the of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Pettit
' RacOgnition of a new govern- Wirephoto)
THAT MILK FROM
heating equipment, he said, or of Paducah last week.
ment has advantages for both
it may need cleaning, but forcing
• • •
PiIIII(.(TQVgAMPY I sides. That's the reason some othor overloading a furnace may
be
to
April 23, 1929. The J. A. Steal'
reported
are
IS THE
er countries
cause a fire.
factory lot was recently purchaseager to recognize the Chinese
FINEST!
Be sure combustible rubbish, ed by Mr. Eugene Young. This ls
Reds as soon as possible. It opens
newspapers and old magazines the lot where the large factory
the channels of diplomatic interMiss Dorothy Parr attended a for Gary, Ind., where he expects
aren't allowed to collect around was destroyed by fire.
course. Before recognition envoys Southern Bell Telephone conven- to find employment.
• • •
heatOf' foreign powers have no im- tion in Louisville recently.
Coach and Mrs. Neil Hunley the furnace, or any other
ing device. One-third of all home
munity status. They are treated
April 23, 1929. Mrs. W. L. Cub
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry have moved to the new home of
like private citizens and can be and sons, Wayne and Donald, Ev- Mr. Ralph Paris recently vacated fires start in the cellar, so keep delightfully entertained members
ma- of the Tuesday afternoon Bridge
of only limited use to the gov- ansville, spent the weekend with by Mr. and Mrs. Pringle, the lat- it as clean from combustible
ernments they rerresent. If an Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield. ter being an empolyee of the Tex-- terial as possible. Use a , metal Club and several other friends
container with a cover on it for last Friday evening at her home
envoy of a country you don't recas Gas Co.
M. C. Melton, Mt.'Vernon,
hot ashes.
ognize turns up in your country, was the guest of his son, Russell
on West Main St. The home was
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers
A few other rules for winter decorated with spring flowers and
you can deport him as an alien Melton, and Mrs. Melton here and children spent Sunday in Pafire safety at home are:
illegally in your country.
six tables were arranged for the
Friday.
ducah.
I. Place portable heaters where games. Prizes were won by Mrs.!
An unrecognized government
Mr. and Mrs. Charles QuerterMrs. Mattie Rice and Mr. and
can't be prosecuted before inter- mous and son spent the weekend Mrs. Bill Smith were shopping in they won't be knocked over eas- A. S. Neel, Mrs. Jack Mason, Mrs.
ily. See that they aren't placed J. N. Brewer and Mrs. Niles I
national tribunals in case it fails with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paducah Thursday.
ti live up to treaties and other Raymond Moore, in Grove CenMr. and Mrs. Russsell Yates and against woodwork, curtains, beds, Jackson. A salad course was servobligations. 0 n e government ter.
son, Jerry Wayne, were in Hen- or chairs.
2. If you're having difficulty NO CHANCE OF BOOM
doesn't have access to the courts
J. E. Boone, Jr., left last week derson Friday.
is
it
or
furunless
in
stove
a
fire
Eckernfoorde - (AP) -- Gerof another nation
Ladies of the P. T. A. were starting a
recognized. It couldn't sue to en- ages for confiscation of property. busy last week beautifying the nace, use several sheets of news- mans have apparently been very
Phone 2063
force contracts and to obtain dam- Under such circumstances, a gov- school grounds with evergreens paper twisted together. But nev- thoroughly demilitarized. This
ernment finds it hard to make and shruln. Members of the Curn- er throw kerosene or gasoline city, wishing to celebrate the
loans or to write contracts for
berland Presbyterian Church have into a stove to "quicken" a fire. 100th anniversary of Eckernpurchases.
landscaped the grounds of the Kerosene, when heated, can ex- foerde, needed a cannon presentThe authority to recognize a
church, adding evergreens, which plode almost as violently as gaso- ed the city after a naval battle
new government rests with the
in 1849. A British unit had "libadds much beauty to the new line, setting fire to the house.
President. This has been standard
3. Don't overload electric cir- erated" the cannon. The British
church.
alyears,
procedure for many
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran cuits by plugging in too many unit, an artillery regiment, was
though at times it has been argu- and
son, John Parr, of Marion, heaters or other electric appli- willing to return the cannon proed that the power was held pointwere Sunday afternoon guests of ances on one circuit. Inspect your vided the Germans gave them anly by the President and Congress. her
mother, Mrs. Florence Parr electric cords. If any are frayed, other in exchange. The Germans
At any rate Congress must achave them replaced.
had no cannon. The city council
Dorothy Parr.
Miss
and
Sunbeam Mixmasters and Waffle Bakers
quiesce, for no ambassador can
4. Keep a metal screen in front is considering appealing to t h e
Mrs. W. B. Conway and son,
has
Senate
the
until
be accredited
Joe Conway, were shoppers in of the fireplace so that sparks British fine arts and monuments
Universal Percolator
confirmed him. In China's case,
won't pop onto clothes, furniture, branch in Hamburg.
Hopkinsville Saturday.
the administration has promised
Irons and Drills
Phelps, of Lexington, or rugs.
John
that the President would not exThe volt, measurement of elecseveral days here this week visit- is that her condition is slightly
tend recognition until after the
Toastmaster Toasters
ing his father, F. M. Phelps, and improved. Mrs. Owen is a sister tricity, was named after AlessanState Department has discusssed
other relatives.
and Hostess Sets
of D. 0. Boaz here. Her sister, dro Volta, inventor of the volthe matter with the Senate ForMrs. Noble Paris and Mrs. Ed Miss Georgia Boaz, is at her bed- taic cell, or "wet" battery.
Committee.
eign Relations
Phelps were in Hopkinsville shop- side.
In 1913, when the question of
ping Thursday.
recognizing the new Chinese ReByrd Shaver and Ed Wood, of
In television, when they say a
public came up, the issue was
Greenville, spent a few hours as program has been "kinescoped,"
hotly debated. A group in Conguests of J. E. Hillyard and Mrs. they mean it has been transcribed
W. 7th at Cleveland Ave.
gress felt that the President was
Isaac Butler Thursday, while en- on motion picture film.
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
resolution
a
and
long
too
delaying
Hopkinsville
route to the funeral of Mr. John
Contact
that
declaring
was introduced
J. Shaver in Mayfield.
JAMES D MASHBUFtN
Radio tubes in England are call(Incorporated)
the new government was recogMr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and ed "valves."
Princeton, Hy.
Phone 2016
nized. But it never passed.
Mrs. Essie Rucker were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. P.
P. Paris in Marion.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cox, Mr.
Sammy Cox and Mrs. C. T. Henson were in Paducah Thursday.
Mrs. Henson visited her son,
Bradley Hensou, at Riverside
hospital, where he has been a patient for several weeks.
J. E. Hillyard, Mrs. Isaac Butler and Rev. Ray Wigginton attended funeral services of their
uncle, John J. Shaver, Thursday
at Byrn funeral home in Mayfield. Burial was in Maplewood
cemetery there. He was a native
of Greenville, but had made his
home in Jacksonville, Fla., for
some years.
Mrs. Lacy Holloman has been
ill of influenza at her home here
the past week.
Miss Frances Young has returned from Louisville where she
spent several days as guest of
friends.
Mrs. Charles Baker was taken
by ambulance to the Princeton
hospital Monday morning for observation and treatment.
Mrs. Essie Rucker was among
the Christmas shoppers in Princeton Saturday.
Mr. Glen Rogers has been conTwelve fully formed rolls in a package!
fined to his home with a severe
Thanks to Sunbeam's new baking techcold.
nique .....Brown 'n Serve" Rolla are allMr. and Mrs. Holman, of near
done-but-the-browning. Just pop 'em in
Repton, spent last weekend with
your oven. What could be easier?
their daughter, Mrs. Glen Rogers, and Mr. Rogers.
Latest report from the bedside
of Mrs. Flossie Owen, Louisville,

Fredonia News

Creamery

Nee/ideal qo.
For Christmas

NOW AVAILABLE!
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HOLEPROOF AND MUNSINGWEAR LINGERIE
Rayon Panties ......

65c to $1.00
$1.50 to $2.50

Nylon Panties
Nylon Knit Gowns

$7.95

Rayon Knit Gowns

$2.95 to $4.95

Rayon Crepe Blouses

$1.98 to $2.95

Lampl Sweaters

$2.95 to $4.95

Ladies Hand Bags

$2.00 to $6.50
Plus Fed.%

$1.00 to $1.65

Nylon Hose

bo
• BI
Antiq
St. La
bridge,
loa

98c to $2.50

Fabric Gloves
Leather Gloves

$2.95 to $4.95

Silk Scarfs

$1.19 to $1.98
79c

Fancy Spun Scarfs
Wool Squares

$1.50 to $1.98

House Slippers

$1.98 to $2.95

Boxed Handkerchiefs

50c to 75c

Linen Handkerchiefs

25c to 75c

The Planters Hardware Co.

ilik471411DtkaaaDMIXDOZD'aiMaii 2- 4-7)0104-74-747,4204-7,04

teimore has returned
five
a two months' visit
to
Pa.
Obey,

$5.95

Nelly Don Brunch Coats
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AT YOUR GROCERS

I
Iltint
•

DON'T
FORGET

c•

'I

ROW

SuabeainVread

BY THE r
BAKERS OF

YOUR
FRIENDS

A NEW ROLL IDEA-WE MAKE 'EM - YOU BAKE 'EM
TABLE READY IN 7 MINUTES!

Those on your out-of-town gift list will enjoy

Buy'em Ready to Brown

nothing more than YOUR gift this year of The

Princeton Leader - an ideal year-round remembrance.

Brown'em 7 Minutes!

450 degree Oven Temperature
In Caldwell County $2.00
Out of State $3.00

Outside $2.50

For Christmas Gift
Ideas See

THE PRINCETON

EADER
Phone 2141

AtetelPVEVIEtetetiMMINPOIDAtletkaM000110t

Our

Advertisement Elsewhere
In This Issue
A. H. TEMPLETON
2566

Florist

About 7 minutes in a hot oven-450 degrees does the trick with
Sunbeam's "Brown 'n Serve" Rolls! No Mixing! No kneading!
No waiting to "rise." Just 12 delicious hot rolls at any meal! No
work, no work at all!

2a56

SERVE FRESH AND HOT

days on yotir
Serve only as many as you need for a meal. Store the *est. They'll keep several
Buy some
pantry shelf. Two weeks in your refrigerator. Almost forever in your deep freeze'
try some "Brown 'n Serve" Rolls produced the delicious Sunbeam way.

ASK YOUR
GROCER FOR

aibeaiñ PRODUCT

Now sum
new Norge
Designed
air furnac
matte tro
economy.
version b
American
ments.

pilliey Authorizes
Special Payment
for Associates

ess than a year will
receive pity iwnt on a proportin
ate basis.
All Penney aasoeiates
through,
CHRISTIAN
out the Company share
in th
Geo. W. Flier, Minister
>lament except those
who, Cr Services:
members of the
management staf
Church School at 9:45 a.
m.
and whose earnings are
deter
Worship Service at 11:00 a.
-min
m.
largely by the Company'
CYF
meets at 6:00 p m. each
s proft-aharing plan.
Sunday.
Mr. Joe McIlarg,
Evening Worship at 7:00,
manager
he local store, said that
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes.more
day at 7:00 p. m.
than 50,000 Penney
associates all
over the United States
will partiCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
cipate in this payment,
includin
SUNDAY
4 of the Princeton store.
He fur9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
her einphasircd that this
was no
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice

PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

AI The Churches
,,,RST

i' Penney Company's board
directors has authorized a specpayment of an amount equal to
weeks' pay for all full-time
ogjares who have been ernfor the full year of 1949,
' announced. Also part-time
•
and those employed

Strike Settlement Drench Sheep Now
Acts As Stimulant To Control Worms
To Employment

OGDEN METHODIST
Rev. Joseph IL Callinder, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock
SAO
mmy arper ooks so y at a piece of his
birthday
cake, cake he can't eat, at San Diego, Calif.
His doctor says he is
going to die of an incurable brain tumor
and that this birthday
party, his 11th. is his last. Jeannine Fetterolf
(left) shows him the
cake. His brother and sister, Alvy and
Diana, watch. (AP Wirephoto)

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
9;45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.

**
Lamps
•
English
silver in
many new
forms• Andirons, fenders,
firesets • Flat
silver by Towle,
International, Reed
and Barton, Wallace
Gorham and Heirloom.

LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
Services held every second
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
and
Sunday morning at 11

Florentine f rames and
paintings • Rare Tambour desk • Ronson lighters
• Blue Delft knives and forks.
•
Antique china • Crystal by Vol
St Lambert, Stuart, Duncan, Cambridge, Heisy, and Sharpe • Sterling
bowls, vases and smoking accessories.

China by Spade, Lenox,
Haviland, Worchester
and Wedgwood • Royal Doulton Figurines •
Crown Derby China •
Chest of Holmes &
Edwards Flat Silver.

Bulldozer Used To
Add Tillable Land
With the use of a bulldozer, Lee
Ledford of Harlan county has
added about four acres of tillable
land to his farm at a cost of only
$112. Farm agent S. H. Phillips
said it required approximately
half a day to straighten and clean
out an old stream. Then an additional plot of swamp land was
tiled. There he had a cover crop
of rye and crimson clover, supplemented by vetch, which he
said was unsurpassed by any other part of the field.

Washington —(AP)— The Government will start using a new
standard January 1 for measuring
prices of many farm products.
The purpose is to determine
whether, in the language of Congress, those prices are "fair and
equitable."
The standard is called "modernized parity," as distinguished
from "parity" for the old measuring rule.
The Government first started stock products and lower ones
measuring farm prices in 1933. for crops. These differences reProvision for doing so was made flect in the main the fact that
in precedent-breaking crop con- modern machinery has reduced
trol legislation enacted by the the cost of producing most crops,
Roosevelt New Deal Administra- while higher wage rates have ,
tion to revive a bankrupt agri- boosted cost of producing liveculture. The law authorized use stock and livestock products.
of various measures to pull prices
Where did the idea of a parity
up to the parity level.
measuring standard for farm
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
The Agricultural Adjustment prices originate?
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Act of 1933 said in effect that
It's impossible to get an anSunday School every Sunday farmers were entitled to prices
for swer acceptable to all farm leadafternoon at 2:30.
their products which would give ers and agricultural historians.
Preaching every second and those products the purchasin One of those
active in efforts to
g
fourth Sunday afternoons at power, in ' terms of
nonfarm get Federal farm-aid legislation
2:30.
goods and services, that they en- during the '20s and '30s — M. L.
Prayer meeting every Satlir- joyed in a past favora'ale period, Wilson, now director of
the U. S.
day at 7:30 p. m.
usually 1909-14. In other words, Extension Service — says perthe law said a dozen eggs should haps a hundred or so persons
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
buy as many nails as it did in the could claim some credit.
Preaching — 9:30 a. m.
base period. Maintenance of such
Historians generally agre e,
Sunday School — 10:45 a. m.
a relationship, it added, would be however, that George N. Peek
Evening Worship — 5:30 p. m. "fair and equitable" to all.
and General Hugh S. Johnson,
Hour of Prayer — Thursday, 7
The law set up a formula for associates in the Midwestern farm
p. m.
determining parity prices for machinery concern, were among
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, Acting various products. Except in a few the first to sponsor it. They
Pastor.
cases, this formula has been in originated the slogan "equality
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
constant use for nearly 17 years. for agriculture" in a book pubOld Madisonville Road, Rev
But Congress has directed that lished in 1922, when agriculture
William E. Cunningham, pastor. the formula be changed the first was suffering from deoression.
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
of the year. It said, in effect, that
Peek later became the first
— —
the old formula is not accurate Agricultural Adjustment Admina Christmas bonus in the usual enough
because it does not take istrator and Johnson the head
sense and was non-recurring.
into account changes in the de- of N. R. A., an emergency agency
The Company some years ago mand and in the costs of produc- set up in 1933 to help revive insubstituted a thrift and profit- ing various products since the dustrial prosperity. •
sharing plan for the snore usua 1909-14 period.
Christmas bonus and into th
The new formula will take into
The federal government's teleplan is annually paid a propor account demand conditions and phone bill for calls in the city of
tionate share of the Company' production costs of the immedi- Washington alone amounts to
earnings. The current extra pay ately preceding 10 years.
more than $3,500,000 a year.
ment, just announced, is additionIn general the new formula
alto these thrift and profit-shar will set up somewhat higher parAny celebration of Christmas
ity prices for livestock and live- was a crime in the Puritan Enging benefits.
land of Oliver Cromwell.
Morning Worship 11.00 cm
Young People's Service 6:00
Because dark red looks just like
p.m.
the blackest black to the camera
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
tube, that color often is used as a
Wednesday evening
prayer substitute in television.
More than half the main lines
of American railroads are now
The Alaska Highway is 1,600
built of rails weighing more than miles long.
100 pounds per yard.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
PRINCETON
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, EARLINGTON
First, third and fifth
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Second an
fourth
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
otrrwooD VETERAN'S HOSPITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Maas at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Hely Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Clements is assistant pastor.

ENJOY SUMMER
COMFORT ALL WINTER
with

Norge Heat
owls,

service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic serv ice
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, li p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 am.
Some of the giant redwoods in
California are believed to be more
than 4,000 years old.

Settlement of the coal and
steel strikes acted as an employment stimulant during November according to a report from
the Kentucky Department of Economic Security in Frankfort.
L. P. Jones, director of Employment Service, said, "reports
from the Economic Security offices located in 24 major cities
indicate that workers laid off
as a result of labor difficulties are
being recalled and new layoffs
have declined."
"The total affect of the strikes
on employment and the degree of
recovery are not yet known,"
Jones continued. "Seasonal factors have increased employment
in trade and the tobacco warehousing and redrying industry,
while some layoffs have been reported in construction. Unusually
mild weather has helped keep
construction activity at a relatively high level."
There were 9,496 new applications for work during the month,
he noted, a 10 per cent drop from
the October level. Jobs were
found for 1,943 persons in nonagricultural industries, a decline
of less than one per cent.
0. B. Hannah, Unemployment
Insurance director, reported an
18 per cent decrease in new
claims for unemployment benefits. There were 12,816 initial
claims filed during November as
compared to 15,649 in October.
Substantial declines were noted

thencliing slicep with phenothiasine in fall or early winter
to control worms is recommended by Richard C. Miller of the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Ken-

in the Ashland and Covington
areas which had been hardest
hit by October layoffs due to
steel shortages.
Continued claims filed during
the month increased 12 per cent to
a total of 121,093, Hannah said, reflecting claims of workers unemployed because of layoffs attributed to economic fluctuations, including coal and steel stortages.
Many claims were denied, he
said, because unemployment was
caused by a strike in active progress in the establishments where
the claimants were employed.
Total benefit payments to unemployment insurance claimants
amounted to $1,231,408, an increase of 2 per cent, and the average weekly payment for total unemployment remained at $15.85.

lucky.
Special kinds of ilhenothiazine
now may be had which can be
readily made into a drench
Farmers should use them instead
of the phenothiazine commonly
used in salt mixtures.
Rough handling of pregnant
ewes should be avoided, and
drenching should not be done
closer than 30 days of lambing.
Drenching should be done now
and then again in early spring,
after lambing, Miller said. Also,
a mixture of nine parts of salt
and one part of phenothlazine
should be kept before the sheep
from early spring to late fall.
It is advisable to examine the
skin of lambs from time to time.
It should be pink. If there is a
loss of color, worms may be suspected, and drenching should follow.
The National Geographic Society says an Alaskan sealskin is
so pliable it can be passed through
a napkin ring.
Many letters addressed to European towns by pre-war names
have been returned marked "no
such place."

To be our Customer
Come in and visit with
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Don't let this Christmas shopping get you down.
Drop into Cayce-Yost's six departments and with
the help of courteous clerks look over our stock of
quality gifts for the entire family.

• FOOTBALLS
• BASKETBALLS
IIEMLETS
• KNIVES
• GUNS
• TRAINS
• MECHANICAL
• DOLLS

1

CALL 81
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance Serv.ce
111 W. Market St.

1
4
-4KteteltaitMVOCIVA-Vitt
rtele

MEN'S CHRISTMAS

• SHOTGUNS
• WAGONS
PEDAL CARS

• RIFLES
• KNIVES

• PRESSURE COOKER
• COSCO STOOL
• REVERE WARE
• POP-UP TOASTER

• BICYCLES

• TOOLS

• TRICYCLES

• DELTA
POWER MACHINERY

• ELECTRIC ROASTER

" HUNTING TOGS

• ELECTRIC RANGE

• FLASHLIGHTS

• COCSO TABLE

• FISHING TACKLE

• BEAUTIFUL
HOUSEWARES

• BOXING GLOVES
• PING PONG SETS
• POOL TABLES
• ERECTOR SETS

• AN EASY CHAIR
• WATCH

• FLINT KNIFE SET

• CLOTHES HAMPERS

• ALARM CLOCK
• SET OF DISHES
Now summer comfort is
yours with the
new Norge Heat Gas Conversion Burner.
N'sirned for use in boilers and warm
Sir furnaces, this
burner gives you automatic trouble -free heating with amazing
economy. This is one of the few gas eonversion burners fully approved by the
American Gas Association's latest requirement,

Your new Norge Heat burner is one of
the simplest on the market to install.
Backed by Borg-Warner and Norge Heat,
this unit is fully covered by a consumer
warranty.
Call today and find out why people say
... "Living's a treat with Norge Heat."

• ELECTRIC IRONS

Soft Brown Kid Opera-Leather
Sole - Rubber Heel - Full Leather
Lined - Sizes 6 to 12.

For A Very
Merry Christmas

CHECK THESE LISTS AND
SHOP CAYCE-YOST

Incorporated
t(400041MINMEOVIVAMMitEtettWeit4000

1010CAMCCK
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BLACK PROWL CARE
'Denver -- (AP) --- After experimenting with radio patrol cars
painted black and white, t he
Denver police deeartnient is go-

Sugarplum Tree
For Christmas

ing to all black.
By Cectly ldtownstone
Associated Press Food Editor
This is fine with one captain
Wonderful centerpiece for a who told reporters: "The pigeon
holiday party table is a Christ- and squirrel detail can't even
up on the pigeons and
mas candy tree. Everyone will be sneak
squirrels any more. The pests can
delighted to admire it first, then
see the cars coming blocks away."
munch a piece of it' Shape the
F.). Remove
tree yourself, for that needs fast ball (255 degrees
or margarwork, but let the youngsters stud from heat; add butter
vanilla, stirring only
It with "lights" in the shape of ine and
Mixing quickly,
gumdrops, cherries, dates, and enough to mix.
syrup over
pecans. Center the tree op the gradually pour cooked
rice. With greased
table and arrange green huckle- the puffed
shape into a large coneberry leaves or pine boughs hands
tree. Decorate with gumshaped
surprise
tiny
put
Then
it
around
dates.,
package favors in among the drops, candied cherries,
star for top from
leaves and tie them with gay rib- and nuts. Cut
candied pineapple. Place decoratbons that lead to each place.
ed tree on a base about two inCANDY CHRISTMAS TREE
a glass,
Ingredients: 1 four-and-one- ches high—a small can,
fine. Wrap
half-ounce package puffed rice, 2 or a custard cup works
paper.
cups light corn syrup, 1 teaspoon base with Christmas
Note: Make the tree no more
salt, 2 teaspoons vinegar, 1-4 cup
before the
butter or margarine, 2 teaspoons than a day or two
vanilla, gumdrops, candied cher- time it is to be used.
And here another holiday conries, dates, pecans, candied pinefection that's delicious to taste
apple.
Method: Put the puffed rice and easy to make:
into a shallow pan. Heat in a CHOCOLATE MARSHMALLOW
BARS
moderate (350 degrees F.) over for
Ingredients: 6 cups puffed rice
10 minutes. Pour puffed rice into
a large greased bowl. Mix the or puffed wheat, 1-4 cup butter
syrup, salt, and vinegar together or margarine, 1-3 cup peanut
in a saucepan; cook until a few butter, 1-2 pound (about 32)
drops in cold water form a hard marshmallows, 1 six-ounce packd
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a gurvityur
height ts 187 feet.
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The only falls of
The lower fulls may be reached
greater heic
by a one-quarter mile hike from in the eastern United
a small lodge at the end of an Georgia's Tallulah
F414,41)(44
abandoned road, or trail, leading miles southwest.
By Alderman Duncan
The age of television has ushfrom a paved highway about 10
Walhalla, S. C. — Twin water- miles away. The upper falls are
1 in a bright new dramatic
falls, each higher than Niagara, reached by a mountain road from
star—the puppet.
Popularity of puppet charact- spill down Blue Ridge Mountain Cashiers in Jackson county, N. C.
Besides being hard to reach, MEMORIAL
ers performing daily for TV audi- fastnesses along the North CaroWREATHS
the falls probably also have
neglong
lina border but surprisingly few been neglected because they were
ences has opened up a
lected field of toys — and this people ever view their beauty. for many years on property of a See Our Advertiser's.*
Christmas some of the most suc- Not many more people know marginal lumber company. The
cessful items in Santa's pack will they even exist.
area only recently has been acElsewhere In This
be new simplified puppet dolls,
described by a U. S. quired by the Forest Service,
falls,
The
often complete -with miniature
Service official as "the which still is running prelimintheaters, tickets and other props Forest
ary surveys.
Issue
in the Appalaspectacular
dramatics.
most
juvenile
to encourage
Residents hereabouts long have
anticipated
remote
a
in
who
cians," are secluded
Among those
known of the wonderful fishing
the reviyal of interest in puppet section not accessune to the av- In the Whitewater. Native brook
playthinks is a cheerful house- erage traveler.
A. H. TEMPLETON
and rainbow trout are reported
wife and mother named Raye
The falls are on the Whitewater abundant. General knowledge of
Copelan, whose interest in the river, which flows from North the falls goes back to at least 2556
Florist
subject began at the age of six, Carolina's Nantahala National 1826. They were described then
face
puppet's
a
when she carved
Forest into South Carolina's Keo- by Robert Mills, noted South
out of a potato and used a scrap wee river. The upper falls are Carolina architect, who also was
of cloth to cover her hand for about one mile north of the state
—
the body.
line. The lower falls, three miles
Now one of the country's top down the Whitewater's steep
puppet designers, Mrs. Copelan rapids, are well inside this state
and her husband, Leenard, are and are included in the Gen.
turning out the miniature actors Pickens division of the Sumter
I have opened a beauty shop in my home ma jam, ra,
by the thousands, as well as pre- National Forest.
many friends to visit me in my new location.
senting them frequently as guest
Both falls are more than 100
performers on television pro- feet higher than Niagara. Their
ALICE LADD
grams.
608 W. Locust St.
exact height is not known but
Mrs. Copelan recalls that in Forest Service contour maps
DIAL 3846
115514.4. lb W4i1,2U,NU AGAIN: He gets some help from this device, her childhood her dolls were not
show the lower falls to be apbut Mike Rector, 4, is walking again, on the sun porch of Casualty merely make-believe babies to
is my assistant)
Fletcher
Oleta
(Mrs.
and
feet
high
proximately 280
hospital at Washington. Admitted to the hospital Nov. 12, 1948, with her, but rather objects of manipbe
may
falls
possibly
upper
the
of
cent
per
60
has
now
burns covering 70 per cent of his body. Mike
ulation to be used for acting out higher. Niagara
Falls' top
the injured surface covered with new skin. More skin grafting is to roles in plays she devised. Later
come, but brave Mike will be taken home for a few hours Christmas she took lessons in dramatics and
day. (AP Wirephoto)
costume design, to further her
chosen career, and even took an
age semi-sweet chocolate pieces,
after-school job in a carpentry
1-2 cup peanuts.
shop, so she could learn to use
To
Derby
Kentucky
Method: Put puffed rice or
tools to carve her puppets.
1950
wheat into a shallow pan. Heat Be Run May 6,
After graduation, Raye became
Louirville — (AP) — The
in a moderate (350 degrees F.)
an instructor in puppetry at the
be
will
Derby
Kentucky
1950
oven for 10 minutes. Pour into a
Newark, N. J., playgrounds, and
large greased bowl. Melt butter
held May 4, the traditional
did volunteer work in hospital
or margarine, peanut butter, and
wards as an occupational therafirst Saturday in May, Churcmarshmallows in a double boiler,
pist. Later she became director
hill Downs directors decidstirring occasionally. (It may take
of the WPA puppet project and
On Wednesday, December 21, We Will Hold Our Annual
ed at a meeting Friday.
quite a little while to melt the
spent
traveling
years
several
the
to
subject
The date is
Tobacco (Air-Cured and Dark Fired) Show and Sale For Members
marshmallows.) Pour over pufwith a troupe that put on shows
of the Kentucky racapproval
fed rice or wheat, stirring until
of Veterans, Future Farmers and 4-H Club Classes.
and entertained children in
ing Commission.
the cereal is evenly coated. Pack
all
and
schools
recreation
centers
This Show and Sale is Open To Any Member Living In Hop
The directors. meeting with
half of mixture in a greased 7 x
over the country.
their new president, Bill
kins and surrounding Counties.
11-inch pan; cover with chocolate
After her marriage, the puppets
Corum, also decided that next
pieces. Place in a moderate (350
enonly
to
emerged
occasionally
carwill
again
Derby
year's
A Crop To Be Eligible Must consist Of 500 Pounds or More
degrees F.) oven for 2 to 3 mintertain the children. Then when
ry a SIN 000 added purse.
utes, until chocolate pieces are
her
All Three Grades, Leaf, Lugs, and Trash.
husband
home
came
Have
from
and
The directors said they desoftened. Remove from oven.
World War II, they decided to go
cided against following a naSpread chocolate with a spatula;
into puppeteering in earnest. Mrs.
tion-wide trend of purse reLiberal Premiums Will Be Given The Winners. Bring Tosprinkle with peanuts. Top with
Copelan hand-carved a model and
ductions.
mixture.
rice
puffed
remaining
worked out a simplified onebacco On Tuesday, December 20, And Let's Make This A Fine
Corum,successor to the late
Cool and cut into bars.
hand
control.
They
a
up
minset
all
said
Col. Matt .T. Winn,
Show And Sale.
iature factory in the basement of
wooden seats in the downs
Philadelphia, which had 28,000
their
Jamaica,
Long Island, home
grandstand will be replaced
people at the time of the first U.
— and that's how Peter Puppet
with concrete ones before the
S. census in 1790, now has more
was born.
next Derby.
than 2,000,000.
Now he and his pals travel all
over the world, as the factory,
fastout
drawn
are
fibers
Glass
Madisonville, Kentucky
Philadelphia has more than
trice enlarged, works at capacity
er than a mile a minute.
1,000 churches.
speed to keep up with orders

Peter Puppet And Twin Falls Rarely
The Way He Grew Seen By Tourists

NOTICE!

Veterans, F.F.A.
and 4-H'ers

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS
fo

Inside and Outside Use
Extra Bulbs - all sizes and
colors

Colored 25 Watt Bulbs
China and Glassware
Electrical Appliances
Tools and Cutlery
Toy Wagons, Tricycles, Skates
Air Rifles, Sporting Goods
Full Line of Fireworks

ELDRED HOWE. CO.
WE CLOSE AT 6:00 P. M. CHRISTMAS EVE
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... if you remember her with

For that very special someone. . . these
especially beautiful Oomphies. Four from
a collection that includes scuffs, mules, closed
heel styles ... flat, medium, or high heel
styles ... in velvets, satins, brocades, and
leather. Oomphies of every delightful description ... all with that wonderful cushionsole construction that makes Oomphies
so joyously different, and the woman
who gets them so happy.
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What better than a labor saving electrical appliance for Christmas to earn you
a grand deserving kiss! And what better
to earn you many Christmases of efficient service! See our handsome display
of items for every room in the house.
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•
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£14Mitsurer..• sternonet Wald*
rain Iona moray Gnaw rola.In 14*
fed er royal 1185.11.9f

Trl-rosspla No. 2... nunki-ernbr•Blark.
dr, on vain rah
royol, I.ght Uri rod pooch. Slang
style. $3.95

Large capacity home freezer, one of our
famous brands.
Gas and electric refrigerators with Improved enlarged storage space.
Wonderful new washing machine.
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All purpose mixer, many attachments.

Convenient traveling iron.
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Eight cup percolator in fine aluminum.
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PRINCETON SHOE CO.
Satin Scuff - Black
Blue — $2.98
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The Whole Family Benefits from Electrical Appliances
Select those to fit your needs from our
tremendous stock!

McCONNELL ELECTRIC Phone 1

205 W Market
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